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Preface

This guide provides conceptual and usage information about SQL Developer Data
Modeler, a data modeling and database design tool that provides an environment for
capturing, modeling, managing, and exploiting metadata. SQL Developer Data Model‐
er is also referred to as Data Modeler.

Audience
This guide is intended for those using SQL Developer Data Modeler. It assumes that
you either have some familiarity with data modeling, or that you can find resources
outside this guide for more advanced and detailed information about data modeling.

Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle Accessibili‐
ty Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support

Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/look‐
up?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if
you are hearing impaired.

Product Accessibility
The Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler Accessibility Guide provides information
about the accessibility features for SQL Developer Data Modeler.

Related Documents
To download free release notes, installation documentation, white papers, or other col‐
lateral, go to the Oracle Technology Network (OTN) at

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/

The documentation section of the OTN site is at

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/indexes/documentation/

Conventions
The following text conventions are used in this document:

xiii
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Convention Meaning

boldface Boldface type indicates graphical user interface elements associated
with an action, or terms defined in text or the glossary.

italic Italic type indicates book titles, emphasis, or placeholder variables for
which you supply particular values.

monospace Monospace type indicates commands within a paragraph, URLs, code
in examples, text that appears on the screen, or text that you enter.

Third-Party License Information
SQL Developer Data Modeler contains third-party code. Oracle is required to provide
the following notices. Note, however, that the Oracle program license that accompa‐
nied this product determines your right to use the Oracle program, including the third-
party software, and the terms contained in the following notices do not change those
rights.

ActiveDBSoft
End User License Agreement Copyright (C) 2005-2018 Active Database Software.

END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT- DEVELOPER LICENSE FOR ALL SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S)

IMPORTANT- READ CAREFULLY: This Active Database Software ("ActiveDBSoft")
End-User License Agreement ("EULA") is a legal agreement between the purchaser of
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) ("Developer End User") and ActiveDBSoft
for all ActiveDBSoft software components, source code, demos, intermediate files, me‐
dia, printed materials, and "online" or electronic documentation ("SOFTWARE COM‐
PONENT PRODUCT(S)") contained in this installation file. Subject to the terms and
conditions of this EULA, ActiveDBSoft grants to Developer End User a personal, non‐
exclusive license to install and use the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) for
the sole purposes of designing, developing, testing, distributing and deploying applica‐
tion programs which Developer End User creates. By installing, copying, or otherwise
using the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), Developer End User agrees to
be bound by the terms of this EULA. If Developer End User does not agree to any part
of the terms of this EULA, DO NOT INSTALL, USE, EVALUATE, OR REPLICATE IN
ANY MANNER, ANY PART, FILE OR PORTION OF THE SOFTWARE COMPONENT
PRODUCT(S). All SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is licensed, not sold. If
Developer End User is an individual, Developer End User must acquire an individual
license for the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) from ActiveDBSoft or its au‐
thorized resellers. If Developer End User is an entity, Developer End User must ac‐
quire, from ActiveDBSoft or its authorized resellers, an individual license for each indi‐
vidual developer, within Developer End User's organization, using, and or developing
with, the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). If the SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S) Developer End User has obtained is marked as a "TRIAL" or
"EVALUATION", Developer End User may install one copy of the SOFTWARE COM‐
PONENT PRODUCT(S) for testing purposes ONLY. RIGOROUS ENFORCEMENT
OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS. If the licensed right of use for this SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is purchased by Developer End User with any in‐
tent to reverse engineer, decompile, and the exploitation or unauthorized transfer of
any ActiveDBSoft intellectual property and trade secrets, to include any exposed meth‐
ods or source code where provided, no licensed right of use shall exist, and any
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PRODUCT(s) created as a result shall be judged illegal by definition of all applicable
law. Any sale or resale of intellectual property or created derivatives so obtained will
be prosecuted to the fullest extent of all local, federal and international law. 1. GRANT
OF LICENSE. This EULA, if legally executed as defined herein, licenses and so grants
Developer End User the following rights: SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S).
Developer End User may install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT
PRODUCT(S), including any and all source code if provided, or any prior version legal‐
ly licensed for the same operating system, on a single computer. The primary user of
the computer on which the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is installed may
make a second copy for his or her exclusive use on a portable computer. Developer
End User acknowledges and agrees that the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PROD‐
UCT(S) in source code form remains a confidential trade secret of ActiveDBSoft. (a)
Storage/Network Use. Developer End User may also store or install a copy of the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) on a storage device, such as a network
server, used only to install or run the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) on
Developer End User's other computers over an internal network; however, Developer
End User must acquire and dedicate a license for each separate computer on which
the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is installed or run from the storage de‐
vice. A license for the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) may not be shared
or used concurrently on different computers. 2. Not for Resale Software. If the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is labeled and provided as "Not for Resale" or
"NFR", then, notwithstanding other sections of this EULA, Developer End User may
not resell, distribute, or otherwise transfer for value or benefit in any manner, the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) or any derivative work using the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). Developer End User may not transfer, rent,
lease, lend, copy, modify, translate, sublicense, time-share or electronically transmit
the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), media or documentation. This also ap‐
plies to any and all intermediate files, source code, and compiled executables. 3. Limi‐
tations on Reverse Engineering, Decompilation, and Disassembly. Developer End
User may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S), and only to the extent that such activity is expressly permitted by
applicable law notwithstanding this limitation. The provision of source code, if included
with the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), does not constitute transfer of any
legal rights to such code, and resale or distribution of all or any portion of all source
code and intellectual property will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of all applicable
local, federal and international laws. Developer End User agrees to take all reasona‐
ble, legal and appropriate measures to prohibit the illegal dissemination of the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) or any of its constituent parts and Redistributa‐
bles to the fullest extent of all applicable local, US and International Laws and Treaties
regarding anti-circumvention, including but not limited to, the Geneva and Berne World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Diplomatic Conferences. 4. Separation of
Components, their constituent parts and Redistributables. The SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S) is licensed as a single PRODUCT(s). The SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S) and its constituent parts and any provided Redistributables may
not be reverse engineered, decompiled, disassembled or separated for use on more
than one computer, nor placed for distribution, sale, or resale as individual creations
by Developer End User. The provision of source code, if included with the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), does not constitute transfer of any legal rights to
such code, and resale or distribution of all or any portion of all source code and intel‐
lectual property will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of all applicable local, federal
and international laws. All ActiveDBSoft libraries, source code, Redistributables and
other files remain ActiveDBSoft's exclusive property. Regardless of any modifications
that Developer End User makes, Developer End User may not distribute any files (par‐
ticularly ActiveDBSoft source code and other non-executable files) except those that
ActiveDBSoft has expressly designated as a Redistributable. 5. Rental. Developer End
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User may not rent, lease, or lend the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). 6.
Transfer. Except as expressly allowed hereunder, Developer End User may NOT per‐
manently or temporarily transfer ANY of its rights under this EULA to any individual or
entity. Regardless of any modifications which Developer End User makes and regard‐
less of how Developer End User might compile, link, and/or package its programs, un‐
der no circumstances may the libraries, code, Redistributables, and/or other files of the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) (including any portions thereof) be used for
developing programs by anyone other than Developer End User. Only Developer End
User has the right to use the libraries, code, Redistributables, or other files of the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) (or any portions thereof) for developing
programs created with the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). In particular,
Developer End User may not share copies of the Redistributables with other co-devel‐
opers not individually licensed hereunder. Developer End User may not reproduce or
distribute any ActiveDBSoft documentation without ActiveDBSoft's explicit permission.
With written notification to ActiveDBSoft, Developer End User may transfer its license
of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) to a successor company. 7. Royalty
free redistribution. ActiveDBSoft PRODUCT(s) may include certain files ("Redistributa‐
bles") intended for distribution by Developer End User to the users of programs Devel‐
oper End User creates. Redistributables include, for example, those files identified in
printed or on-line documentation or identified by ActiveDBSoft as redistributable files,
or those files preselected for deployment by an install utility provided with the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) (if any). In any event, the Redistributables for the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) are only those files specifically designated
as such by ActiveDBSoft. Subject to all of the terms and conditions in this EULA, De‐
veloper End User may reproduce and distribute exact copies of the Redistributables,
provided that such copies are made from the original copy of the SOFTWARE COM‐
PONENT PRODUCT(S) or the copy transferred to the single hard disk. Having the
source code of SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), Developer End User may
distribute copies of Redistributables built from modified source code. Copies of Redis‐
tributables may only be distributed with and for the sole purpose of executing applica‐
tion programs permitted under this EULA that Developer End User has created using
the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). Under no circumstances may any cop‐
ies of Redistributables be distributed separately. REDISTRIBUTABLES. To obtain a
list of Redistributables that apply under this EULA, contact customer-service@active‐
dbsoft.com Distribution by the Developer End User of any design-time tools (EXE's
OCX's or DLL's), executables, and source code distributed to Developer End User by
ActiveDBSoft as part of this SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) and not explic‐
itly identified as a Redistributable file is strictly prohibited. The Developer End User
shall not develop software applications that provide an application programming inter‐
face to the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) or the SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S) as modified. The Developer End User may NOT distribute the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), in any format, to other users for develop‐
ment or application compilation purposes. Specifically, if Developer End User creates
a control using the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) as a constituent control,
Developer End User may NOT distribute the control created with the SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) (in any format) to users to be used at design time or for
ANY development purposes. Developer End User MAY NOT REDISTRIBUTE any
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(s) files if using an evaluation, trial, Not for Re‐
sale, or demo version of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(s). 8. Additional
restrictions. DEVELOPER END USER MAY NOT CREATE NEW 'ACTIVE X' COMPO‐
NENTS OR '.NET' COMPONENTS, or ANY OTHER COMPONENT ARCHITECTURE,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO DLLs, FOR DISTRIBUTION OUTSIDE OF DE‐
VELOPER END USER'S COMPANY IN ANY FORM, MANNER OR MEDIA OR US‐
ING ANY DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL, WHICH UTILIZES ALL OR ANY PORTION OF
THE SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) AND ITS RELATED SOURCE CODE.
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DEVELOPER END USER MAY NOT CREATE ANY TOOL OR SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S) THAT DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY COMPETES WITH THE
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) WHICH UTILIZES ALL OR ANY PORTION
OF THE SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) AND ITS RELATED SOURCE
CODE. 9. Upgrades. If the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is labeled as an
upgrade, Developer End User must be properly licensed to use the SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) identified by ActiveDBSoft as being eligible for the up‐
grade in order to use the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). A SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) labeled as an upgrade replaces and/or supplements the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) that formed the basis for Developer End
User's eligibility for the upgrade, and together constitutes a single PRODUCT(S). De‐
veloper End User may use the resulting upgraded PRODUCT(S) only in accordance
with all the terms of this EULA. 10. Copyright. All title and copyrights in and to the
SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) (including but not limited to any copywritten
images, demos, source code, intermediate files, packages, photographs, Redistributa‐
bles, animations, video, audio, music, text, and "applets" incorporated into the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) the accompanying printed materials, and any
copies of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S)) are owned by ActiveDBSoft
or its subsidiaries. The SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is protected by
copyright laws and international treaty provisions and therefore, Developer End User
must treat the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) like any other copyrighted
material except that Developer End User may install the SOFTWARE COMPONENT
PRODUCT(S) as described in this EULA. 11. Installation and Use. The license granted
in this EULA for Developer End User to create Developer End User's own compiled
programs and distribute Developer End User programs and the Redistributables (if
any), is subject to all of the following conditions: (i) all copies of the programs Develop‐
er End User creates must bear a valid copyright notice, either Developer End User's
own or the ActiveDBSoft copyright notice that appears on the SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S); (ii) Developer End User may not remove or alter any Active‐
DBSoft copyright, trademark or other proprietary rights notice contained in any portion
of ActiveDBSoft libraries, source code, Redistributables or other files that bear such a
notice; (iii) ActiveDBSoft provides no warranty at all to any person, other than the Lim‐
ited Warranty provided to Developer End User and Developer End User will remain
solely responsible to anyone receiving Developer End User's programs for support,
service, upgrades, or technical or other assistance, and such recipients will have no
right to contact ActiveDBSoft for such services or assistance; (iv) Developer End User
will indemnify and hold ActiveDBSoft, its related companies and its suppliers, harmless
from and against any claims or liabilities arising out of End Developer�s use, reproduc‐
tion or distribution of Developer End User's programs; (v) Developer End User's pro‐
grams containing ActiveDBSoft SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) must be
written using a licensed, registered copy of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PROD‐
UCT(S); (vi) Developer End User's programs must add primary and substantial func‐
tionality, and may not be merely a set or subset of any of the libraries, code, Redistrib‐
utables or other files of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S); (vii) regardless
of any modifications which Developer End User makes and regardless of how Devel‐
oper End User might compile, link, or package Developer End User's programs, the li‐
braries, code, Redistributables, and/or other files of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT
PRODUCT(S) (including any portions thereof) may not be used in programs created
by Developer End User's end users (i.e., users of Developer End User programs) and
may not be further redistributed by Developer End User end users; and (viii) Developer
End User may not use ActiveDBSoft's or any of its suppliers' names, logos, or trade‐
marks to market Developer End User programs. 12. U.S. GOVERNMENT RESTRICT‐
ED RIGHTS. The SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) is Commercial Computer
Software provided with RESTRICTED RIGHTS under Federal Acquisition Regulations
and agency supplements to them. Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. Govern‐
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ment is subject to restrictions as set forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in
Technical Data and Computer Software clause at DFAR 255.227-7013 et. seq. or
252.211-7015, or subparagraphs (a) through (d) of the Commercial Computer Soft‐
ware Restricted Rights at FAR 52.227-19, as applicable, or similar clauses in the
NASA FAR Supplement. Contractor-manufacturer is ActiveDBSoft. 13. Export restric‐
tions. ActiveDBSoft expressly complies with all export restrictions imposed by the gov‐
ernment of the United States of America. Developer End User agrees not to export or
re-export the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) within any created application
to any country, person, entity or end user subject to U.S.A. export restrictions. Restrict‐
ed countries currently include, but are not necessarily limited to Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya,
North Korea, Sudan, and Syria. Developer End User warrants and represents that nei‐
ther the U.S.A. Bureau of Export Administration nor any other federal agency has sus‐
pended, revoked or denied Developer End User's export privileges. 14. Disclaimer of
warranty. ActiveDBSoft expressly disclaims any warranty for the SOFTWARE COM‐
PONENT PRODUCT(S). THE SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) AND ANY
RELATED DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICU‐
LAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. ActiveDBSoft DOES NOT WARRANT,
GUARANTEE, OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE, OR
THE RESULTS OF THE USE, OF THE SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) IN
TERMS OF CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. THE
ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) REMAINS WITH DEVELOPER END USER. No oral or
written information or advice given by ActiveDBSoft or its employees shall create a
warranty or in any way increase the scope of this warranty. 15. Limitations on liability.
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall ActiveDBSoft be
liable for any special, incidental, indirect, or consequential damages whatsoever (in‐
cluding, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption,
loss of business information, or any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or
inability to use the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) or the provision of or
failure to provide Support Services, even if ActiveDBSoft has been advised of the pos‐
sibility of such damages. Developer End User understands that the SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) may produce inaccurate results because of a failure or
fault within the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) or failure by Developer End
User to properly use and or deploy the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S).
Developer End User assumes full and sole responsibility for any use of the SOFT‐
WARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S), and bears the entire risk for failures or faults
within the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). Developer End User agrees that
regardless of the cause of failure or fault or the form of any claim, DEVELOPER END
USER'S SOLE REMEDY AND ActiveDBSoft'S SOLE OBLIGATION SHALL BE GOV‐
ERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT AND IN NO EVENT SHALL ActiveDBSoft'S LIABILI‐
TY EXCEED THE PRICE PAID TO ActiveDBSoft FOR THE SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S). This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the SOFTWARE COM‐
PONENT PRODUCT(S) has resulted from accident, abuse, alteration, unauthorized
use or misapplication of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S). 16. Indemnifi‐
cation. Developer End User hereby agrees to indemnify ActiveDBSoft and its officers,
directors, employees, agents, and representatives from each and every demand,
claim, loss, liability, or damage of any kind, including actual attorneys fees, whether in
tort or contract, that it or any of them may incur by reason of, or arising out of, any
claim which is made by any third party with respect to any breach or violation of this
Agreement by Developer End User or any claims based on the SOFTWARE COMPO‐
NENT PRODUCT(S) included in Developer End User's program(s). 17. Support serv‐
ices. ActiveDBSoft may provide Developer End User with support services related to
the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) ("Support Services"). Use of Support
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Services is governed by ActiveDBSoft policies and programs described in the user
manual, in "on line" documentation and/or other ActiveDBSoft provided materials. Any
supplemental SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) provided to Developer End
User as part of the Support Services shall be considered part of the SOFTWARE
COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) and subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA.
With respect to technical information Developer End User provides to ActiveDBSoft as
part of the Support Services, ActiveDBSoft may use such information for its business
purposes, including for SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(s) support and devel‐
opment. ActiveDBSoft will not utilize such technical information in a form that personal‐
ly identifies Developer End User. 18. Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights
or remedies, ActiveDBSoft will terminate this EULA upon Developer End User's failure
to comply with all the terms and conditions of this EULA. In such events, Developer
End User must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S)
and all of its component parts including any related documentation, and must remove
ANY and ALL use of such technology immediately from any applications using tech‐
nology contained in the SOFTWARE COMPONENT PRODUCT(S) developed by De‐
veloper End User, whether in native, altered or compiled state. 19. Miscellaneous. This
EULA shall be construed, interpreted and governed by the laws of the State of Neva‐
da, U.S.A. This EULA gives Developer End User specific legal rights; Developer End
User may have others that vary from state to state and from country to country. This
EULA may only be modified in writing signed by Developer End User and an author‐
ized officer of ActiveDBSoft. If any provision of this EULA is found void or unenforcea‐
ble, the remainder will remain valid and enforceable according to its terms. If any rem‐
edy provided is determined to have failed for its essential purpose, all limitations of lia‐
bility and exclusions of damages set forth in the Limited Warranty shall remain in ef‐
fect. ActiveDBSoft reserves all rights not specifically granted in this EULA. ACKNOWL‐
EDGEMENTS. Developer End User acknowledges that he or she has read this Agree‐
ment, understands it, and agrees to be bound by its terms and conditions.

Apache FOP 0.95
Apache License Version 2.0
January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution
as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner
that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that con‐
trol, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes
of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction
or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of
such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions grant‐
ed by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but
not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.
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"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or transla‐
tion of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated doc‐
umentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or
attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is
based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations,
elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of author‐
ship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work
and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the
Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that
is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright own‐
er. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, ver‐
bal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but
not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is
conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as
"Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom
a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within
the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and
such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have
made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such li‐
cense applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are nec‐
essarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribu‐
tion(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute pat‐
ent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) al‐
leging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this
License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative
Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object
form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this
License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You
changed the files; and
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(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all
copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Deriva‐
tive Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices
contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE
text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or docu‐
mentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated
by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You
distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution
of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stat‐
ed in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution
intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under
the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such
Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trade‐
marks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for rea‐
sonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either ex‐
press or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis‐
sions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (includ‐
ing negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as de‐
liberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be lia‐
ble to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or conse‐
quential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use
or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial dam‐
ages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Deriva‐
tive Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of sup‐
port, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own be‐
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half and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with
the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information.
(Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment
syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description
of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this
file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under
the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDI‐
TIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific lan‐
guage governing permissions and limitations under the License.

Batik Version 1.8
This program contains Batik version 1.8, which has the following associated attribution
text:

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation
(http://www.apache.org/). This software contains code from the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) for the Document Object Model API (DOM API) and SVG Docu‐
ment Type Definition (DTD). This software contains code from the International Organ‐
isation for Standardization for the definition of character entities used in the software's
documentation. 2. Must include Apache License, Version 2.0 with any distribution of
Apache Batik 1.8: Apache License Version 2.0, January 2004 http://
www.apache.org/licenses/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUC‐
TION, AND DISTRIBUTION 1. Definitions. "License" shall mean the terms and condi‐
tions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document. "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copy‐
right owner that is granting the License. "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the act‐
ing entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the pow‐
er, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstand‐
ing shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. "You" (or "Your") shall mean an
individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License. "Source"
form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited
to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files. "Object" form
shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a
Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documenta‐
tion, and conversions to other media types. "Work" shall mean the work of authorship,
whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in
the Appendix below). "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or
Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial re‐
visions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall
not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the
interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof. "Contribution" shall mean any
work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Li‐
censor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal En‐
tity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this defi‐
nition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on
electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that
are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and im‐
proving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or other‐
wise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." "Contributor"
shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribu‐
tion has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work. 2.
Grant of Copyright License.

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to
You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copy‐
right license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly per‐
form, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Ob‐
ject form. 3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Li‐
cense, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive,
no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor
that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You insti‐
tute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work consti‐
tutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to
You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is
filed. 4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Deriv‐
ative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Ob‐
ject form, provided that You meet the following conditions: a. You must give any other
recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and b. You must
cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files;
and c. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,
all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the
Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works;
and d. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any De‐
rivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution noti‐
ces contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to
any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NO‐
TICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display gener‐
ated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally ap‐
pear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not
modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works
that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the
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License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may
provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or
distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provid‐
ed Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the
conditions stated in this License. 5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly
state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by
You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without
any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall su‐
persede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have execut‐
ed with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 6. Trademarks.

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service
marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and cus‐
tomary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NO‐
TICE file. 7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in
writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions)
on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, ei‐
ther express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TI‐
TLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis‐
sions under this License. 8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theo‐
ry, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by ap‐
plicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,
shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, spe‐
cial, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this
License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to dam‐
ages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and
all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of
the possibility of such damages. 9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While re‐
distributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and
charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obliga‐
tions and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obliga‐
tions, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on be‐
half of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold
each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against,
such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS Appendix: How to Apply Apache License to Your
Work To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate no‐
tice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying infor‐
mation. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and
description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice
for easier identification within third-party archives. Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright
owner] Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not
use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the Li‐
cense at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applica‐
ble law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on
an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either
express or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions
and limitations under the License.

PDFBox 2.0.13
NOTICE.TXT
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===============================================

Copyright (c) 2002-2007, www.pdfbox.org

Based on source code originally developed in the PaDaF project. Copyright (c) 2010
Atos Worldline SAS

Includes the Adobe Glyph List Copyright 1997, 1998, 2002, 2007, 2010 Adobe Sys‐
tems Incorporated.

Includes the Zapf Dingbats Glyph List Copyright 2002, 2010 Adobe Systems Incorpo‐
rated.

Includes OSXAdapter Copyright (C) 2003-2007 Apple, Inc., All Rights Reserved

===============================================

LICENSE.TXT

===============================================

Apache License

Apache License Version 2.0
January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution
as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner
that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that con‐
trol, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes
of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction
or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of
such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions grant‐
ed by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but
not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or transla‐
tion of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated doc‐
umentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or
attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is
based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations,
elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of author‐
ship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
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remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work
and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the
Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that
is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright own‐
er. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, ver‐
bal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but
not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is
conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as
"Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom
a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within
the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and
such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have
made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such li‐
cense applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are nec‐
essarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribu‐
tion(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute pat‐
ent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) al‐
leging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this
License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative
Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object
form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this
License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You
changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all
copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Deriva‐
tive Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices
contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE
text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or docu‐
mentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated
by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
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contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You
distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution
of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stat‐
ed in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution
intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under
the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such
Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trade‐
marks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for rea‐
sonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either ex‐
press or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis‐
sions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (includ‐
ing negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as de‐
liberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be lia‐
ble to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or conse‐
quential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use
or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial dam‐
ages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Deriva‐
tive Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of sup‐
port, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own be‐
half and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with
the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information.
(Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment
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syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description
of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this
file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under
the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDI‐
TIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific lan‐
guage governing permissions and limitations under the License

EXTERNAL COMPONENTS

Apache PDFBox includes a number of components with separate copyright notices
and license terms. Your use of these components is subject to the terms and condi‐
tions of the following licenses.

Contributions made to the original PDFBox, JempBox and FontBox projects:

Copyright (c) 2002-2007, www.pdfbox.org

Copyright (c) 2006-2007, www.jempbox.org All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of pdfbox; nor the names of its contributors may be used to en‐
dorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written per‐
mission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBU‐
TORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT‐
NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, IN‐
CIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUD‐
ING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERV‐
ICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOW‐
EVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARIS‐
ING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE

Adobe Font Metrics (AFM) for PDF Core 14 Fonts

This file and the 14 PostScript(R) AFM files it accompanies may be used, copied, and
distributed for any purpose and without charge, with or without modification, provided
that all copyright notices are retained; that the AFM files are not distributed without this
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file; that all modifications to this file or any of the AFM files are prominently noted in the
modified file(s); and that this paragraph is not modified. Adobe Systems has no re‐
sponsibility or obligation to support the use of the AFM files.

CMaps for PDF Fonts (http://opensource.adobe.com/wiki/display/cmap/Downloads)

Copyright 1990-2009 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of condi‐
tions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. Neither the name of Adobe Systems Incorporated nor
the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBU‐
TORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT‐
NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAG‐
ES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS IN‐
TERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLI‐
GENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Glyphlist (http://www.adobe.com/devnet/opentype/archives/glyph.html)

Copyright (c) 1997,1998,2002,2007 Adobe Systems Incorporated

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
documentation file to use, copy, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
the documentation, and to permit others to do the same, provided that:

- No modification, editing or other alteration of this document is allowed; and

- The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies
of the documentation.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
documentation file, to create their own derivative works from the content of this docu‐
ment to use, copy, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell the derivative works, and
to permit others to do the same, provided that the derived work is not represented as
being a copy or version of this document.

Adobe shall not be liable to any party for any loss of revenue or profit or for indirect,
incidental, special, consequential, or other similar damages, whether based on tort (in‐
cluding without limitation negligence or strict liability), contract or other legal or equi‐
table grounds even if Adobe has been advised or had reason to know of the possibility
of such damages. The Adobe materials are provided on an "AS IS" basis. Adobe spe‐
cifically disclaims all express, statutory, or implied warranties relating to the Adobe ma‐
terials, including but not limited to those concerning merchantability or fitness for a par‐
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ticular purpose or non-infringement of any third party rights regarding the Adobe mate‐
rials.

PaDaF PDF/A preflight (http://sourceforge.net/projects/padaf)

Copyright 2010 Atos Worldline SAS

Licensed by Atos Worldline SAS under one or more contributor license agreements.
See the NOTICE file distributed with this work for additional information regarding
copyright ownership. Atos Worldline SAS licenses this file to You under the Apache Li‐
cense, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with
the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under
the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDI‐
TIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific lan‐
guage governing permissions and limitations under the License.

OSXAdapter

Version: 2.0

Disclaimer: IMPORTANT: This Apple software is supplied to you by Apple Inc. ("Ap‐
ple") in consideration of your agreement to the following terms, and your use, installa‐
tion, modification or redistribution of this Apple software constitutes acceptance of
these terms. If you do not agree with these terms, please do not use, install, modify or
redistribute this Apple software.

In consideration of your agreement to abide by the following terms, and subject to
these terms, Apple grants you a personal, non-exclusive license, under Apple's copy‐
rights in this original Apple software (the "Apple Software"), to use, reproduce, modify
and redistribute the Apple Software, with or without modifications, in source and/or bi‐
nary forms; provided that if you redistribute the Apple Software in its entirety and with‐
out modifications, you must retain this notice and the following text and disclaimers in
all such redistributions of the Apple Software. Neither the name, trademarks, service
marks or logos of Apple Inc. may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from the Apple Software without specific prior written permission from Apple. Except
as expressly stated in this notice, no other rights or licenses, express or implied, are
granted by Apple herein, including but not limited to any patent rights that may be in‐
fringed by your derivative works or by other works in which the Apple Software may be
incorporated.

The Apple Software is provided by Apple on an "AS IS" basis. APPLE MAKES NO
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT‐
NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, REGARDING THE APPLE SOFTWARE OR
ITS USE AND OPERATION ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH YOUR PROD‐
UCTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL APPLE BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDEN‐
TAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PRO‐
CUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE, REPRODUCTION, MODIFICATION AND/OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE APPLE
SOFTWARE, HOWEVER CAUSED AND WHETHER UNDER THEORY OF CON‐
TRACT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), STRICT LIABILITY OR OTHERWISE,
EVEN IF APPLE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (C) 2003-2007 Apple, Inc., All Rights Reserved

Fontbox Licence

Apache License Version 2.0
January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution
as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner
that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that con‐
trol, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes
of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction
or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of
such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions grant‐
ed by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but
not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or transla‐
tion of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated doc‐
umentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or
attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is
based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations,
elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of author‐
ship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work
and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the
Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that
is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright own‐
er. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, ver‐
bal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but
not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is
conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as
"Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom
a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within
the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and
such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have
made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such li‐
cense applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are nec‐
essarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribu‐
tion(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute pat‐
ent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) al‐
leging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this
License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative
Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object
form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this
License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You
changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all
copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Deriva‐
tive Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices
contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE
text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or docu‐
mentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated
by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You
distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution
of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stat‐
ed in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution
intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under
the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
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separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such
Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trade‐
marks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for rea‐
sonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either ex‐
press or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis‐
sions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (includ‐
ing negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as de‐
liberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be lia‐
ble to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or conse‐
quential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use
or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial dam‐
ages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Deriva‐
tive Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of sup‐
port, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own be‐
half and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

Apache POI 3.17
Apache License Version 2.0
January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution
as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner
that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that con‐
trol, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes
of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction
or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of
such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions grant‐
ed by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but
not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or transla‐
tion of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated doc‐
umentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or
attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is
based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations,
elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of author‐
ship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that
remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work
and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the
Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that
is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright own‐
er. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, ver‐
bal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but
not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the
purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is
conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as
"Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom
a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within
the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-
charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and
such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have
made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such li‐
cense applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are nec‐
essarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribu‐
tion(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute pat‐
ent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) al‐
leging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this
License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative
Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object
form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
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(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this
License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You
changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all
copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Deriva‐
tive Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices
contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE
text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or docu‐
mentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated
by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You
distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution
of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stat‐
ed in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution
intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under
the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such
Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trade‐
marks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for rea‐
sonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either ex‐
press or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or
redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permis‐
sions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (includ‐
ing negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as de‐
liberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be lia‐
ble to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or conse‐
quential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use
or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial dam‐
ages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Deriva‐
tive Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of sup‐
port, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own be‐
half and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if
You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting
any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPENDIX

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with
the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information.
(Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment
syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description
of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this
file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under
the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDI‐
TIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific lan‐
guage governing permissions and limitations under the License.

=================================================================
========

== NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License, ==

== Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache XmlBeans distribution. ==

=================================================================
========

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation (http://
www.apache.org/).

Portions of this software were originally based on the following: - software copyright (c)
2000-2003, BEA Systems, /www.bea.com/>.

Aside from contributions to the Apache XMLBeans project, this software also includes:

- one or more source files from the Apache Xerces-J and Apache Axis products, Copy‐
right (c) 1999-2003 Apache Software Foundation

- W3C XML Schema documents Copyright 2001-2003 (c) World Wide Web Consorti‐
um (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, European Research Consortium for Infor‐
matics and Mathematics, Keio University)

- resolver.jar from Apache Xml Commons project, Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Apache
Software Foundation
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- Piccolo XML Parser for Java from http://piccolo.sourceforge.net/, Copyright 2002
Yuval Oren under the terms of the Apache Software License 2.0

- JSR-173 Streaming API for XML from http://sourceforge.net/projects/xmlpullparser/,
Copyright 2005 BEA under the terms of the Apache Software License 2.0

APACHE POI SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache POI includes subcomponents with separate copyright notices and license
terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the
following licenses:

Office Open XML schemas (ooxml-schemas-1.*.jar) The Office Open XML schema
definitions used by Apache POI are a part of the Office Open XML ECMA Specification
(ECMA-376, [1]). As defined in section 9.4 of the ECMA bylaws [2], this specification is
available to all interested parties without restriction: 9.4 All documents when approved
shall be made available to all interested parties without restriction.

Furthermore, both Microsoft and Adobe have granted patent licenses to this work
[3,4,5].

[1] http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/standards/Ecma-376.htm

[2] http://www.ecma-international.org/memento/Ecmabylaws.htm

[3] http://www.microsoft.com/openspecifications/en/us/programs/osp/default.aspx

[4] http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma%20PATENT/
Patent%20statements%20ok/ECMA-376%20Edition%202%20Microsoft%20Patent
%20Declaration.pdf

[5] http://www.ecma-international.org/publications/files/ECMA-ST/Ecma%20PATENT/
Patent%20statements%20ok/ECMA-376%20Adobe%20Patent%20Declaration.pdf

Bouncy Castle library (bcprov-*.jar, bcpg-*.jar, bcpkix-*.jar)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software
without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit per‐
sons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EX‐
PRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONIN‐
FRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

JUnit test library (junit-4.*.jar) & JaCoCo (*jacoco*)

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS
ECLIPSE PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DIS‐
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TRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF
THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed
under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distribut‐
ed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was
added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's
behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are separate
modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own li‐
cense agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessa‐
rily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the
Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including
all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a
non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare deriva‐
tive works of, publicly display, publicly perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribu‐
tion of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and object
code form. b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed Pat‐
ents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of
such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall
apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contri‐
bution is added by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such com‐
bination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to
any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed
hereunder. c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licens‐
es to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any Contributor
that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual property rights of any
other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by
any other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a
condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient
hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights
needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipi‐
ent to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license be‐
fore distributing the Program. d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it
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has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license
set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own
license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, ex‐
press and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and
implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including
direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Con‐
tributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and in‐
forms licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium cus‐
tomarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program. Contrib‐
utors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a
manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the
Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to
end users, business partners and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the
commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who includes the Program in a com‐
mercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential lia‐
bility for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a com‐
mercial product offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to
defend and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any
losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and
other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection
with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product offering. The obligations in
this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intel‐
lectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)
promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the
Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in,
the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may
participate in any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offer‐
ing, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial
Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties related to Product X,
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those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsi‐
bility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend
claims against the other Contributors related to those performance claims and warran‐
ties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the
Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF
ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MER‐
CHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is
solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the
Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agree‐
ment , including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance
with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and unavaila‐
bility or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPI‐
ENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAG‐
ES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILI‐
TY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF
ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it
shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agree‐
ment, and without further action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed
to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or
counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself (excluding combinations of
the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s),
then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date
such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any
of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in
a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipi‐
ent's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distri‐
bution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obliga‐
tions under this Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Pro‐
gram shall continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to
avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the fol‐
lowing manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to publish new versions (in‐
cluding revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agree‐
ment Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation is the
initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the responsibility to
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serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the
Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Con‐
tributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under
which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the
new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient re‐
ceives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any Contributor under this
Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the
Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual
property laws of the United States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a
legal action under this Agreement more than one year after the cause of action arose.
Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

Hamcrest library (hamcrest-*.jar) & CuvesAPI / Curve API

BSD License

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of condi‐
tions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to en‐
dorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written per‐
mission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBU‐
TORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT‐
NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, IN‐
DIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUP‐
TION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTH‐
ERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

SLF4J library (slf4j-api-*.jar)

Copyright (c) 2004-2013 QOS.ch All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software
without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit per‐
sons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or
substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EX‐
PRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONIN‐
FRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

*********************************************************************

Notice File:

Apache POI Copyright 2003-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed by The Apache Software Foundation
(https://www.apache.org/).

This product contains parts that were originally based on software from BEA. Copy‐
right (c) 2000-2003, BEA Systems, /www.bea.com/>.

This product contains W3C XML Schema documents. Copyright 2001-2003 (c) World
Wide Web Consortium (Massachusetts

RSyntaxTextArea 2.0.3
http://fifesoft.com/rsyntaxtextarea/RSyntaxTextArea.License.txt

Copyright (c) 2012, Robert Futrell

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

• Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.

• Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other mate‐
rials provided with the distribution.

• Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to
endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior writ‐
ten permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBU‐
TORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FIT‐
NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
<COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED
AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILI‐
TY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGE.

SVNKit 1.0.0
The TMate Open Source License. This license applies to all portions of TMate SVNKit
library, which are not externally-maintained libraries (e.g. Ganymed SSH library). All
the source code and compiled classes in package org.tigris.subversion.javahl except
SvnClient class are covered by the license in JAVAHL-LICENSE file Copyright (c)
2004-2012 TMate Software. All rights reserved. Redistribution and use in source and
binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met: * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. * Redistributions in binary
form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the follow‐
ing disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribu‐
tion. * Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on how to ob‐
tain complete source code for the software that uses SVNKit and any accompanying
software that uses the software that uses SVNKit. The source code must either be in‐
cluded in the distribution or be available for no more than the cost of distribution plus a
nominal fee, and must be freely redistributable under reasonable conditions. For an
executable file, complete source code means the source code for all modules it con‐
tains. It does not include source code for modules or files that typically accompany the
major components of the operating system on which the executable file runs. * Redis‐
tribution in any form without redistributing source code for software that uses SVNKit is
possible only when such redistribution is explictly permitted by TMate Software.
Please, contact TMate Software at support@svnkit.com to get such permission. THIS
SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY TMATE SOFTWARE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL TMATE SOFT‐
WARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEM‐
PLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,
OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
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1
Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

SQL Developer Data Modeler (referred to as Data Modeler) is a data modeling and da‐
tabase design tool that provides an environment for capturing, modeling, managing,
and exploiting metadata.

See the Related Topics to learn more about Data Modeler.

Related Topics

Installing and Getting Started with SQL Developer Data Modeler

Data Modeler User Interface

Working with Data Modeler

Approaches to Data Modeling

User Preferences for Data Modeler

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

Exporting and Importing Preferences and Other Settings

Data Modeler Reports

For More Information About Data Modeling

Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database

1.1 Installing and Getting Started with SQL Developer Data
Modeler

To install and start SQL Developer Data Modeler, the process is similar to that for SQL
Developer: you download a .zip file and unzip it into a desired parent directory or fold‐
er, and then type a command or double-click a file name. You should read any Data
Modeler release notes or "readme" file before you perform the following steps.

1. Unzip the Data Modeler kit into a directory (folder) of your choice. This directory
location will be referred to as <datamodeler_install>. For example, on a Win‐
dows system you might want to choose C:\ as this location.

Unzipping the Data Modeler kit causes a directory named datamodeler to be cre‐
ated under the <datamodeler_install> directory. It also causes many files and
folders to be placed in and under that directory.

2. To start Data Modeler, go to the datamodeler directory under the <datamodel-
er_install> directory, and do one of the following:

On Linux and Mac OS X systems, run sh datamodeler.sh.

On Windows systems, double-click datamodeler64.exe (Windows 64-bit systems)
or datamodeler.exe (Windows 32-bit systems).
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If you are asked to enter the full pathname for the JDK, click Browse and find it.
For example, on a Windows system the path might have a name similar to C:
\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_51

3. If you want to become familiar with data modeling concepts before using the inter‐
face, read the rest of this chapter before proceeding to the next step.

4. Do the short tutorial in Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database. (For
more advanced tutorials and other materials, see For More Information About Data
Modeling.)

5. For sample data models and DDL scripts to download and use, see Sample Model
and Scripts.

1.2 Data Modeler User Interface
The Data Modeler window generally uses the left side for navigation to find and select
objects, and the right side to display information about selected objects.

Figure 1-1 shows the main window.

Figure 1-1    SQL Developer Data Modeler Main Window
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The menus at the top contain some standard entries, plus entries for features specific
to Data Modeler (see Menus for Data Modeler), as shown in the following figure.

You can use shortcut keys to access menus and menu items: for example Alt+F for
the File menu and Alt+E for the Edit menu; or Alt+H, then Alt+S for Help, then Search.
You can also display the File menu by pressing the F10 key.

Icons under the menus perform actions relevant to what is currently selected for dis‐
play on the right side of the window, such as the logical model, a relational model, or a
data flow diagram. For example, for a relational model the icons include New Table,
New View, Split Table, Merge Tables, New FK Relation, Generate DDL, Synchronize
Model with Data Dictionary, and Synchronize Data Dictionary with Model. To see the
name of any icon, hover the pointer over the icon. The actions for the icons are also
available from the Object menu.

The left side of the Data Modeler window has an object browser with a hierarchical
tree display for data modeling objects, as shown in the following figure.

To select an object in the object browser, expand the appropriate tree node or nodes,
then click the object.

Chapter 1
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The right side of the Data Modeler window has tabs and panes for objects that you se‐
lect or open, as shown in the following figure, which displays information about a delib‐
erately oversimplified relational model for library-related data (the model developed in 
Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database).

To switch among objects, click the desired tabs; to close a tab, click the X in the tab. If
you make changes to an object and click the X, you are asked if you want to save the
changes.

Related Topics

Menus for Data Modeler

Context Menus

Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database

1.2.1 Menus for Data Modeler
This topic explains menu items that are of special interest for Data Modeler .

File menu

Open: Opens a Data Modeler design that had been saved or exported. For more infor‐
mation, see Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs.

Close: Closes the current design without exiting Data Modeler.

Close All: Closes all open designs without exiting Data Modeler.

Chapter 1
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Import: Lets you import models from a variety of sources. For more information, see 
Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs.

Export: Lets you export models to files that can be imported into a variety of data
modeling tools. For more information, see Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing
Designs.

Reports: Lets you generate Data Modeler Reports.

Page Setup: Displays a dialog box where you can specify the following for any dia‐
gram print operations: media Size (Letter, Legal, or other predefined size) and Source
(Automatically Select or a specified paper source), Orientation (Portrait, Landscape,
Reverse Portrait, Reverse Landscape), and Margins (left, right, top, bottom).

Print: Prints the currently selected diagram.

Print Diagram: Saves the currently selected diagram to an image file of the type asso‐
ciated with the file extension that you specify (.png or.jpg), to a PDF file, to a scalable
vector graphics (.svg) file, or to an HTML/SVG (.html) file.

Recent Designs: Lets you open a Data Modeler design that you recently worked on.

Exit: Closes any open designs and exits Data Modeler.

Edit menu

Contains standard Edit menu options related to cutting, copying, pasting, deleting,
aligning, and finding objects.

View menu

Contains options that affect what is displayed in the Data Modeler interface.

Show Status Bar: Toggles the displaying of the status bar at the bottom of the Data
Modeler window.

Browser: Displays the object browser, which shows data modeling objects in a hier‐
archical tree format.

Navigator: Displays a graphical thumbnail representation of the view that is currently
selected. The Navigator appears by default in the right side of the window.

Log: Displays the Messages - Log pane with a record of Data Modeler actions during
the current invocation.

External Log: Displays a separate window with a record of all invocations of Data
Modeler for the current full release number.

External Log: Displays a record of Data Modeler actions in an external viewer instead
of in a pane within the Data Modeler window.

Files: Displays the Files pane for navigating the local file system.

Logical Diagram Notation: Controls whether Barker or Bachman notation is used to
display the logical model.

View Details: Controls the level of detail in displays. Including Comments causes any
Comments in RDBMS text to appear diagram displays for the logical model (entities
and attributes) and relational models (tables and columns).
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DDL Preview (relational diagram objects): Shows the DDL statements that would be
generated to create the object. (When the DDL Preview window is displayed, you can
click on other objects in the relational diagram to see the DDL statements that would
be generated to create those objects.)

DDL File Editor: Lets you generate DDL statements for a selected physical model.
Displays the DDL File Editor dialog box. (This command is equivalent to clicking the
Generate DDL icon, or clicking File, then Export, then DDL File.)

Zoom In (and corresponding icon): Displays more detail, and potentially fewer objects,
in the currently selected diagram.

Zoom Out (and corresponding icon): Displays less detail, and potentially more ob‐
jects, in the currently selected diagram.

Fit Screen (and corresponding icon): Makes all relevant objects fit in the window for
the currently selected diagram, adjusting the sizes of shapes and text labels as need‐
ed.

Default Size (and corresponding icon): Adjusts the shapes and text labels in the cur‐
rently selected diagram to the default sizes.

Find (Search) Displays a dialog box for finding objects in the currently selected dia‐
gram. Useful for finding objects in large, complex diagrams. (See Find Object
(Search).)

Note:

To do a global search across all open models, use the search (binoculars
icon) box in the top-right area of the window.

Refresh: Updates the contents of the Data Modeler window to reflect current informa‐
tion.

Full Screen: Lets you toggle between a full-screen view of the Data Modeler window
and the current or most recent non-full-screen view.

Team menu

Contains options related to support for the Subversion version management and
source control system. See Using Versioning for more information.

Versions: Lets you display the Versions Navigator and the Pending Changes window.

The other commands on the Team menu depend on which version management and
source control systems are available for use with Data Modeler.

Tools menu

Invokes Data Modeler tools and lets you set certain options (user preferences).

Domains Administration: Lets you view, modify, add, and delete domains. Displays
the Domains Administration dialog box.

Types Administration: Lets you view, modify, add, and delete logical types. Displays
the Types Administration dialog box.
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RDBMS Site Administration: Lets you view RDBMS sites (names associated with
supported types of databases), and to add your own names (aliases) for convenience
in creating physical models. Displays the RDBMS Site Editor dialog box.

Mask Templates Administration: Lets you create one or more "templates" that you
can then associate with appropriate columns in tables in a relational model. Displays
the Mask Templates Administration dialog box.

Table to View Wizard: Lets you create views based on tables in a selected relational
model. Displays the Table to View wizard.

View to Table Wizard: Lets you create tables based on views in a selected relational
model. Displays the View to Table wizard.

Name Abbreviations: Specifies a .csv file with strings to be changed in names of rela‐
tional model objects (for example, to ensure the use of standard abbreviations or spell‐
ings). Displays the Name Abbreviations dialog box.

Glossary Editor: Lets you create a new glossary file (if you specify a file name that
does not exist) or edit an existing glossary file. Displays a file selection dialog box, and
then the Glossary Editor dialog box.

Object Names Administration: Lets you make the names of specified objects fixed
(unchangeable) or changeable in dialog boxes for the properties of the objects. Dis‐
plays the Object Names Administration dialog box.

Design Rules: Lets you check your current design for violations of Data Modeler de‐
sign rules. Displays the Design Rules dialog box.

Engineering Status: Displays the Engineering dialog box.

Compare/Merge Models: Lets you open a design file, compare a relational model
from the file with a relational model in the current design, and merge objects from one
model into the other. After you select the design file, the Relational Models dialog box
is displayed.

General Options: Lets you customize the behavior of Data Modeler. Displays the Da‐
ta Modeler dialog box.

Help Menu

Displays help about Data Modeler. The Help Center window includes the following
icons in each tab:

• Keep on Top: Toggles whether to keep the Help Center window on top of the Da‐
ta Modeler window.

• Navigators: Lets you select the Contents or Favorites navigator.

• Print: Prints the topic.

• Change Font Size: Lets you increase or decrease the font size for the display of
the current help topic.

• Add to Favorites: Adds the topic to the list in the Favorites navigator.

• Find: Lets you search for a string in the current help topic.

Search: Displays the Help Center window, with focus in the Search (binoculars icon)
box. You can enter one or more strings to be searched for in the online help.

Table of Contents: Displays the Help Center window, with the Contents tab selected.
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Start Page: Displays a page with links for options for learning about Data Modeler.
The options include a link to a page with Sample Models and Scripts.

Release Notes: Displays important information this release of Data Modeler, including
requirements and some usage notes.

About: Displays version-related and other information about Data Modeler, its proper‐
ties, and installed extensions.

1.2.2 Context Menus
The context menus (right-click menus) in the object browser and diagrams contain
commands relevant for the object or objects selected.

In the object browser, if you right-click the logical model or a relational model, the con‐
text menu generally includes the following:

• Change Subview Object Names Prefix: Specifies the new prefix to replace a
specified current prefix for selected types of objects. Displays the Change Subview
Object Names Prefix dialog box.

• Apply Custom Transformation Scripts: Displays the Custom Transformation
Scripts dialog box, where you can select scripts to be applied. (For more informa‐
tion about custom transformation scripts, see Transformations.)

• Discover Foreign Keys: Lets you discover foreign key relationships among tables
in the relational model, and to create foreign keys. (See Create Discovered For‐
eign Keys.)

• Engineer to Relational Model (with the logical model selected): Performs forward
engineering: generates or updates a relational model from the logical model. You
can also specify if the operation creates a subview.

• Engineer to Logical Model (with a relational model selected): Performs reverse
engineering: updates the logical model from the selected relational model.

In diagrams, if you right-click outside any displayed object, the context menu generally
includes the following:

• Create Discovered Foreign Keys (relational model) Displays discovered hidden
foreign key relationships in a relational model. (See Create Discovered Foreign
Keys.)

• Remove Discovered Foreign Keys (relational model): Removes any discovered
foreign keys from the relational model diagram.

• Create Subview: Creates a subview. (See also Logical Diagram and Subviews
and Relational Diagram and Subviews.)

• Create Display: Creates a separate display pane of the view or subview. Displays
enable you to represent the same set of objects in different ways. For example,
you can create a display, select it, and then experiment with changing the context-
menu settings for View Details, Show (Grid, Page Grid, Labels, Legend), and Dia‐
gram Color.Displays are in the same window together with related main diagram
or subview; however, you can find tabs for displays at the bottom of that window.
To remove a display, right-click in it and select Delete Display.

• Auto Route: Toggles the setting of the Line Auto Route option (see Diagram un‐
der Data Modeler). You must disable Auto Route before you can adjust lines in di‐
agrams, such as clicking and dragging edges and elbows (vertices) to move them,
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or Ctrl+clicking and dragging on an edge to create a new elbow. Note: If you then
enable Auto Route, any manual adjustments are lost.

• Straighten Lines (available only if Auto Route is disabled): Removes any elbows
so that the line connects only the start and end points.

• AutoLayout (relational and data flow diagrams): Rearranges the objects in the di‐
agram to a layout that may be more meaningful and attractive. If you do not like
the rearrangement, you can restore the previous layout by clicking Edit, then Undo
AutoLayout.

• View Details: Lets you view all available details for objects or only selected de‐
tails.

• Show: Grid displays a grid in the background, which can help you to align objects
vertically and horizontally on the diagram; Page Grid displays where page mar‐
gins will be in printed PDF output; Labels displays the foreign key names on rela‐
tionship arrows and the flow names on flow lines in data flow diagrams; Legend
displays a legend box (which you can drag to move) containing the diagram name,
author, creation date, and other information.

• Resize Objects to Visible: Resizes objects in the diagram so that all are visible in
the display area.

• Diagram Color: Displays a dialog box for selecting the color scheme for the back‐
ground on diagrams.

• Properties: Displays the dialog box for viewing and editing properties of the mod‐
el.

In diagrams, if you right-click a line connecting two objects, the context menu generally
includes the following:

• Delete: Removes the line and deletes the relationship represented by the line.

• Straighten Lines (available only if Auto Route is disabled): Removes any elbows
so that the line connects only the start and end points.

• Format: Lets you change the width and color of the line.

• Add Elbow (available only if Auto Route is disabled): Adds an elbow (vertex) at
the selected point.

• Remove Elbow (available only if Auto Route is disabled): Removes the selected
elbow (vertex).

• Properties: Displays the dialog box for viewing and editing properties of the rela‐
tionship represented by the line.

In the logical and relational diagrams, if you select one or more entities or tables and
right-click one of them, the context menu includes at least the following:

• Create Synonym: Creates a synonym object in the display.

• Create Subview from Selected: Creates a subview containing the selected ob‐
jects. (See also Logical Diagram and Subviews and Relational Diagram and Sub‐
views.)

• Select Neighbors: Selects objects that are related to the selected object or ob‐
jects. You can specify the selection direction: All (higher- and lower-level zones),
Parent, or Child. You may want to select neighbors before creating a subview from
the selection.
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• DDL Preview (relational diagrams): Shows the DDL statement that would be gen‐
erated to create the object. (When the DDL Preview window is displayed, you can
click on other objects in the relational diagram to see the DDL statements that
would be generated to create those objects.)

• Format: Lets you specify colors and fonts for the selected objects.

• Show/Hide Elements: Lets you hide specified elements in the display.

• Send to Back: Sends the selected objects to the back of the diagram display,
which may cause them to be partially or completely covered by other objects.

• Properties: Displays the dialog box for viewing and editing properties of the ob‐
ject.

In data flow diagrams, if you select one or more objects and right-click one of them,
the context menu includes at least the following:

• Delete: Deletes the selected object.

• Format: Lets you specify colors and fonts for the selected objects.

• Send to Back (for objects not represented by lines): Sends the selected objects to
the back of the diagram display, which may cause them to be partly or completely
covered by other objects.

• Properties: Displays the dialog box for viewing and editing properties of the ob‐
ject.

1.3 Working with Data Modeler
You can use Data Modeler to create, edit, and delete objects at different hierarchy lev‐
els in different kinds of models. Many objects have similar properties, and the methods
for performing operations are usually consistent and intuitive. To perform operations
on objects (create, edit, delete), you can often use the context menu in the object
browser or the toolbar or the Object menu after selecting a diagram.

• To perform an operation on an object using the object browser, right-click the ap‐
propriate node (or click the node and press Shift+f10) in the hierarchy, and select
the command for the desired operation.

For example, to edit an entity, expand the Logical display so that all entities are
visible, right-click the name of the entity to be edited, and select Properties.

• To perform an operation using a diagram, select the tab for the diagram, and use
the toolbar icons.

For example, to create an entity, select the Logical tab; click the New Entity toolbar
icon; then define the entity in the Entity Properties box. To edit an entity, either
double-click its box in the diagram or right-click the box and select Properties.

Context Menus (right-click menus) in diagrams contain commands relevant for either
the diagram generally or the object or objects currently selected.

For conceptual and usage information about specific kinds of objects, see the following
topics:

• Database Design

• Data Types Model

• Process Model
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• Logical Model

• Relational Models

• Physical Models

• Business Information

1.3.1 Database Design
Data Modeler works with one open database design, consisting of one logical model,
optionally one or more relational models based on the logical model, and optionally
one or more physical models based on each relational model. The database design
can also include a data types model, and business information. To work on another
database design, close the current design (click File, then Close), and create or im‐
port objects for the other database design.

When you save a database design, the structural information is stored in an XML file
(with the extension .dmd) in a folder or directory that you specify, and subfolders or
subdirectories are created as needed under it. The .dmd file contains pointers to infor‐
mation in these subfolders or subdirectories. For example, for a very basic design
named my_db_design, the following hierarchy might be created starting at the folder or
directory in which you created it:

my_db_design.dmd
my_db_design
   businessinfo
   datatypes
      subviews
   logical
      entity
      subviews
   mapping
   pm
   rdbms
   rel
      1
         subviews
         table

Additional subfolders or directories may be automatically created later, for example,
dataflows under pm if you create any data flow diagrams in the process model.

Related Topics

Working with Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

1.3.2 Data Types Model
Data Modeler supports supertypes and subtypes in its logical model, but it also pro‐
vides the data types model, to be CWM (Common Warehouse Metamodel) compliant
and to allow modeling of SQL99 structured types, which can be used in the logical
model and in relational models as data types.

Structured types are supported as named user-defined composite types with the pos‐
sibility of building a supertype/subtypes inheritance hierarchy. You can create and vis‐
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ualize structured types and the inheritance hierarchies of structured types, defining
distinct and collection (array) types.

Both logical and relational models can use definitions from the data types model to
specify the data type for attributes and columns or to define that a table (entity) is of a
certain structured type.

You can build the data types model in one or more of the following ways:

• Manually in Data Modeler

• By importing from Oracle Designer repository. See Importing an Oracle Designer
Model.

The data types model in Data Modeler combines two kinds of data:

• One data types diagram, plus an optional set of subviews and auxiliary displays,
each associated with the appropriate diagram/subview

• Data type object definitions

Subviews are considered as independent diagrams of the data types model, created to
represent different subject areas.

The data types model enables you to create and manage object definitions of distinct,
structured, collection, and logical types.

All data type model objects (except logical types) are displayed in the object browser
tree, but only structured type objects and their interrelations are represented graphical‐
ly on data types diagrams.

1.3.2.1 Data Types Diagram and Subviews
The data types diagram contains graphical representations of structured data types
and links between them, as shown in the following figure.
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A structured type box contains the name of the object, its defined attributes, and its
methods (if any). Diagram links represent various kinds of attributes with a structured
data type.

When you are working with a complicated data types model, you may want to create
subviews, with each subview describing only a section of that model. You can define
several data types subviews for a single data types model, and you can assign a struc‐
tured type to more than one subview. However, links (references) between two struc‐
tured types are displayed on the complete data types model and only on subviews to
which both types have been assigned.

There is no difference between performing changes in a subview or in the complete
data types model. Any changes made are immediately reflected in the complete model
and any relevant subviews. However, you can remove a structured type from a sub‐
view without deleting it from the data types model.

1.3.2.2 Distinct Types
A user-defined distinct type is a data type derived from an existing logical type, defined
in Types Administration dialog box. A distinct type shares its representation with an ex‐
isting type (the source type), but is considered to be a separate and incompatible type.

A distinct type object can be accessed only in the Distinct Types subfolder of the Data
Types folder.

You can create new distinct types or edit the properties of existing distinct types.
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1.3.2.3 Structured Types
Structured types are user-defined data types that have attributes and methods. They
also can be part of a supertype and subtype inheritance hierarchy. A structured type
can be defined based on a basic data type, a distinct type, another structured type, or
a reference to structured type, or it can be defined as a collection type.

A table or entity can be defined as based on a structured type. Type substitution ena‐
bles you to describe (graphically on a diagram) instances of which subtypes can be
accommodated by the table (entity).

Table column or entity attributes can be defined as based on a structured type, a refer‐
ence to structured type, a collection type, a distinct type, and basic data types. Type
substitution can be defined for a column based on a structured type, and a scope table
can be defined for a column based on a reference to a structured type.

A structured type also includes a set of method specifications. Methods enable you to
define behaviors for structured types. Like user-defined functions (UDFs), methods are
routines that extend SQL. In the case of methods, however, the behavior is integrated
solely with a particular structured type.

The expanded structured types subfolder lists all structured type objects, with the hier‐
archy of attributes and methods for each.

The Oracle Spatial and Graph SDO_GEOMETRY type is predefined as a structured
type. In addition, you can create new structured types or edit the properties of existing
structured types.

1.3.2.4 Collection Types
Collection types represent arrays or collections of elements (basic type, distinct type,
structured type, or another collection) and are mapped to the Oracle VARRAY and
nested table types.

You can create new collection types or edit the properties of existing collection types.

1.3.2.5 Logical Types
Logical types are not actual data types, but names that can be associated with native
types or with domains. The presupplied logical types include several from Oracle Multi‐
media (names starting with ORD); however, ORDIMAGE_SIGNATURE is deprecated
and should not be used for new definitions.

You can create logical types and edit their mappings to native types (see Types Ad‐
ministration), and you can associate a domain with a logical type (see Domains Ad‐
ministration).

Related Topics

Working with Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage
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1.3.3 Process Model
The process model represents a functional area of an information structures system.
The process model, embodied graphically in one or more data flow diagrams, is an
analysis technique used to capture the flow of inputs through a system (or group of
processes) to their resulting output. The model shows the flow of information through a
system, which can be an existing system or a proposed system.

All necessary elements for data flow diagramming are supported in the Data Modeler
process model: primitive processes, composite processes with unlimited levels of de‐
composition, reusable transformation tasks, triggering events, information stores, ex‐
ternal agents, record structure for describing external data elements, source-target
mapping of data elements, and CRUD (create, read, update, delete) dependencies be‐
tween primitive process and data elements.

The following are important concepts for the process model:

• A process is an activity or a function that is performed for some specific reason.
Ultimately each process should perform only one activity.

A primitive process is a standalone process.

A composite process consists of multiple outer processes. The data flow model
allows you to drill down to child processes through a composite process. This
means that a top-level process can drill down to another full data flow model.

• A trigger is something that happens which initiates the execution of a process.

• A data flow reflects the movement of single piece of data or logical collection of
information. Flows describe the sequence of a data flow diagram. (For more infor‐
mation, see Data Flow Diagrams.)

• A data store is a collection of data that is permanently stored.

• An external agent is a person, organization, or system that is external to the sys‐
tem but interacts with it. External agents send information to and receive informa‐
tion from processes.

• An information store is a passive object that receives or stores information as en‐
tities and attributes in the data model. Ultimately, an information store corresponds
with one or more entities of the data model.

• A transformation task, including input and output parameters, is an execution
unit that communicates with surrounding environment that will execute it. An input
parameter might be a date for which processing should be done. An output param‐
eter might be a code that indicates whether the operation was successful or not.
Transformation itself might involve reading, transforming, and saving information,
some of which may not be directly tied to the input and output parameters. (For
more information, see Transformation Processes and Packages.)

• A role is a set of defined privileges and permissions. Primitive processes connect‐
ed to information stores (processes that create, read, update, and delete data ele‐
ments) can be attached to a defined role, thus defining collaboration between roles
and data elements. Later, role definitions can be transferred to any particular phys‐
ical model such that appropriate database roles with defined Select, Insert, and
Update permission will be created.
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1.3.3.1 Data Flow Diagrams
A formal, structured analysis approach employs the data flow diagram (DFD) to assist
in the functional decomposition process. A data flow diagram consists of the following
components:

• External interactors, which are represented by rectangles

• Data stores, which are represented by open rectangles (two or three sides)

• Processes, which are represented by any rounded object (circle, oval, or square
with rounded corners)

A process can represent a system function at one of various levels, from atomic
through aggregate.

• Data flows, which are represented by arrows, and optionally with labels indicating
their content.

1.3.3.2 Transformation Processes and Packages
In a general data flow diagram, you may want to extract data from external sources
and then transform the data before loading the it into the target store or database. You
can build transformation packages for use with transformation processes.

For a transformation process, you need to create one or more transformation tasks
in a transformation package. After you have the transformation task, you can include
that in the main transformation process.

A transformation package is a package as defined in the Object Management Group
(OMG) Common Warehouse Metamodel™ (CWM™) Specification, V1.1. This specifi‐
cation introduces transformation packages as follows:

"A key aspect of data warehousing is to extract, transform, and load data from opera‐
tional resources to a data warehouse or data mart for analysis. Extraction, transforma‐
tion, and loading can all be characterized as transformations. In fact, whenever data
needs to be converted from one form to another in data warehousing, whether for stor‐
age, retrieval, or presentation purposes, transformations are involved. Transformation,
therefore, is central to data warehousing.

"The Transformation package contains classes and associations that represent com‐
mon transformation metadata used in data warehousing. It covers basic transforma‐
tions among all types of data sources and targets: object-oriented, relational, record,
multidimensional, XML, OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing), and data mining.

"The Transformation package is designed to enable interchange of common metadata
about transformation tools and activities."

1.3.4 Logical Model
At the core of Data Modeler is the logical model (also called the entity-relationship dia‐
gram). It provides an implementation-independent view of enterprise information and
acts as the mediator that maps definitions in the dimensional and process models to
different physical implementations. A logical model, or a part of it (subject area, sub‐
view), can be transformed to one or more relational models.

You can build the logical model in any of the following ways:
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• Manually in Data Modeler

• By importing models from a VAR file, such as those created by at least these ver‐
sions of the following products: Sterling COOL:DBA V2.1 or Sterling Bsnteam
V7.2, Cayenne Bsnteam V7.2

• By importing an existing model created by Data Modeler

• By reverse engineering from an imported relational model

The logical model combines two kinds of data:

• One logical diagram, plus an optional set of subviews and auxiliary displays, each
associated with the appropriate diagram or subview

• Logical model object definitions

Subviews are considered as independent diagrams of the logical model, created to
represent different subject areas.

The logical model enables you to create and manage object definitions for entities, log‐
ical views, attributes, unique identifiers, inheritances, relations, and arcs.

All logical model objects are displayed in the object browser tree.

1.3.4.1 Logical Diagram and Subviews
The logical model diagram contains graphical representations of entities, views, and
links (relations and inheritances) between them.

When you are working with a complex logical model, you may want to create sub‐
views, each describing only a section of that model. You can define several logical
subviews for a single logical model, and you can assign entities and views to more
than one subview. Links (relations) between two entities are displayed on the complete
logical model and on logical subviews to which both referenced entities have been as‐
signed.

There is no difference between performing changes in one of the subviews or in the
complete logical model. Any changes made are immediately reflected in the complete
logical model and any relevant subviews. However, you can remove entities and views
from a subview without deleting them from the complete logical model.

To create a subview containing specific entities, you can select the desired entities in
the logical model diagram, right-click, and select Create Subview from Selected. You
can also right-click in the subview and select Add/Remove Elements to add objects
to the subview and remove objects from the subview (using the Add/Remove Objects
dialog box).

Diagraming Notation

Data Modeler supports the following alternatives for logical model diagramming nota‐
tion:

• Bachman notation

• Barker notation

Detailed explanations and examples of each notation style are widely available in text‐
books and on the Web. You can set the default notation type for new logical diagrams
in the Data Modeler (General Options, Diagram, Logical).
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To switch from one notation type to the other (and to see the differences for a dia‐
gram), select the logical model diagram and click View, then Logical Model Notation,
then the notation that is not the current one.

1.3.4.2 Entities
An entity is an object or concept about which you want to store information. The struc‐
ture of entity can be defined as collection of attributes or as based on structured type
from the data types model. An entity may have candidate unique identifiers, one of
which can be defined as primary unique identifier. Usually, an entity is mapped to table
in the relational model.

1.3.4.3 Attributes
A data attribute (property, data element, field) is a characteristic common to a particu‐
lar entity. The data type of an attribute can be based on a logical data type, a domain,
a distinct type, a collection type, or a structured type, or it can be a reference to struc‐
tured type. If it a reference to a structured type, a scope entity can be defined. An at‐
tribute is mapped to a column in the relational model.

1.3.4.4 Unique Identifiers (UIDs)
An entity unique identifier can be composed of one or more attributes. For each enti‐
ty, you can define one primary unique identifier that uniquely identifies each entity
occurrence. You can also specify one or more foreign unique identifiers, each of
which points to (that is, must contain a value found in) a unique identifier in another
entity.

1.3.4.5 Inheritances
Inheritance defines a hierarchy of entities based on supertypes and subtypes. The su‐
pertype and subtype entities represent part of a system that has a recognizable subset
of occurrences of an existing entity type. The subsets are referred to as entity sub‐
types, with the original entity type being the supertype.

All attributes and relationships of the supertype must belong to all of its subtypes.
However, some attributes and relationships of the subtype are added to those of the
supertype. Subtypes are usefully defined where an identifiable group of entity occur‐
rences has attributes in addition to those of the supertype.

1.3.4.6 Relations
A relation (data relationship) is a natural association that exists between two or more
entities. Cardinality defines the number of occurrences of one entity for a single oc‐
currence of the related entity.

The relationship can be identifying or not identifying, and with a cardinality of 1:1 (one-
to-one), 1:N (one-to-many), or N:M (many-to-many). A relationship with N:M cardinality
is mapped to a reference table in the relational model. An identifying relationship indi‐
cates that the relationship is a component of the primary identifier for the target entity.
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1.3.4.7 Arcs
An arc is an exclusive relationship group, which is defined such that only one of the
relationships can exist for any instance of an entity. For example, a seminar may be
able to be taught by a staff member or an external consultant, but not by both. As ex‐
amples, a seminar for new employees can be taught only by a corporate staff member,
while a seminar in using Product XYX can be taught only by an external consultant
with special qualifications.

All relations included in an arc should belong to the same entity and should have the
same cardinality Any foreign unique identifier (foreign UID) attributes belonging to rela‐
tionships in an arc should be transferred as Allow Nulls during forward engineering.
The meaning of mandatory relationships in an arc is that only one relationship must
exist for a given instance of an entity.

To create an arc, do so after creating all the relationships to be included. Select the
entity box, select all relationship lines to be included (hold Shift and click each line),
and click the New Arc button in the toolbar.

1.3.4.8 Type Substitution
Type substitution is a subclassing mechanism that complements inheritance. Type
substitution on the entity level take place only if the following are defined:

• Supertype/subtype inheritance between two structured types

• Entities based on the structured types which form a data type inheritance hierar‐
chy (supertype/subtype inheritance)

1.3.4.9 Views
A view is a named result set of a SQL query. A view selects the required data from
one or more entities into a single virtual set. Views enable you to display different per‐
spectives on the same database.

Related Topics

Working with Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

1.3.5 Relational Models
A relational model describes a database in terms of SQL tables, columns, and joins
between tables. Each entity that you choose from the logical model is represented as
a table in the relational model. Each row in a table represents a specific, individual oc‐
currence of the corresponding entity. Each attribute of an entity is represented by a
column in the table.

You can build a relational model in any of the following ways:

• Manually in Data Modeler

• By forward engineering from the logical model or a subview of the logical model
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• By importing models from a VAR file, such as those created by at least these ver‐
sions of the following products: Sterling COOL:DBA V2.1 or Sterling Bsnteam
V7.2, Cayenne Bsnteam V7.2

• By importing an existing model created by Data Modeler

• By importing an Oracle Designer model

• By importing DDL files based on an existing database implementation

• By importing from the data dictionary of a supported database type and version

A relational model combines two kinds of data:

• One relational diagram, plus an optional set of subviews and auxiliary displays,
each associated with the appropriate diagram or subview

• Relational model object definitions

Subviews are considered as independent diagrams of the relational model, created to
represent different subject areas.

A relational model enables you to create and manage object definitions for tables,
views, columns, indexes, and foreign keys, and optionally to associate certain relation‐
al model objects with database schemas. A relational model can contain one or more
physical models.

All relational model objects are displayed in the object browser tree.

1.3.5.1 Relational Diagram and Subviews
The relational diagram contains graphical representations of tables, views, and links
between them.

When you are working with a complex relational model, you may want to create sub‐
views, each describing only a section of that model. You can define several relational
subviews for a single relational model, and you can assign tables and views to more
than one subview. Links (relations) between two tables are displayed on the complete
relational model and on relational subviews to which both referenced tables have been
assigned.

To create a subview containing specific tables, you can select the desired entities in
the logical model diagram, right-click, and select Create Subview from Selected. You
can also right-click in the subview and select Add/Remove Elements to add objects
to the subview and remove objects from the subview (using the Add/Remove Objects
dialog box).

If you import from the data dictionary and select more than one schema to import, a
relational model is created for all the schemas and a subview is created for each sche‐
ma.

There is no difference between performing changes in one of the subviews or in the
complete relational model. Any changes made are immediately reflected in the com‐
plete relational model and any relevant subviews. However, you can remove tables
and views from a subview without deleting them from the complete relational model.

1.3.5.2 Tables
A table is an object in which you want to store information. The structure of table can
be defined as a group of columns or as based on structured type from data types mod‐
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el. A table may have candidate keys, one of which can be defined as primary key.
Usually, a table is mapped to entity from the logical model.

1.3.5.3 Columns
A table column is a characteristic common to a particular table. The data type of a col‐
umn can be based on a logical data type, a domain, a distinct type, a collection type,
or a structured type, or it can be a reference to structured type. If it is a reference to a
structured type, a scope table can be defined. Usually, the columns in a table are map‐
ped to the attributes of the corresponding entity from the logical model.

1.3.5.4 Indexes
An index is an object that consists of an ordered set of pointers to rows in a base ta‐
ble. Each index is based on the values of data in one or more table columns. Defining
indexes on frequently searched columns can improve the performance of database
applications.

1.3.5.5 Relations
A relation (data relationship) is a natural association that exists between two or more
tables. Relationships are expressed in the data values of the primary and foreign keys.
Cardinality defines the number of occurrences in one table for a single occurrence in
the related table.

An identifying relationship indicates that the relationship is a component of the pri‐
mary identifier for the target table.

An exclusive relationship (arc) specifies that only one of the relationships can exist for
a given instance in the table. For example, a seminar may be able to be taught by a
staff member or an external consultant, but not by both. As examples, a seminar for
new employees can be taught only by a corporate staff member, while a seminar in
using Product XYX can be taught only by an external consultant with special qualifica‐
tions.

All relationships in an arc should belong to the same table, and should have the same
cardinality. Any foreign key (FK) attributes belonging to relationships in an arc should
be transferred as Allow Nulls during forward engineering. The meaning of mandatory
relationships in an arc is that only one relationship must exist for a given instance in
the table.

To create an arc, do so after creating all the relationships to be included. Select the
table box, select all relationship lines to be included (hold Shift and click each line),
and click the New Arc button in the toolbar.

1.3.5.6 Relational Views
A relational view is a named result set of a SQL query. A view selects the required
data from one or more tables into a single virtual set. Views enable you to display dif‐
ferent perspectives on the same database.

Related Topics

Working with Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage
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1.3.6 Physical Models
A physical model describes a database in terms of Oracle Database objects (tables,
views, triggers, and so on) that are based on a relational model. Each relational model
can have one or more physical models. The following shows a database design hierar‐
chy with several relational and physical models:

Database design
   Logical model
      Relational model 1
         Physical model 1a
         Physical model 1b
         . . . (other physical models)
      Relational model 2
         Physical model 2a
         Physical model 2b
         . . . (other physical models)
      . . . (other relational models)

Each physical model is based on an RDBMS site object. An RDBMS site is a name
associated with a type of database supported by Data Modeler. Several RDBMS sites
are predefined (for example, for Oracle 11g and Microsoft SQL Server 2005). You can
also use the RDBMS Site Editor dialog box to create user-defined RDBMS sites as ali‐
ases for supported types of databases; for example, you might create sites named
Test and Production, so that you will be able to generate different physical models and
then modify them.

When you export to a DDL file, you specify the physical model to be applied. The gen‐
erated DDL statements include clauses and keywords appropriate for features speci‐
fied in that physical model (for example, partitioning for one or more tables).

Physical models do not have graphical representation in the work area; instead, they
are displayed in the object browser hierarchy. To create and manage objects in the
physical model, use the Physical menu or the context (right-click) menu in the object
browser.

The rest of this topic briefly describes various Oracle Database objects, listed in alpha‐
betical order (not the order in which they may appear in an Oracle physical model dis‐
play).

1.3.6.1 Clusters
A cluster is a schema object that contains data from one or more tables.

• An index cluster must contain more than one cluster, and all of the tables in the
cluster have one or more columns in common. Oracle Database stores together all
the rows from all the tables that share the same cluster key.

• In a hash cluster, which can contain one or more tables, Oracle Database stores
together rows that have the same hash key value.

1.3.6.2 Contexts
A context is a set of application-defined attributes that validates and secures an appli‐
cation.
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1.3.6.3 Dimensions
A dimension defines a parent-child relationship between pairs of column sets, where
all the columns of a column set must come from the same table. However, columns in
one column set (called a level) can come from a different table than columns in anoth‐
er set. The optimizer uses these relationships with materialized views to perform query
rewrite. The SQL Access Advisor uses these relationships to recommend creation of
specific materialized views.

1.3.6.4 Directories
A directory is an alias for a directory (called a folder on Windows systems) on the
server file system where external binary file LOBs (BFILEs) and external table data are
located.

You can use directory names when referring to BFILEs in your PL/SQL code and OCI
(Oracle Call Interface) calls, rather than hard coding the operating system path name,
for management flexibility. All directories are created in a single namespace and are
not owned by an individual schema. You can secure access to the BFILEs stored with‐
in the directory structure by granting object privileges on the directories to specific
users.

1.3.6.5 Disk Groups
A disk group is a group of disks that Oracle Database manages as a logical unit,
evenly spreading each file across the disks to balance I/O. Oracle Database also auto‐
matically distributes database files across all available disks in disk groups and reba‐
lances storage automatically whenever the storage configuration changes.

1.3.6.6 External Tables
An external table lets you access data in an external source as if it were in a table in
the database. To use external tables, you must have some knowledge of the file for‐
mat and record format of the data files on your platform.

1.3.6.7 Indexes
An index is a database object that contains an entry for each value that appears in the
indexed column(s) of the table or cluster and provides direct, fast access to rows. In‐
dexes are automatically created on primary key columns; however, you must create in‐
dexes on other columns to gain the benefits of indexing.

1.3.6.8 Roles
A role is a set of privileges that can be granted to users or to other roles. You can use
roles to administer database privileges. You can add privileges to a role and then grant
the role to a user. The user can then enable the role and exercise the privileges grant‐
ed by the role.

1.3.6.9 Rollback Segments
A rollback segment is an object that Oracle Database uses to store data necessary
to reverse, or undo, changes made by transactions. Note, however, that Oracle strong‐
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ly recommends that you run your database in automatic undo management mode in‐
stead of using rollback segments. Do not use rollback segments unless you must do
so for compatibility with earlier versions of Oracle Database. See Oracle Database Ad‐
ministrator's Guide for information about automatic undo management.

1.3.6.10 Segments (Segment Templates)
A segment is a set of extents that contains all the data for a logical storage structure
within a tablespace. For example, Oracle Database allocates one or more extents to
form the data segment for a table. The database also allocates one or more extents to
form the index segment for a table.

1.3.6.11 Sequences
A sequence is an object used to generate unique integers. You can use sequences to
automatically generate primary key values.

1.3.6.12 Snapshots
A snapshot is a set of historical data for specific time periods that is used for perform‐
ance comparisons by the Automatic Database Diagnostic Monitor (ADDM). By default,
Oracle Database automatically generates snapshots of the performance data and re‐
tains the statistics in the workload repository. You can also manually create snapshots,
but this is usually not necessary. The data in the snapshot interval is then analyzed by
ADDM. For information about ADDM, see Oracle Database Performance Tuning
Guide.

1.3.6.13 Stored Procedures
A stored procedure is a schema object that consists of a set of SQL statements and
other PL/SQL constructs, grouped together, stored in the database, and run as a unit
to solve a specific problem or perform a set of related tasks.

1.3.6.14 Synonyms
A synonym provides an alternative name for a table, view, sequence, procedure, stor‐
ed function, package, user-defined object type, or other synonym. Synonyms can be
public (available to all database users) or private only to the database user that owns
the synonym).

1.3.6.15 Structured Types
A structured type is a non-simple data type that associates a fixed set of properties
with the values that can be used in a column of a table. These properties cause Oracle
Database to treat values of one data type differently from values of another data type.
Most data types are supplied by Oracle, although users can create data types.

1.3.6.16 Tables
A table is used to hold data. Each table typically has multiple columns that describe
attributes of the database entity associated with the table, and each column has an as‐
sociated data type. You can choose from many table creation options and table organ‐
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izations (such as partitioned tables, index-organized tables, and external tables), to
meet a variety of enterprise needs.

1.3.6.17 Tablespaces
A tablespace is an allocation of space in the database that can contain schema ob‐
jects.

• A permanent tablespace contains persistent schema objects. Objects in perma‐
nent tablespaces are stored in data files.

• An undo tablespace is a type of permanent tablespace used by Oracle Database
to manage undo data if you are running your database in automatic undo manage‐
ment mode. Oracle strongly recommends that you use automatic undo manage‐
ment mode rather than using rollback segments for undo.

• A temporary tablespace contains schema objects only for the duration of a ses‐
sion. Objects in temporary tablespaces are stored in temp files.

1.3.6.18 Users
A database user is an account through which you can log in to the database. (A data‐
base user is a database object; it is distinct from any human user of the database or of
an application that accesses the database.) Each database user has a database sche‐
ma with the same name as the user.

1.3.6.19 Views
A view is a virtual table (analogous to a query in some database products) that selects
data from one or more underlying tables. Oracle Database provides many view crea‐
tion options and specialized types of views.

Related Topics

Working with Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

1.3.7 Business Information
Business information objects define business-oriented information about model ob‐
jects, such as responsible parties and information about how to contact them, and
identification of relevant offline documentation.

A model object can have zero or more business information objects associated with it,
and a business information object can be associated with zero or more model objects.
For example, a single document can be used to describe many different entities and
attributes, or a single person can be the responsible party for multiple events.

There can also be many-to-many relationships among business objects. For example,
a responsible party can have multiple sets of contact information (contact objects), and
a contact object can be associated with multiple responsible parties. Similarly, one or
more telephone, email, location, and URL objects can be associated with multiple con‐
tact objects.

The Data Modeler business information model is based on the Object Management
Group (OMG) business information package, which is described in the OMG Common
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Warehouse Metamodel™ (CWM™) Specification, V1.1 as follows: "The Business In‐
formation Metamodel provides general purpose services available to all CWM pack‐
ages for defining business-oriented information about model elements. The business-
oriented services described here are designed to support the needs of data warehous‐
ing and business intelligence systems; they are not intended as a complete represen‐
tation of general purpose business intelligence metamodel. Business Information Met‐
amodel services support the notions of responsible parties and information about how
to contact them, identification of off-line documentation and support for general-pur‐
pose descriptive information."

The rest of this topic briefly describes business information objects, listed in alphabeti‐
cal order (not the order in which they appear in the object browser under Business In‐
formation).

1.3.7.1 Contacts
A contact object groups the various types of related contact information. Each contact
object can be associated with multiple email, location, URL, and telephone objects.
Conversely, each email, location, URL, and telephone object can be associated with
many contact objects. (See also Contact Properties.)

1.3.7.2 Documents
A document object represents externally stored descriptive information about some as‐
pects of the modeled system. A document object can be associated with one or more
model objects. (See also Document Properties.)

1.3.7.3 Emails
An email object identifies a single electronic mail address. Through the use of a con‐
tact object, you can associate an email address with one or more responsible parties.
The sequence of email objects for a contact might be used to represent the order in
which to try email addresses in attempting to communicate with a contact. (See also 
Email Properties.)

1.3.7.4 Locations
A location object identifies a single physical location. Through the use of a contact ob‐
ject, you can associate a location with one or more responsible parties. The sequence
of contact objects for a location might be used to represent the order in which to try
contacting a person or group associated with a location. (See also Location Proper‐
ties.)

1.3.7.5 Resource Locators
A resource locator object provides a general means for describing a resource whose
location is not defined by a traditional mailing address. For example, a resource loca‐
tor could refer to anything from a Web address (such as "www.example.com") to a lo‐
cation within a building (such as "Room 317, third file cabinet, 2nd drawer"). (See also 
Resource Locator Properties.)
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1.3.7.6 Responsible Parties
A responsible party object represents a person, role, or organization that has a re‐
sponsibility for, or should receive information about, one or more model objects. The
precise meaning of the "responsibility" of a responsible object depends on the specific
system being implemented. (See also Responsible Party Properties.)

1.3.7.7 Telephones
A telephone object represents telephone contact information. A telephone object can
be associated with one or more contacts. (See also Telephone Properties.)

Related Topics

Working with Data Modeler

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

1.4 Approaches to Data Modeling
When modeling data, you can choose an approach best suited to the nature of the
work to be done. The approaches to data modeling include the following: designing a
new database, developing a design for an existing database, or performing mainte‐
nance on an existing database design

• Top-Down Modeling: for designing a new database

• Bottom-Up Modeling: for creating a database based on extracting metadata from
an existing database or using the DDL code obtained from an implementation of
an existing database

• Targeted Modeling: for adapting a database to new requirements

1.4.1 Top-Down Modeling
Top-down modeling gathers information about business requirements and the internal
environment, and proceeds to define processes, a logical model of the data, one or
more relational models, and one or more physical models for each relational model.
The steps and information requirements can range from simple to elaborate, depend‐
ing on your needs. Top-down modeling can involve the following steps, but you can
abbreviate or skip steps as appropriate for your needs.

1. Develop the business information.

a. Create documents. In the object browser, right-click Logical and select
Properties, then click Documents and add items as appropriate.

b. Create responsible parties with contacts, email addresses, locations, tele‐
phone numbers, and locations. In the object browser, right-click Logical and
select Properties, then click Responsible Parties and add items as appropri‐
ate.

c. Define any other information. In the object browser, right-click Logical and
select Properties, then modify other properties (Naming Options, Comments,
Notes) as needed.
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2. Develop the process model, using a data flow diagram. In the object browser un‐
der Process Model, right-click Data Flow Diagrams and select New Data Flow
Diagram.

a. Create processes. For each process, click the New Process icon, click in the
data flow diagram window, and enter information in the Process Properties di‐
alog box.

b. Create external agents. For each external agent, click the New External
Agent icon, click in the data flow diagram window, and enter information in the 
External Agent Properties dialog box.

c. Create information stores. For each process, click the New Information
Store icon, click in the data flow diagram window, and enter information in the 
Information Store Properties dialog box.

d. Create flows with information structures. For each flow, click the New Flow
icon, click the starting object (such as a process) in the data flow diagram win‐
dow, and click the ending object for the flow; then double-click the flow arrow
and modify information (as needed) in the Flow Properties dialog box

3. Develop the logical model.

a. Create entities, and for each entity its attributes and unique identifiers. You
can create all entities first and then the attributes and unique identifiers for
each, or you can create the first entity with its attributes and unique identifiers,
then the second, and so on.

To create an entity, click the Logical tab, click the New Entity icon, click in the
logical model window, and enter information in the Entity Properties dialog
box. You can also enter attributes and unique identifiers using the appropriate
panes in this dialog box.

b. Create relations between entities. For each relation, click the desired icon:
New M:N Relation (many-to-many), New 1:N Relation (one-to-many) , New
1:N Identifying Relation (one-to-many, identifying), or New 1:1 Relation (one-
to-one). Click the entity for the start of the relation, and click the entity for the
end of the relation; then double-click the relation line and modify information
(as needed) in the Relation Properties dialog box.

c. Apply design rules to the logical model. Click Tools, then Design Rules,
and use the Design Rules dialog box to check for and fix any violations of the
design rules.

d. Forward engineer the logical model to a relational model. Right-click the
logical model in the navigator, then select Engineer to Relational Model, and
use the Engineering dialog box to generate a relational model reflecting all or
a specified subset of objects from the logical model.

4. Develop the multidimensional model, if needed.

a. Create cubes.

b. Create levels.

c. Create dimensions.

d. Create links.

e. Apply design rules for the multidimensional model.

f. Export the multidimensional model, as needed.

5. Develop one or more relational models, doing the following for each as needed.
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a. Split tables. To split one table into two, select the table on the relational model
diagram, and click the Split Table button

b. Merge tables. To merge a table into another table (removing the merged ta‐
ble), click the Merge Tables button. Then, in the relational model diagram, first
the table into which to merge columns from the other table, and next select the
other table whose columns are to me merged. (After the merge, the second ta‐
ble will be removed.)

c. Check design rules for the relational model. Click Tools, then Design Rules.

6. Develop one or more physical models for each relational model, doing the fol‐
lowing for each.

a. Open a physical model.

b. Check design rules for the physical model. Click Tools, then Design Rules.

c. Generate DDL code, which can be used to generate the actual database ob‐
jects. Click View, then DDL File Editor, and then use the DDL File Editor dia‐
log box to select a physical model, generate DDL code, and save the code to
a script file.

1.4.2 Bottom-Up Modeling
Bottom-up modeling builds a database design based on either metadata extracted
from an existing database or a file with DDL code that implements an existing data‐
base. The resulting database is represented as a relational model and a physical mod‐
el, and you reverse engineer the logical model from the relational model. Bottom-up
modeling can involve the following steps, but you can abbreviate or skip some steps
as appropriate for your needs.

1. Generate the relational model in either of the following ways:

• Extract metadata directly from an existing database: click File, then Import,
then Data Dictionary; then follow the instructions for the wizard (see Data
Dictionary Import (Metadata Extraction)).

• Import DDL code that reflects an existing database implementation. Click
File, then Import, then DDL File.

2. As needed, modify the relational model and create additional relational mod‐
els.

3. As needed, denormalize the relational model or models. Perform the following
steps iteratively, as needed, on each model.

a. Split or merge tables, or do both.

To split one table into two, select the table on the relational model diagram,
and click the Split Table button. Use the Split Table wizard to copy or move
source foreign keys and columns to the target table (the new table to be creat‐
ed).

To merge a table into another table (removing the merged table), click the
Merge Table button. Then, in the relational model diagram, first click the table
whose columns are to be merged into the other table, and next click the table
into which to merge the columns from the first table that you clicked. (After the
merge, the first table that you clicked will be removed, and the remaining table
will include its original columns plus the columns that had been in the first ta‐
ble.)
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b. Check the design rules for the model. To view the design rules, click Tools,
then Design Rules; select the desired relational model; and use the Design
Rules dialog box.

4. Reverse engineer the logical model from a relational model. Click the Engi‐
neer to Logical Model icon, or right-click the relational model, then select Engineer
to Logical Model.

5. As needed, modify the logical model.

6. Check design rules for the logical model. Click Tools, then Design Rules.

7. Save the design.

8. Generate DDL code, and use it to create the database implementation. Click
View, then DDL File Editor. In the DDL File Editor dialog box, select the physical
model and click Generate. Specify any desired DDL Generation Options, then
click OK.

1.4.3 Targeted Modeling
Targeted modeling involves maintaining an existing database by adapting it to new re‐
quirements.

Note:

Maintaining a database with Data Modeler requires that the design and the
actual database implementations be fully synchronized. If you are not sure if
this is the case, you should consider the designs outdated and perform the
procedures in Bottom-Up Modeling.

Depending on the kind of changes necessary, you can start with the logical model, one
or more relational models, or one or more physical models, and then forward engineer
or reverse engineer as appropriate.

To start with changes to the logical model:

1. For each logical model object (entity, attribute, relation, and so on) that you want
to modify, modify its properties. For example, to add an attribute to an entity:

a. Double-click the entity's icon in the Logical diagram (or right-click the entity
name in the object browser and select Properties).

b. In the Entity Properties dialog box, click Attributes.

c. Click the Add (+) icon and specify the attribute properties.

2. When you are finished modifying the logical model, forward engineer the changes
to the relational model or models by clicking the Engineer to Relational Model icon
or by right-clicking the logical model in the navigator, then selecting Engineer to
Relational Model.

3. In the Engineering dialog box, specify any desired filtering, then click Engineer.
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To start with changes to a relational model:

1. For each relational model object (table, column, and so on) that you want to modi‐
fy, modify its properties. For example, to add a column to a table in a relational
model:

a. Double-click the table's icon in the diagram for the relational model (or right-
click the table name in the object browser and select Properties).

b. In the Table Properties dialog box, click Columns.

c. Click the Add (+) icon and specify the column properties.

2. When you are finished modifying the relational model, reverse engineer the
changes to the logical model by clicking the Engineer to Logical Model icon or by
right-clicking the relational model name in the navigator, then selecting Engineer
to Logical Model.

3. In the Engineering dialog box, specify any desired filtering, then click Engineer.

1.5 User Preferences for Data Modeler
You can customize many aspects of the Data Modeler environment and interface by
modifying user preferences according to your personal wishes and needs. To modify
the user preferences, select Tools, then Preferences.

Search box: You can enter a string to limit the tree display to matching relevant prefer‐
ence groups.

Most preferences are self-explanatory, and this topic explains only those whose mean‐
ing and implications are not obvious. Some preferences involve performance or sys‐
tem resource trade-offs (for example, enabling a feature that adds execution time),
and other preferences involve only personal aesthetic taste. The preferences are
grouped in the following categories:

• Environment

• Data Modeler

• Format

• Global Ignore List

• Mouse Actions

• Shortcut Keys (Accelerator Keys)

• SSH (Secure Shell)

• Versioning

• Web Browser and Proxy

1.5.1 Environment
The Environment pane contains options that affect the startup and overall behavior
and appearance of Data Modeler. You can specify that certain operations be per‐
formed automatically at specified times, with the trade-off usually being the extra time
for the operation as opposed to the possibility of problems if the operation is not per‐
formed automatically (for example, if you forget to perform it when you should).
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For example, changes to the undo level (number of previous operations that can be
undone) and navigation level (number of open files) values may cause slight increases
or decreases in system resource usage.

Automatically Reload Externally Modified Files: If this option is checked, any files
open in Data Modeler that have been modified by an external application are updated
when you switch back to Data Modeler, overwriting any changes that you might have
made. If this option is not checked, changes that you make in Data Modeler overwrite
any changes that might have been made by external applications.

Silently Reload When File Is Unmodified: If this option is checked, you are not
asked if you want to reload files that have been modified externally but not in Data
Modeler. If this option is not checked, you are asked if you want to reload each file that
has been modified externally, regardless of whether it has been modified in Data Mod‐
eler.

Environment: Dockable Windows

The Dockable Windows pane configures the behavior of dockable windows and the
shapes of the four docking areas of Data Modeler: top, bottom, left, and right.

Dockable Windows Always on Top: If this option is checked, dockable windows al‐
ways remain visible in front of other windows.

Windows Layout: Click the corner arrows to lengthen or shorten the shape of each
docking area.

Environment: Log

The Log pane configures the colors of certain types of log messages and the saving of
log messages to log files.

Save Logs to File: If this option is checked, all output to the Messages - Log window
is saved to log files, where the file name reflects the operation and a timestamp. You
are also asked to specify a Log Directory; and if the specified directory does not al‐
ready exist, it is created. Note that if you save log information to files, the number of
these files can become large.

Maximum Log Lines: The maximum number of lines to store in each log file.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.2 Data Modeler
The Data Modeler pane contains options that affect the startup and overall behavior
and appearance of Data Modeler.

Default Designs Directory: The default directory or folder from which to open a de‐
sign or in which to create a design.

Default Import Directory: The default directory or folder from which to import files.

Show Log After Import: Controls whether a Log window is displayed after an import
operation. The window contains informational messages and any warning or error
messages.

Default Save Directory: The default directory or folder in which to save files.
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Default System Types Directory: The default directory or folder for storing type defi‐
nition files.

Show "Select Relational Models" Dialog: Controls whether the dialog box for select‐
ing relational models to be included is displayed when you open a Data Modeler de‐
sign. If this option is disabled, all relational models are included by default when you
open a Data Modeler design.

Show Properties Dialog on New Object: Controls whether the Properties dialog box
for objects of that type is displayed when you create a new model object.

Use OCI/Thick Driver: For Oracle Database connections, controls whether the oci8
(thick) driver is used by default if it is available, instead of the JDBC (thin) driver.

Reload Last State: Controls whether the last open design is reloaded when Data
Modeler is restarted. (Regardless of the setting of this option, you can see any recently
open designs by clicking File > Recent Designs.)

Import: Lets you import Data Modeler preferences and other settings that had previ‐
ously been exported, as explained in Exporting and Importing Preferences and Other
Settings.

Export: Saves Data Modeler preferences and other settings to an XML file, so that
you can later import the information, as explained in Exporting and Importing Preferen‐
ces and Other Settings.

Show confirmation when Script ends: If this option is enabled, a confirmation dialog
is displayed after a script is executed successfully.

Other Data Modeler preferences are grouped into the following categories:

• DDL

• Diagram

• Model

• Reports

• Search

• Third Party JDBC Drivers

1.5.2.1 DDL
The DDL pane contains general options for Data Definition Language (DDL) state‐
ments in code to be generated.

Statement Termination Character for DB2 and UDB: Termination character for DDL
for IBM DB2 and UDB databases.

Create Type Substitution Triggers for Oracle and UDB: Controls whether triggers
are created for type substitutions in Oracle and IBM UDB physical models.

Create Arc Constraints: Controls whether triggers are created in generated DDL
code to implement foreign key arc constraints.

Create Triggers for Non Transferable FK: Controls whether triggers are created for
non-transferable foreign key relationships. (Whether a foreign key relationship is trans‐
ferable is controlled by the Transferable (Updatable) option in the Foreign Key Proper‐
ties dialog box.)
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Show CHAR/BYTE Unit for Oracle Varchar2 and Char Types: Controls whether, for
attributes of Oracle type CHAR or VARCHAR2, the unit (CHAR or BYTE) associated
with the attribute length is included for columns based on the attribute in relational
model diagrams and in generated CREATE TABLE statements.

Extended Size for Characters for Oracle: Controls whether the behavior of the
MAX_STRING_SIZE = EXTENDED initialization parameter is available when generat‐
ing DDL: that is, the size limit is 32767 bytes for the VARCHAR2, NVARCHAR2, and
RAW data types. A VARCHAR2 or NVARCHAR2 data type with a declared size of
greater than 4000 bytes, or a RAW data type with a declared size of greater than 2000
bytes, is an extended data type. Extended data type columns are stored out-of-line,
leveraging Oracle's LOB technology. For more information, see the "Extended Data
Types" section of the "Data Types" chapter in Oracle Database SQL Language Refer‐
ence.

Generate Short Form of NOT NULL Constraint: Controls whether to use a NOT NULL
constraint name in column definitions (in CREATE TABLE statements).

Use Quoted Identifiers: Controls whether object names are enclosed in double
quotes in the generated DDL statements.

Replace System Names During Import: Controls whether constraint names originally
assigned by Oracle Database (such as starting with SYS_) are kept during import op‐
erations or are replaced by names assigned by Data Modeler (such as starting with
T_PK for a primary key).

Create Domains During Import: Controls whether domains are created from data
types during import operations.

Generate Comments in RDBMS: Controls whether Comment in RDBMS text is in‐
cluded in the generated DDL statements

Generate Inline Column Check Constraints: Controls whether the column check
constraint clause is included inline (in the CREATE TABLE statement) or as separate
constraint definition (in an ALTER TABLE statement).

Include Default Settings in DDL: Controls whether default keywords are included in
the generated DDL statements when you have not specified a corresponding setting.
This option is useful if you want to see every keyword that will be used in the generat‐
ed statements.

Include Logging in DDL: Controls whether logging information is included in the gen‐
erated DDL statements.

Include Schema in DDL: Controls whether object names are prefixed with the sche‐
ma name (for example, SCOTT.EMP as opposed to just EMP) in the generated DDL state‐
ments.

Include Storage in DDL: Controls whether storage information is included in the gen‐
erated DDL statements.

Include Tablespace in DDL: Controls whether tablespace information is included in
the generated DDL statements.

Include Redaction in DDL: Controls whether data redaction information is included in
the generated DDL statements.(You should understand the concepts and techniques
for redaction, as explained in the "Using Transparent Sensitive Data Protection" chap‐
ter in Oracle Database Security Guide.
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Include Sensitive Data Protection in DDL: Controls whether information about sen‐
sitive data is included in the generated DDL statements. (You should understand the
concepts and techniques for redaction and sensitive data protection, as explained in
the "Using Transparent Sensitive Data Protection" chapter in Oracle Database Securi‐
ty Guide.

Include PROMPT Command (for Oracle Only): Controls whether a PROMPT com‐
mand is included before each DDL statement in the generated DDL statements for an
Oracle database. Each PROMPT command displays an informational message about
the next statement, enabling someone viewing the output of script execution to follow
the progress.

SQL Formatting: Use SQL Developer Formatter: Controls whether SQL formatting
uses the SQL Developer defaults or the traditional Data Modeler defaults. (You can try
DDL generation with the option on and off to see which DDL output better suits your
personal preference.)

Default DDL Files Export Directory: Default directory in which generated DDL files
are placed for export operations.

DDL: DDL/Comparison

Lets you specify things to be considered or ignored in comparisons.

Use 'Data Type Kind' Property in Compare Functionality: Controls whether the da‐
ta type kind (such as domain, logical type, or distinct type) should be considered to
prevent types of different kinds from generating the same native data type (for exam‐
ple, preventing a domain and a logical type from resulting in Number(7,2)).

Use 'Schema' Property in Compare Functionality: Controls whether the schema
name associated with an object should be considered when comparing two objects.

Use 'Columns Order' Property in Compare Functionality: Controls whether the or‐
der of columns should be considered when comparing two tables.

Case Sensitive Names in Compare Functionality: Controls whether the letter case
in object names should be considered when comparing two objects.

Include System Names in Compare Functionality: Controls whether system-gener‐
ated constraint names (generated when a constraint name was not provided in the
CREATE or ALTER statement) should be considered when comparing two constraint
objects. (For a given constraint definition, the constraint names generated by two dif‐
ferent systems will almost certainly be different.)

DDL: DDL/Storage

Lets you specify storage options to be included in DDL for import and export opera‐
tions. These options affect which clauses and keywords are included.

Including storage options provides produces more detailed DDL statements; this
makes it clear exactly what options are in effect, and enables you to edit them in the
DDL if you want. Excluding storage options produces more concise DDL statements,
which you may find more readable.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler
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1.5.2.2 Diagram
The Diagram pane contains general options that affect the appearance of model dia‐
grams.

General: Synchronize with Tree: Controls whether the focus on an active diagram is
automatically moved to reflect the selection of objects under that model in the object
browser.

General: Grid Size: Controls the relative distance between grid points when the grid is
shown. (The point units reflect an internal coordinate system used by Data Modeler.)

Diagram: Logical Model

Contains options that apply to the diagram of the logical model.

Notation Type: Notation type: Barker (sometimes called "crow's foot") or Bachman.

Box-in-Box Presentation for Entity Inheritances: Displays subtypes in a box inside
their supertype's box.

Diagram: Relational Model

Contains options that apply to a diagram of a relational model.

Foreign Key Arrow Direction: Controls whether the arrowhead points toward the pri‐
mary key or toward the foreign key in foreign key relationship arrows.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.2.3 Model
The Model pane contains options that apply to several types of models.

Default RDBMS Type: Default database type.

Default RDBMS Site: Default site within the default database type.

Columns and Attributes Defaults: Nulls Allowed: Controls whether new columns
and attributes are allowed to have null values. If this option is disabled, new columns
and attributes are by default mandatory (value required).

Data Type Compatibility for Foreign Keys: Allow Similar Data Types for Foreign
Keys: Controls whether, in a foreign key link, the data types of the two columns must
be the same (strict match) or must merely be compatible. If this option is enabled, the
data types can be the same or compatible; if it is disabled, the data types must be the
same. For example, if one column is Number and the other is Integer, they are com‐
patible; and if character data columns have different maximum lengths, they are com‐
patible.

Preferred Domains and Logical Types: Enables you to limit the values displayed in
drop-down lists of domains and logical types. (You can use this feature to prevent
such lists from being "cluttered" with domains and logical types that you never specify.)
To have a domain or logical type appear in drop-down lists, move it from the Preferred
side to the All side.
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Model: Logical

Contains options that apply to the logical model.

Relation Cardinality: Source Optional: Controls whether the source entity in a rela‐
tionship must, by default, contain one or more instances. If this option is enabled,
source instances are not required for all relationship types; if this option is disabled,
one or more source instances are required for all relationship types.

Relation Cardinality: Target Optional: Controls whether the target entity in a rela‐
tionship must, by default, contain one or more instances. If this option is enabled, tar‐
get instances are not required for all relationship types; if this option is disabled, one or
more target instances are required for all relationship types.

Primary Key Option for Identifying Relationships: Use and Set First Unique Iden‐
tifier as Primary Key: Controls whether, by default, the first unique identifier attribute
is set as the primary unique identifier when you create an entity.

FK Attribute Name Synchronization: Keep as the Name of the Originating Attrib‐
ute: Controls whether the supertype or referenced attribute must be used in unique
identifier (foreign key) naming. To be able to specify some other name, deselect this
option.

FK Attribute Name Synchronization: Comments, Notes - Automatically propa‐
gate from PK attribute: Controls whether to inherit comments and notes from the ref‐
erenced primary key attribute in the definition of foreign key attributes.

Default Surrogate Key Settings: Entity Create Surrogate Key: Controls whether a
surrogate primary key is created for entities. If this option is enabled, then by default
when a new entity is created, a table will get a surrogate primary key when it is set to a
related entity, when it is set to a relationship to use a surrogate key, or when the entity
does not have a primary key and a relationship refers to that entity.

Default Surrogate Key Settings: Relationship Use Surrogate Key: If this option is
enabled, then by default when a new relationship is created, it is set to use a surrogate
key (and foreign key attributes are not maintained), rather than being bound to a spe‐
cific unique identifier.

Model: Physical

Contains options that apply to a physical model. Different options apply to each sup‐
ported type of database.

For Oracle, you can specify:

• Defaults for User and Tablespace for the table

• Whether to use a Table Template and/or Index Template; and if so, properties of
the template to be used when generating tables and indexes.

• Autoincrement column template options: Names for triggers and sequences (and
optionally add variables in the names), and the DDL implementation methods for
Auto Increment and IDENTITY.

For information about Oracle Database table and index properties, see the CREATE TA-
BLE and CREATE INDEX statements in Oracle Database SQL Language Reference.

For DB2, you can specify a Naming Rule for several options, and can add a variable to
any naming rule string that you enter. For example, for Create TableSpace for Each
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Table, you might type TBLS_ and then click Add Variable and select {model}, causing
each creation or renaming of a table to create or rename a corresponding tablespace
to TBLS_ plus the table name.

Model: Relational

Contains options that apply to a relational model.

Delete FK Columns Strategy: Specifies what Data Modeler should do when you at‐
tempt to delete a table that has one or more generated foreign key columns (columns
in other tables) pointing to it: delete the foreign key columns, do not delete the foreign
key columns, or ask to confirm the foreign key column deletions.

For example, using the relational model in Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small
Database, if you delete the Books table, the Transactions table contains the book_id
foreign key column that refers to the primary key of the Books table. Your choice for
this option determines what happens to the Transactions.book_id column if you delete
the Books table.

Default Foreign Key Delete Rule: Specifies what happens if a user tries to delete a
row containing data that is involved in a foreign key relationship:

• No Action causes an error message to be displayed indicating that deletion is not
allowed; the deletion is rolled back.

• Cascade deletes all rows containing data that is involved in the foreign key rela‐
tionship.

• Set Null sets the value to null if all foreign key columns for the table can accept
null values.

Allow Columns Reorder During Engineering: If this option is enabled, Data Modeler
can reorder the attributes of the associated entity when the table is engineered to the
relational model, for example, to place attributes considered more important first. (This
behavior can be especially useful with tables that contain many columns.) If this option
is not enabled, entity attributes are placed in the same order as their associated col‐
umns in the table definition.

Synchronize Remote Objects When Model Is Loaded: If this option is enabled, then
when a remote object (object in another model) is dropped into the diagram of a cur‐
rent model, the representation of the remote object is changed (synchronized) when‐
ever the model is loaded to reflect any changes that may have been made to the re‐
mote object. If this option is not enabled, the representation of the remote object is not
changed in the diagram.

Surrogate Column Data Type: Data type for the surrogate column (unique key that is
not the primary key), if a table has a surrogate key.

Database Synchronization: Use Source Connection: If this option is enabled, then
if the source and destination connections have different names, the source connection
by default is used as a filter for which objects to include in the synchronization. (You
can specify differently for specific synchronization operations.)

Database Synchronization: Use Source Schema: If this option is enabled, then if
the source and destination schemas have different names, the source schema by de‐
fault is used as a filter for which objects to include in the synchronization. (You can
specify differently for specific synchronization operations.)

Database Synchronization: Use Source Object: If this option is enabled, then if the
source and destination objects have different names, the source object by default is
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used as a filter for which objects to include in the synchronization. (You can specify
differently for specific synchronization operations.)

Database Synchronization: Synchronize the Whole Schema: If this option is ena‐
bled, then objects that exist in the database but not in the model will appear as new
objects when the model is synchronized with database, and will appear as candidates
to be deleted from the database when the database is synchronized with the model. If
this option is not enabled, only objects that exist in the model are synchronized with
database.

Model: Synchronization Physical

Contains options that apply to synchronizing a physical model of a specified database
type with its associated relational model.

For each specified type of object, you can specify whether to synchronize it (that is,
whether to have changes in the relational model to objects of the specified types be
applied automatically in the associated physical models).

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.2.4 Reports

The Reports pane contains options that apply when generating reports.

Company name: Name of the company to appear in the report.

Insert page break between objects: Inserts a page break between objects in the re‐
port.

Embed diagrams (HTML and PDF): Embeds all diagrams into the report. Click on an
object in a diagram to view its details in the report.

Embed main diagram (HTML and PDF): Embeds only the main diagram into the re‐
port.

Generate HTML report TOC in separate file: Generates more than one file such that
the table of contents is a separate file. This option is only available for reports in the
HTML format.

Include select statement in views reports: Includes the SQL statement used for the
query to generate a report based on views.

Group Objects by Schema: Displays the objects in groups based on the schema in
the left pane. If this option is not enabled, the objects are displayed in alphabetical or‐
der.

Default Reports Directory: The default directory or folder in which to generate Data
Modeler Reports. If you do not specify a directory, the default is in datamodeler/
reports or datamodeler\reports under the location where you installed Data Model‐
er. For example, on a Windows system this might be C:\Program Files\datamodeler
\datamodeler\reports.

Path to Saxon XSLT 2.0 Jar File: Path to the Saxon 2.0 XSLT processor, if you have
downloaded the file and want Data Modeler to use it for generating reports (for exam‐
ple: C:\saxon9.3\saxon9he.jar). If you do not specify this option, Data Modeler uses
XSLT 1.0 in report generation. In general, Saxon can handle the generation of much
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larger reports than XSLT 1.0, especially for PDF. (To read about and download the
Saxon XSLT processor, go to http://saxon.sourceforge.net/.)

1.5.2.5 Search
The Search pane contains options that affect the behavior when you use the Find Ob‐
ject (Search) feature

Press Enter to Search: Returns matches (reflecting the search string that you have
typed so far) when you press Enter.

Search as You Type: Returns matches after you type the first specified number of
characters (symbols). If you continue typing, the matches are automatically updated
for each additional character that you type.

Number of initial symbols to ignore: For Search as Your Type, specifies how many
characters you can type before possible matches are displayed. (The higher the num‐
ber, the shorter the list of initial possible matches will probably be for a search; you
might find this more convenient and less distracting as you type.)

Search Profiles: You can add and edit search profiles, which let you limit the set of
properties of relational and logical model objects to be considered when searching for
objects, thus potentially resulting in a shorter, more meaningful set of matches. Click‐
ing the Add icon or double-clicking an existing profile name displays the Search Profile
dialog box.

Related Topics

Find Object (Search)

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.2.6 Third Party JDBC Drivers
The Third Party JDBC Drivers pane specifies drivers to be used for connections to
third-party (non-Oracle) databases. Data Modeler needs to use a JDBC driver for
some operations, such as obtaining metadata from the third-party database.

Oracle does not supply non-Oracle drivers. To access any non-Oracle databases that
require the use of drivers other than ODBC/JDBC (which are included in Java), you
must download the files for the necessary drivers, and then add them using this pane.
To download drivers, use the appropriate link at the third-party site. For example:

• For Microsoft SQL Server: http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/data/
aa937724.aspx

• For IBM DB2/LUW, the IBM Data Server Driver for JDBC and SQLJ at: http://
www-01.ibm.com/software/data/db2/linux-unix-windows/downloads.html

For each driver to be added, click the Add (+) icon and select the path for the driver.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.3 Format
The Format pane controls how statements are formatted in SQL scripts that are gener‐
ated. The options include whether to insert space characters or tab characters when
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you press the Tab key (and how many characters), uppercase or lowercase for key‐
words and identifiers, whether to preserve or eliminate empty lines, and whether com‐
parable items should be placed on the same line or on separate lines.

The Advanced Format subpane lets you specify more detailed formatting options. It al‐
so includes these options:

• Preview with Current Settings: You specify changes on the left side, and the
preview area on the right side reflects the changes.

• Auto-Detect Formatter Settings: You paste code with the desired formatting into
the preview pane on the right side, and SQL Developer adjusts the settings on the
left side to reflect what you pasted. (It automatically detects, or autodetects, your
setting preferences.)

You can export these settings to a code style profile XML file, and can import settings
from a previously exported code style profile file.

The Custom Format subpane lets you further customize your formatting settings. You
can also export these settings to a custom formatter program XML file, and you can
import settings from a previously exported custom formatter program file.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.4 Global Ignore List
The Global Ignore List pane specifies filters that determine which files and file types
will not be used in any processing.

New Filter: A file name or file type that you want to add to the list of files and file types
(in the Filter box) that Data Modeler will ignore during all processing (if the filter is ena‐
bled, or checked). You can exclude a particular file by entering its complete file name,
such as mumble.txt, or you can exclude all files of the same type by entering a con‐
struct that describes the file type, such as *.txt.

Add: Adds the new filter to the list in the Filter box.

Remove: Deletes the selected filter from the list in the Filter box.

Restore Defaults: Restores the contents of the Filter box to the Data Modeler de‐
faults.

Filter: Contains the list of files and file types. For each item, if it is enabled (checked),
the filter is enforced and the file or file type is ignored by Data Modeler; but if it is disa‐
bled (unchecked), the filter is not enforced.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.5 Mouse Actions
The Mouse Actions pane specifies text to be displayed on hover-related mouse ac‐
tions over relevant object names.

Popup Name: The type of information to be displayed: Data Values (value of the item
under the mouse pointer, such as the value of a variable), Documentation (documen‐
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tation on the item under the mouse pointer, such as Javadoc on a method call), or
Source (source code of the item under the mouse pointer, such as the source code of
a method).

Activate Via: Use action with the mouse cursor to activate the display: Hover, or Hov‐
er while pressing one or two specified modifier keys.

Description: Description of the associated Popup Name entry.

Smart Enabled: If this option is checked, then the text for the relevant type of informa‐
tion is displayed if Smart Popup is also checked.

Smart Popup: If this option is checked, the relevant text for the first smart-enabled
popup is displayed for the item under the mouse pointer.

Related Topics

Data Modeler

1.5.6 Shortcut Keys (Accelerator Keys)
The Shortcut Keys pane enables you to view and customize the shortcut key (also
called accelerator key) mappings for Data Modeler.

Hide Unmapped Commands: If this option is checked, only shortcut keys with map‐
pings are displayed.

More Actions:

• Export: Exports the shortcut key definitions to an XML file.

• Import: Imports the shortcut key definitions from a previously exported XML file.

• Load Keyboard Scheme: Drops all current shortcut key mappings and sets the
mappings in the specified scheme. (This option was called Load Preset in previous
releases.) If you have made changes to the mappings and want to restore the de‐
fault settings, select Default.

Category: Lists commands and shortcuts grouped by specific categories (Code Editor,
Compare, and so on), to control which actions are displayed.

Command: An action relevant to the specified category. When you select an action,
any existing shortcut key mappings are displayed.

Shortcut: Any existing key mappings for the selected action. To remove an existing
key mapping, select it and click Remove.

New Shortcut: The new shortcut key to be associated with the action. Press and hold
the desired modifier key, then press the other key. For example, to associate Ctrl+J
with an action, press and hold the Ctrl key, then press the j key. If any actions are cur‐
rently associated with that shortcut key, they are listed in the Current Assignment box.

Conflicts: A read-only display of the current action, if any, that is mapped to the short‐
cut key that you specified in the New Shortcut box.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler
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1.5.7 SSH (Secure Shell)
SSH preferences are related to creating SSH (Secure Shell) connections.

Use Known Hosts File: If this option is checked, specify the file of known hosts to be
used.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.8 Usage Reporting
In SQL Developer, Data Modeler, and some other applications, the Usage Reporting
user preference and a related dialog box ask for your consent to Oracle usage report‐
ing. If you consent, automated reports can occasionally be sent to Oracle describing
the product features in use. No personally identifiable information will be sent and the
report will not affect performance. You can review Oracle's privacy policy by clicking
the privacy policy link.

Allow automated usage reporting to Oracle: Determines whether you consent to
usage reporting.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.5.9 Versioning
Versioning preferences affect the behavior of the version control and management
systems that you can use with Data Modeler. For information about using versioning
with Data Modeler, see Using Versioning.

The Versioning: Git pane introduces options for use with the Git version control sys‐
tem.

Versioning: Git: Comment Templates

The Git: Comment Templates pane specifies templates for comments to be used with
commit operations. You can add, edit, and remove comment templates, and you can
export templates to an XML file or import templates that had previously been exported.

Versioning: Git: General

The Git: General pane specifies environment settings.
Use Navigator State Overlay Icons: If this option is enabled, state overlay icons are
used. State overlay icons are small symbols associated with object names in the navi‐
gators. They indicate the state of version-controlled files (for example, "up to date").

Use Navigator State Overlay Labels: If this option is enabled, state overlay labels
are used. State overlay labels are tooltips associated with object names in the naviga‐
tors.

Automatically Add New Files on Committing Working Tree: If this option is ena‐
bled, any new files you have created in your working copy are automatically added to
the Git repository whenever you commit any individual file. Otherwise, Git will not add
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new files when you commit changes; you must continue to add new files to Git explicit‐
ly.

Write Messages to Log Window: If this option is enabled, Git messages are written
to the Messages - Log window. (If that window is not visible, click View > Log to dis‐
play it.)

Versioning: Git: Version Tools

The Git: Version Tools pane specifies options for the Outgoing Changes Commit and
Add dialog box.
Use Outgoing Changes Commit and Add Dialog: Enables you to make optimum
use of limited screen space when the Pending Changes window is open. You can
save screen space by not showing the Comments area of the Pending Changes win‐
dow, but you might still want to add comments before a commit action. You can
choose the circumstances under which the Outgoing Changes Commit and Add dialog
is opened: always, only when the Comments area of the Pending Changes window is
hidden, or never.

Versioning: Subversion

The Subversion pane specifies the Subversion client to use with Data Modeler.

Versioning: Subversion: Comment Templates

The Subversion: Comment Templates pane specifies templates for comments to be
used with commit operations. For example, a template might contain text like the fol‐
lowing:

Problem Description (with bug ID if any):
Fix Description:

You can add, edit, and remove comment templates, and you can export templates to
an XML file or import templates that had previously been exported.

Versioning: Subversion: General

The Subversion: General pane specifies environment settings and the operation time‐
out.

Use Navigator State Overlay Icons: If this option is enabled, state overlay icons are
used. State overlay icons are small symbols associated with object names in the navi‐
gators. They indicate the state of version-controlled files (for example, "up to date").

Use Navigator State Overlay Labels: If this option is enabled, state overlay labels
are used. State overlay labels are tooltips associated with object names in the naviga‐
tors.

Automatically Add New Files on Committing Working Copy: If this option is ena‐
bled, any new files you have created in your working copy are automatically added to
the Subversion repository whenever you commit any individual file. Otherwise, Subver‐
sion will not add new files when you commit changes; you must continue to add new
files to Subversion explicitly.

Automatically Lock Files with svn:needs-lock Property After Checkout: If this op‐
tion is enabled, files you check out from the repository are automatically locked, pre‐
venting other team members from checking them out until you release the files.
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Use Merge Wizard for Subversion Merging: If this option is enabled, the Merge wiz‐
ard rather than the Merge dialog box is invoked for merge requests.

Operation Timeout: Maximum number of seconds, minutes, or hours allowed for Sub‐
version operations to complete.

Edit Subversion Configuration File: To modify the Subversion file directly, click Edit
"server". You can make changes to server-specific protocol parameters such as
proxy host, proxy port, timeout, compression, and other values. Lines beginning with #
are interpreted as comments.

Versioning: Subversion: Version Tools

The Subversion: Version Tools pane specifies options for the pending changes win‐
dow and the merge editor.

Use Outgoing Changes Commit Dialog: Enables you to make optimum use of limit‐
ed screen space when the Pending Changes window is open. You can save screen
space by not showing the Comments area of the Pending Changes window, but you
might still want to add comments before a commit action. You can choose the circum‐
stances under which the Commit dialog is opened: always, only when the Comments
area of the Pending Changes window is hidden, or never.

Incoming Changes Timer Interval: The frequency at which the change status of files
is checked.

Merge Editor: Specifies whether files are merged locally or at the server.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

Data Modeler

1.5.10 Web Browser and Proxy
The Web Browser and Proxy settings are relevant only when you use the Check for
Updates feature (click Help, then Check for Updates), and only if your system is be‐
hind a firewall.

Web Browsers

Displays the available web browsers and the default browser for Check for Update op‐
erations. You can click under Default to change the default browser.

For each browser, you can determine whether it is the default, and you can see and
optionally change its name , the path to the application's executable file, application
command parameters, and the icon.

Proxy Settings

You can choose no proxy, system default proxy settings, or manually specified proxy
settings for Check for Update operations. For manually specified settings, check your
Web browser options or preferences for the appropriate values for these fields.

Internet Files

You can choose whether to enable Internet cookies for Check for Update operations.
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Clear All Cookies: Clears all existing cookies.

Related Topics

User Preferences for Data Modeler

1.6 Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs
To store a design (or parts of a design) that you are working on, you can save or ex‐
port it.

• Saving a design enables you to save all elements of the design: the logical model,
relational models, physical models, process model, and business information. An
XML file and a directory structure (described in Database Design) are created for a
new design or updated for the existing design, which is stored in Data Modeler for‐
mat.

To save a design, click File, then Save. If the design was not previously saved,
specify the location and XML file name. To save a design in a different file and di‐
rectory structure. click File, then Save As.

• Exporting a design enables you to save parts of the design (logical model, rela‐
tional models but no physical models, and data types model) to a file. You can ex‐
port in a variety of formats, both non-Oracle and Oracle. Thus, exporting provides
flexibility in output formats, but saving enables you to save more design objects if
you only need Data Modeler output.

To export a design, click File, then Export, then the output format.

To use a design that had been saved, you can open it by clicking File, then Open.
Opening a design makes all models and objects in the saved design available for you
to work on. Any saved physical models are not initially visible in the object browser;
however, you can make a physical model visible by right-clicking Physical Models un‐
der the desired relational model, selecting Open, and then specifying the database
type (such as Oracle 11g).

To use a design that had been saved by Data Modeler, or exported or saved by anoth‐
er data modeling tool, you can import it by clicking File, then Import, then the type of
design to be imported. Usually, you specify a file, and then use a wizard that enables
you to control what is imported.

Any text file that you open or import must be encoded in a format supported by the
operating system locale setting. For information about character encoding and locales,
see Oracle Database Globalization Support Guide.

The following topics contain information about importing from specific types of files and
other sources.

Related Topics

Importing a DDL File

Importing from Microsoft XMLA

Importing an ERwin File

Importing from a Data Dictionary

Importing an Oracle Designer Model

Importing a Data Modeler Design
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Importing a Domain

Select Models/Subviews to Export (for Export > To Data Modeler Design)

1.6.1 Importing a DDL File
Importing a DDL files enables you to create a relational model based on an existing
database implementation. DDL files can originate from any supported database type
and version. The file to be imported usually has the extension .ddl or .sql.

The import process creates a new relational model with the name of the imported DDL
file and opens a physical model reflecting the source site.

1.6.2 Importing from Microsoft XMLA
Importing from Microsoft XMLA enables you to create a multidimensional model stored
in the Microsoft XMLA file format.

1.6.3 Importing an ERwin File
Importing an ERwin file enables you to capture models from the ERwin modeling tool.
Specify the XML file containing definitions of the models to be imported.

1.6.4 Importing from a Data Dictionary
Importing from a data dictionary enables you to create a relational model and a physi‐
cal model based on an existing database implementation. The data dictionary can be
from any supported database type and version.

In the wizard for importing from a data dictionary, you must either select an existing
database connection or create (add) a new one, and then follow the instructions to se‐
lect the schema or database and the objects to be imported.

After you import from a data dictionary, you can edit the relational and physical models
as needed, and you can reverse engineer the logical model from the relational model.

1.6.5 Importing an Oracle Designer Model
Importing an Oracle Designer model enables you to create a relational model and a
physical model based on an existing Oracle Designer model. You can create a con‐
nection to an Oracle Designer repository and import the entities, tables, and domains
from a workspace in Designer.

In the Import Oracle Designer Model wizard, you must either select an existing data‐
base connection or create (add) a new one, and then follow the instructions to select
the work areas, application systems, and objects to be imported. (Note that you cannot
import Oracle Designer dataflow diagrams.)

After you import the Oracle Designer model, you can edit the relational and physical
models as needed, and you can reverse engineer the logical model from the relational
model.
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1.6.6 Importing a Data Modeler Design
Importing a Data Modeler design enables you to capture the logical model and any re‐
lational and data type models from a design previously exported from Data Modeler.

1.6.7 Importing a Domain
Importing a domain enables you to change and extend the existing domain definitions.
In the Import Domains dialog box, select the domains to be imported and deselect
(clear) the domains not to be imported.

1.7 Exporting and Importing Preferences and Other Settings
You can export and import the following Data Modeler information:

• User preferences (see User Preferences for Data Modeler)

• Connections, such as ones you create for importing from a data dictionary (see 
Data Dictionary Import (Metadata Extraction))

• Recent designs (shown if you click File, then Recent Designs)

To export this information, click Tools, then Preferences, then Data Modeler, and
click Export. Be sure to specify a directory or folder that is not under the location
where you installed Data Modeler, because the file will be lost if you later delete the
current installation.

To import information that was previously exported, click Tools, then Preferences,
then Data Modeler, and click Import.

1.7.1 Restoring the Original Data Modeler Preferences
If you have made changes to Data Modeler preferences but want to restore all to their
original default values, you can follow these steps:

1. If you are running Data Modeler, exit.

2. Delete the folder or directory where your Data Modeler user information is stored.
The default location is a build-specific directory or folder under the following:

• Windows: C:\Documents and Settings\<user-name>\Application Data\Oracle
SQL Developer Data Modeler

• Linux or Mac OS X: ~/.datamodeler

For example, if the current build-specific folder is named system3.1.0.678, delete
C:\Documents and Settings\<user-name>\Application Data\Oracle SQL De-
veloper Data Modeler\system3.1.0.678.

3. Start Data Modeler.

This creates a folder or directory where your user information is stored (explained
in step 2), which has the same content as when Data Modeler was installed.

If you have made changes to the shortcut key (accelerator key) mappings, you can re‐
store the mappings to the defaults for your system by clicking Tools, then Preferen‐
ces, then Shortcut Keys, then More Actions, then Load Keyboard Scheme, and
then selecting Default.
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1.8 Sharing Diagrams with SQL Developer Web
Data Modeler diagrams that are created with SQL Developer Web are stored in the ta‐
ble OSDDMW_DIAGRAMS. The first time you click Save is when this table is created in the
connection schema.

The Data Modeler desktop version can import from or export to the OSDDMW_DIAGRAMS
table if a connection is provided. During export, the table will be created if it does not
exist in the connection schema. The import and export functionality is available
through the relational diagram context menu.

The style of the diagram is not affected when importing.

1. In a blank relational model diagram window, right-click and from the context menu
select Import diagrams from Database.

2. In the Import diagrams from Database dialog, for JDBC Connection, select the
database connection from the drop-down list and click Get Diagrams. The dia‐
grams associated with the specified connection are displayed in the grid below.
You can filter and search for specific diagrams.

A check is done to verify if the objects in the diagram exist in the model. If not,
when you hover over the diagram record, a list of missing objects are displayed in
a pop-up text. The missing tables and views are imported into the model.

Figure 1-2    Import Diagrams from SQL Developer Web

3. Select one or more diagrams and click OK to import the diagrams and missing ob‐
jects.

Likewise, you can export diagrams from SQL Developer to SQL Developer Web. In the
relational model diagram window, right-click to select Export diagram to Database.
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For JDBC Connection, select the database connection from the drop-down list and
click Get Diagrams. Select the diagram to export and click OK. After you have upload‐
ed one or more diagrams, refresh the Diagrams navigator in SQL Developer Web.

Note:

If you upload a diagram containing one or more tables that are not present in
the schema, it will display as empty boxes in SQL Developer Web.

1.9 Data Modeler Reports
You can view reports on Data Modeler objects in the following ways:

• Generate reports as RTF, HTML, or PDF files on your local drive; they are also
opened automatically. For more information, see Generating Reports as RTF,
HTML, or PDF Files.

• Use the Data Modeler reporting repository, and use SQL Developer to view ex‐
ported reports. For more information, see Using the Reporting Repository and Re‐
porting Schema and Using SQL Developer to View Exported Reporting Schema
Data.

1.9.1 Generating Reports as RTF, HTML, or PDF Files
You can save individual reports as RTF (a Microsoft Word format), HTML, or PDF files,
and view each report when it is opened automatically on creation and open the files for
viewing later. For HTML, several separate files are generated. The files are stored in
the location specified or defaulted for Default Reports Directory under Data Modeler
preferences.

Data Modeler ensures unique names for each file; for example, if you generate a re‐
port on all tables and if AllTablesDetails_1.rtf already exists, AllTablesDe-
tails_2.rtf is created. (If you generate report files from the reporting repository in the
reporting schema, the file names include _rs, for example, AllTablesDe-
tails_1_rs.rtf.)

You can generate report files using either of the following approaches:

• Generate reports based on currently loaded designs. (This approach does not in‐
volve creating or using a reporting schema and reporting repository.)

• Generate reports based on information in the reporting repository in the reporting
schema (which are explained in Using the Reporting Repository and Reporting
Schema).

To generate and view a report stored in RTF, HTML, PDF, XLS, or XLSX format, fol‐
low these steps:

1. Click File, then Reports.

2. In the General tab, for Available Reports, select one of the types of objects for
which to report information: Tables, Entities, Domains, Glossaries, and so on.

3. In Output Format, select HTML, PDF, or RTF for standard templates and HTML,
PDF, XLS, or XLSX for custom templates.
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4. In JVM Options, specify the memory allocation for PDF reports. The default value
is -Xmx768M.

5. For Report Title, enter a name for the report.

6. For Report File Name, enter a name for the report file.

7. For Options, see Reports.

8. Under Templates, optionally, select a report template to use. You can use a report
template to customize the types of objects to be included in a report. The following
tabs are available:

• Standard: Leave blank to use the default standard report format for the report
type, or select an available modified standard format (if any exist). To create
and manage standard report types, click Manage to display the Report Tem‐
plates Management dialog box.

• Custom: Lets you specify highly customized report formats. To create a new
customized report format or to edit a selected existing one, click Manage to
display the Report Templates Management dialog box.

For Custom reports, Replace Boolean Values let you select nondefault True
and False values.

9. Click the Objects tab.

10. Click one of the following tabs (if the desired tab is not already selected):

• Loaded Designs, to generate a report based on one or more currently loaded
Data Modeler designs

• Reporting Schema, to generate a report based on designs in the reporting re‐
pository in the reporting schema

11. For Available Designs, select the desired Data Modeler design.

12. For Available Models, select the desired model. (The list of models reflects the
type of objects for the report.)

13. For Report Configurations, you can select a configuration to limit the report to
specific subviews or specific objects of the selected Available Report type, or you
can leave it blank to select all subviews (if any) and all objects of the selected
Available Report type.

You can add, delete, or modify configurations by clicking Manage to display the 
Standard Reports Configurations dialog box.

14. Click Generate Report.

A message is displayed with the location and name of the file for the report.

15. Go to the file and open it.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Reports

1.9.2 Using the Reporting Repository and Reporting Schema
The Data Modeler reporting repository is a collection of database schema objects for
storing metadata and data about Data Modeler designs. The schema in which the re‐
porting repository is stored is called the reporting schema.
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To set up the Data Modeler reporting schema, perform these steps outside the Data
Modeler interface:

1. Create or specify a database schema to hold the reporting repository.

It is recommended that you create a separate database user for the Data Modeler
reporting repository, and use that schema only for the reporting repository. For ex‐
ample, create a user named DM_REPORT_REPOS, and grant that user at least
CONNECT and RESOURCE privileges. (You can create the reporting repository in
an existing schema that is also used for other purposes, but you might find that
more confusing to keep track of.)

If you want to continue using a reporting repository from an earlier version of Data
Modeler, see the Reporting_Schema_Upgrade_readme.txt file in the datamodeler
\datamodeler\reports folder.

2. Edit and run the Reporting_Schema_Permissions.sql script file, which is located
in the datamodeler\datamodeler\reports folder.

Before running the script, edit the file to replace <USER> and <OS DIRECTORY>
with desired values:

• <USER> is the schema to hold the reporting repository.

• <OS DIRECTORY> is a temporary file system folder (directory) on the com‐
puter where the database is running. The script will create the definition in the
database, but you must create this folder after you run the script.

Then, start Data Modeler and perform these steps:

1. Click File, then Export, then To Reporting Schema.

2. In the Export to Reporting Schema dialog box, click the Add Connection (+) icon.

3. In the New/Update Database Connection dialog box, enter a name for the connec‐
tion (for example, dm_reporting_repos_conn), as well as the other information for
the connection , including the user name and password for the database user as‐
sociated with the reporting schema.

4. Optionally, click Test to test the connection. (If the test is not successful, correct
any errors.)

5. Click OK to create the connection and to close the New/Update Database Con‐
nection dialog box.

6. Select (click) the connection name in the list of connections near the top of the dia‐
log box.

7. Click OK to create the reporting repository in the schema associated with the se‐
lected connection, and to have the information about the selected models exported
to that repository.

To see the Data Modeler reports, use SQL Developer, as explained in Using SQL De‐
veloper to View Exported Reporting Schema Data.

To delete an existing reporting repository, follow these steps in Data Modeler:

1. Click File, then Export, then To Reporting Schema.

2. Select the connection for the schema associated with the reporting repository to
be deleted.

3. In the Export to Reporting Schema dialog box, click the Maintenance tab.
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4. Click Drop Repository, then confirm that you want to drop the reporting reposito‐
ry.

If you only want to deleted selected designs within the repository and not the entire
repository, click Delete Designs and select the designs to be deleted.

For glossaries, you can perform the following operations using the Glossary tab of the 
Export to Reporting Schema dialog box:

• Export Glossary: Enables you to specify a Data Modeler glossary file, to have its
information exported to the reporting repository.

• Delete Glossary: Enables you to select a glossary in the reporting repository, to
have its information deleted from the repository.

Note:

datamodeler\datamodeler\reports\Reports_Info.txt for additional techni‐
cal details about Data Modeler reports.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Reports

1.9.3 Using SQL Developer to View Exported Reporting Schema Data
You can use the reports feature in Oracle SQL Developer to view information that has
been exported to the Data Modeler reporting repository. To export the information
about a design to the reporting repository, follow the instructions in Using the Report‐
ing Repository and Reporting Schema.

To view the reports in SQL Developer, you must do the following:

1. In SQL Developer, check to see if the Reports navigator already includes a child
node named Data Modeler Reports. If it does include that node, go to the next
step; if it does not include that node, install the Data Modeler Reports extension,
as follows:

Click Help, then Check for Updates. In the Check for Updates wizard, specify In‐
stall From Local File, and specify the following local file in the location where you
installed Data Modeler: datamodeler\reports\oracle.sqldeveloper.datamodeler_re‐
ports.nn.nn.zip (Windows systems) or datamodeler/reports/oracle.sqldevelop‐
er.datamodeler_reports.nn.nn.zip (Linux systems), where nn.nn reflects a build
number.

2. In SQL Developer, open the Reports navigator, expand the Data Modeler Re‐
ports node, plus nodes under it as desired.

For each report that you want to view:

1. Double-click the node for the report name.

2. Select the database connection that you used for the reporting repository.

3. Complete the Bind Variables dialog information, and click OK. For the bind varia‐
bles, the default values represent the most typical case: display all available infor‐
mation for the most recent version of the design.
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The bind variables enable you to restrict the output. The default value for most
bind variables is null, which implies no further restrictions. To specify a bind varia‐
ble, select the variable name and type an entry in the Value field. Any bind varia‐
ble values that you enter are case insensitive. Bind variable values can contain the
special characters % (percent sign) to mean any string and _ (underscore) to mean
any character.

Data Modeler reports are grouped in the following categories:

Design Content reports list information about the design content (objects in the de‐
sign).

Design Rules reports list information about the design rules as they apply to the logical
and relational models.

1.9.3.1 Design Content reports
Design Content reports list information about the design content (objects in the de‐
sign).

Data Types Model: Contains reports related to the Data Types Model.

Logical Model: Contains reports related to the Logical Model.

Relational Model: Contains reports related to the Relational Models.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Reports

1.9.3.2 Design Rules reports
Design Rules reports list information about the design rules as they apply to the logical
and relational models. (See the information about the Design Rules dialog box.)

Logical Model: Contains reports related to the Logical Model.

Relational Model: Contains reports related to the Relational Models.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Reports

1.10 Using Versioning
Data Modeler provides integrated support for using the Subversion versioning and
source control system with Data Modeler designs. You can store designs in a Subver‐
sion repository to achieve the usual version control benefits, including:

• Storing the "official" versions of designs in a central repository instead of in various
folders or directories.

• Enabling multiple developers to work on the same design, coordinating their
changes through the traditional Subversion checkout and commit processes.

The Data Modeler documentation does not provide detailed information about SVN
concepts and operations; it assumes that you know them or can read about them. For
information about Subversion, see http://subversion.tigris.org/. For Subversion
documentation, see http://svnbook.red-bean.com/.
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Starting with Data Modeler release 19.2, Data Modeler provides a Git client for using
Git versioning with Data Modeler designs. For information about Git, see http://git-
scm.com/.

To access the versioning features of Data Modeler, use the Team menu.

If you create any versioning repositories or connect to any existing repositories, you
can use the hierarchical display of repositories and their contents in the Versions navi‐
gator. (If that navigator is not visible, click Team, then Versions.)

Related Topics

About Subversion and Data Modeler

Basic Workflow: Using Subversion with a Design

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

Using Git with Data Modeler

1.10.1 About Subversion and Data Modeler
Before you can work with a Subversion repository through Data Modeler, you must
create a connection to it. When you create a local Subversion repository, a connection
to it is automatically created, and this can be seen in the Versions navigator. You can
subsequently edit the connection details.

Existing files must be imported into the Subversion repository to bring them under ver‐
sion control. Files are then checked out from the Subversion repository to a local folder
known as the "Subversion working copy". Files created in Data Modeler must be stor‐
ed in the Subversion working copy.

Files newly created within Data Modeler must be added to version control. Changed
and new files are made available to other users by committing them to the Subversion
repository. The Subversion working copy can be updated with the contents of the Sub‐
version repository to incorporate changes made by other users.

1.10.1.1 Pending Changes
The Pending Changes window is displayed if you click View, then Pending Changes,
or when you initiate an action that changes the local source control status of a file.
This window shows files that have been added, modified or removed (locally or re‐
motely), files whose content conflicts with other versions of the same file files that have
not been added to source control files that are being watched, and files for which edi‐
tors have been obtained. You can use this information to detect conflicts and to re‐
solve them where possible.

The Outgoing Changes pane shows changes made locally, the Incoming Changes
pane shows changes made remotely, and the Candidates pane shows files that have
been created locally but not yet added to source control. You can double-click file
names to edit them, and you can use the context menu to perform available opera‐
tions.

1.10.2 Basic Workflow: Using Subversion with a Design
To use Subversion with a Data Modeler design, you must have the following:
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• A folder or directory on your local system to serve as the working directory for the
design. You create the design in this working directory, save the design to this
working directory, and open the design from this working directory.

• A Subversion repository to which you can connect, and in which you can create
under branches a branch for the initial version of the design (and later any subse‐
quent versions).

The following are suggested basic steps. They are not the only possible steps or nec‐
essarily the "best" steps for a given project. These steps reflect the use of the Versions
navigator and the Import wizard within Data Modeler to perform many actions; howev‐
er, many actions can alternatively be performed using a separate SVN repository
browser (such as the TortoiseSVN browser) and using SVN commands on your local
system.

1. On your local system, create a directory or folder to serve as the parent for design-
specific working directories. For example, on a Windows PC create:

C:\designs

2. On your local system, create a directory or folder under the one in the preceding
step to serve as the working directory for the design you plan to create. For exam‐
ple, for a design to be named library, create:

C:\designs\library

3. In Data Modeler, create the design (for example, the library design in Data Model‐
er Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database), and save the design to the working
directory that you created. For example, save the design to:

C:\designs\library

Saving the design causes the .dmd file and the related directory structure to be
created in the working directory. (The .dmd file and the directory structure are ex‐
plained in Database Design.)

4. Close the design. (Do not exit Data Modeler.)

5. Create an SVN connection to the repository that you want to use.

a. In the Versions navigator, right-click the top-level node (Subversion) and se‐
lect New Repository Connection.

b. In the Subversion: Create/Edit Subversion Connection dialog box, complete
the information. Example repository URL: https://example.com/svn/
designs/

6. Create a branches directory under the repository path.

a. In the Versions navigator, right-click the repository path and select New Re‐
mote Directory.

b. In the Subversion: Create Remote Directory dialog box, complete the informa‐
tion, specifying the Directory Name as branches.

7. Create a project-specific branch under the branches directory.

a. In the Versions navigator, right-click the branches directory and select New
Remote Directory.

b. In the Subversion: Create Remote Directory dialog box, complete the informa‐
tion. Example Directory Name: library
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For example, if you plan to create the library design in Data Modeler Tutorial:
Modeling for a Small Database, the URL in the repository for this branch might
be:

https://example.com/svn/designs/branches/library

8. Use the Subversion: Import to Subversion wizard to import the design files into the
repository. Click Team, then Import Files, and complete the wizard pages as fol‐
lows.

a. Destination: Specify the SVN connection and the repository path into which to
import the files. Example: root/branches/library

b. Source: Specify the source directory from which to import the files (that is, the
directory containing the .dmd file and the design-specific folder hierarchy). Ex‐
ample: C:\designs\library

c. Filters: Accept the defaults and click Next.

d. Options: Accept the defaults and click Next.

e. Summary: View the information and click Finish.

The SVN Console Log shows the progress as files are added. After the files
are added, the Handle New Files dialog box is displayed.

f. In the Handle New Files dialog box, select Do Not Open Files and click OK.

g. To see the files that have been added, click the Refresh icon in the Versions
navigator tab.

For subsequent work on the design, follow the usual workflow for Subversion-based
projects (SVN Update, SVN Lock, modify files, SVN Commit).

1.10.3 Using Git with Data Modeler
The first time you use Git, select Connect to Git from the Team menu. This displays
the Clone from Git wizard using which you can clone the Git repository to a newly cre‐
ated local directory. For details about the wizard, see Git: Clone from Git.

When you clone a Git repository, it will not be automatically seen in the Versions navi‐
gator (Select Team and then Versions to view the Versions navigator). You need to
click View and then select Files to open the Files navigator. Browse to select the path
of the local repository. When you select the local directory, the Git node in the Ver‐
sions navigator displays the structure of the remote repository.

Alternatively, when the Git-versioned design is open, the Git repository will appear in
the Versions navigator.

To synchronize changes between local and remote repositories when a remote file is
modified, select Fetch from the Team - Git menu to copy changes from the remote re‐
pository into the local system without modifying any of the current branches. To view
the changes, select Branch Compare from the Team - Git menu. You can view the
changes or merge them into the local repository using the Merge option.

If a file is modified in the local system, it is displayed in the Pending Changes window
(Team - Git). The Pending Changes window has options to add files to the Staging
area, compare a file with its previous version, and commit the change to the file in the
local repository.To synchronize the local with the remote repository, push the changes
using the Push option to the remote repository.

Related Topics
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Git: Pending Changes

1.11 For More Information About Data Modeling
See the following for more information, including advanced materials, about data mod‐
eling:

• Data Modeler Start Page, which contains links for tutorials, online demonstrations,
documentation, and other resources. This page has two tabs: Get Started and
Community. (If the Start Page tab is not visible, click Help, then Start Page).

• SQL Developer home page (OTN), which includes links for white papers, viewlets
(screen demonstrations), Oracle by Example (OBE) tutorials, and other materials: 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/developer-tools/sql-developer/

• Object Management Group (OMG) site (http://www.omg.org/), especially the
MetaObject Facility (MOF, http://www.omg.org/mof/) and Common Warehouse
Metamodel (CWM, http://www.omg.org/spec/CWM/) specifications

• United States Coast Guard Data Element Naming Standards Guidebook (http://
coastguardinstructions.tpub.com/CI_5230_42A/), especially concepts and rec‐
ommendations relating to naming standards

Related Topics

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage
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2
Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a
Small Database

In this tutorial, you will use Data Modeler to create models for a simplified library data‐
base, which will include entities for books, patrons (people who have library cards),
and transactions (checking a book out, returning a book, and so on).

This tutorial uses the same entities as for the tutorial provided with the SQL Developer
online help. The model is deliberately oversimplified and would not be adequate for
any actual public or organizational library. For more advanced tutorials and other ma‐
terials, see For More Information About Data Modeling.

If the instructions do not mention a particular dialog box, tab, or field, then do not spec‐
ify anything for it.

This simplified tutorial uses only a subset of the possible steps for the Top-Down Mod‐
eling approach. (For information about the approaches, see Approaches to Data Mod‐
eling.)

You will perform the following major steps:

1. Develop the Logical Model.

2. Develop the Relational Model.

3. Generate DDL.

4. Save the Design.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

Data Modeler User Interface

2.1 Develop the Logical Model
The logical model for the database includes three entities: Books (describes each
book in the library), Patrons (describes each person who has a library card), and
Transactions (describes each transaction involving a patron and a book). However,
before you create the entities, create some domains that will make the entity creation
(and later DDL generation) more meaningful and specific.

To start developing the logical model, go to Adding Domains.

2.1.1 Adding Domains
In planning for your data needs, you have determined that several kinds of fields will
occur in multiple kinds of records, and many fields can share a definition. For example,
you have decided that:

• The first and last names of persons can be up to 25 characters each.
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• Street address lines can be up to 40 characters.

• City names can be up to 25 characters.

• State codes (United States) are 2-character standard abbreviations.

• Zip codes (United States postal codes) can be up to 10 characters (nnnnn-nnnn).

• Book identifiers can be up to 20 characters.

• Other identifiers are numeric, with up to 7 digits (no decimal places).

• Titles (books, articles, and so on) can be up to 50 characters.

You therefore decide to add appropriate domains, so that you can later use them to
specify data types for attributes when you create the entities. (These added domains
will also be available after you exit Data Modeler and restart it later.)

1. Click Tools, then Domains Administration.

2. In the Domains Administration dialog box, add domains with the following defini‐
tions. Click Add to start each definition, and click Apply after each definition.

Name Logical Type Other Information

Person Name VARCHAR Size: 25

Address Line VARCHAR Size: 40

City VARCHAR Size: 25

State VARCHAR Size: 2

Zip VARCHAR Size: 10

Book Id VARCHAR Size: 20

Numeric Id NUMERIC Precision: 7, Scale: 0

Title VARCHAR Size: 50

3. When you have finished defining these domains, click Save. This creates a file
named defaultdomains.xml in the datamodeler/domains directory or datamodel-
er\domains folder under the location where you installed Data Modeler.

4. Optionally, copy the defaultdomains.xml file to a new location (not under the Data
Modeler installation directory), and give it an appropriate name, such as li-
brary_domains.xml. You can then import domains from that file when you create
other designs.

5. Click Close to close the dialog box.

6. Go to Creating the Books Entity.

2.1.2 Creating the Books Entity
The Books entity describes each book in the library. Create the Books entity as fol‐
lows:

1. In the main area (right side) of the Data Modeler window, click the Logical tab.

2. Click the New Entity icon.

3. Click in the logical model pane in the main area; and in the Logical pane press,
diagonally drag, and release the mouse button to draw an entity box. The Entity
Properties dialog box is displayed.

Chapter 2
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4. Click General on the left, and specify as follows:

Name: Books

5. Click Attributes on the left, and use the Add (+) icon to add the following attrib‐
utes, one at a time. (For datatypes, select from the Domain types except for Rat‐
ing, which is a Logical type.)

Name Datatype Other Information and Notes

book_id Domain: Book
Id

Primary UID (unique identifier). (The Dewey code
or other book identifier.)

title Domain: Title M (mandatory, that is, must not be null).

author_last_name Domain: Per‐
son Name

M (mandatory, that is, must not be null).

author_first_name Domain: Per‐
son Name

(Author's first name; not mandatory, but enter it if
the author has a first name.)

rating Logical type:
NUMERIC
(Precision=2,
Scale= 0)

(Librarian's personal rating of the book, from 1
(poor) to 10 (great).)

6. Click OK to finish creating the Books entity.

7. Go to Creating the Patrons Entity.

2.1.3 Creating the Patrons Entity
The Patrons entity describes each library patron (that is, each person who has a li‐
brary card and is thus able to borrow books). Create the Patrons entity as follows:

1. In the main area (right side) of the Data Modeler window, click the Logical tab.

2. Click the New Entity icon.

3. Click in the logical model pane in the main area; and in the Logical pane press,
diagonally drag, and release the mouse button to draw an entity box. (Suggestion:
draw the box to the right of the Books box.) The Entity Properties dialog box is dis‐
played.

4. Click General on the left, and specify as follows:

Name: Patrons

5. Click Attributes on the left, and use the Add (+) icon to add the following attrib‐
utes, one at a time. (For datatypes, select from the Domain types, except for loca‐
tion, which uses the structured type SDO_GEOMETRY.)

Attribute Name Type Other Information and Notes

patron_id Domain: Numer‐
ic Id

Primary UID (unique identifier). (Unique patron ID
number, also called the library card number.)

last_name Domain: Person
Name

M (mandatory, that is, must not be null). 25 charac‐
ters maximum.

first_name Domain: Person
Name

(Patron's first name.)

street_address Domain: Ad‐
dress Line

(Patron's street address.)

Chapter 2
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Attribute Name Type Other Information and Notes

city Domain: City (City or town where the patron lives.)

state Domain: State (2-letter code for the state where the patron lives.)

zip Domain: Zip (Postal code where the patron lives.)

location Structured type:
SDO_GEOME‐
TRY

Oracle Spatial and Graph geometry object repre‐
senting the patron's geocoded address.

6. Click OK to finish creating the Patrons entity.

7. Go to Creating the Transactions Entity.

2.1.4 Creating the Transactions Entity
The Transactions entity describes each transaction that involves a patron and a book,
such as someone checking out or returning a book. Each record is a single transac‐
tion, regardless of how many books the patron brings to the library desk. For example,
a patron returning two books and checking out three books causes five transactions to
be recorded (two returns and three checkouts). Create the Transactions entity as fol‐
lows:

1. In the main area (right side) of the Data Modeler window, click the Logical tab.

2. Click the New Entity icon.

3. Click in the logical model pane in the main area; and in the Logical pane press,
diagonally drag, and release the mouse button to draw an entity box. (Suggestion:
Draw the box below and centered between the Books and Patrons boxes.) The 
Entity Properties dialog box is displayed.

4. Click General on the left, and specify as follows:

Name: Transactions

5. Click Attributes on the left, and use the Add (+) icon to add the following attrib‐
utes, one at a time. (For datatypes, select from the Domain types, except for trans‐
action_date, which uses a Logical type.)

Attribute Name Type Other Information and Notes

transaction_id Domain: Numer‐
ic Id

Primary UID (unique identifier). (Unique transaction
ID number)

transaction_date Logical type: Da‐
tetime

M (mandatory, that is, must not be null). Date and
time of the transaction.

transaction_type Domain: Numer‐
ic Id

M (mandatory, that is, must not be null). (Numeric
code indicating the type of transaction, such as 1
for checking out a book.)

Note that you do not explicitly define the patron_id and book_id attributes, be‐
cause these will be automatically added to the Transactions entity after you create
relations between the entities (see Creating Relations Between Entities); they will
be added as foreign keys when you generate the relational model (see Develop
the Relational Model).

6. Click OK to finish creating the Transactions entity.

7. Go to Creating Relations Between Entities.
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2.1.5 Creating Relations Between Entities
Relations show the relationships between entities: one-to-many, many-to-one, or
many-to-many. The following relationships exist between the entities:

• Books and Transactions: one-to-many. Each book can be involved in multiple se‐
quential transactions. Each book can have zero or one active checkout transac‐
tions; a book that is checked out cannot be checked out again until after it has
been returned.

• Patrons and Transactions: one-to-many. Each patron can be involved in multiple
sequential and simultaneous transactions. Each patron can check out one or many
books in a visit to the library, and can have multiple active checkout transactions
reflecting several visits; each patron can also return checked out books at any
time.

Create the relationships as follows. When you are done, the logical model pane in the
main area should look like the following figure. Note that for this figure, Bachman nota‐
tion is used (you can change to Barker by clicking View, then Logical Diagram Nota‐
tion, then Barker Notation).

1. In the logical model pane in the main area, arrange the entity boxes as follows:
Books on the left, Patrons on the right, and Transactions either between Books
and Patrons or under them and in the middle. (If the pointer is still cross-hairs,
click the Select icon at the top left to change the pointer to an arrow.)

Suggestion: Turn off auto line routing for this exercise: right-click in the Logical
pane, and ensure that Auto Route is not checked.

2. Click the New 1:N Relation icon.

3. Click first in the Books box, then in the Transactions box. A line with an arrowhead
is drawn from Books to Transactions.

4. Click the New 1:N Relation icon.
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5. Click first in the Patrons box, then in the Transactions box. A line with an arrow‐
head is drawn from Patrons to Transactions.

6. Optionally, double-click a line (or right-click a line and select Properties) and view
the Relation Properties information.

7. Go to Develop the Relational Model.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database

Data Modeler User Interface

2.2 Develop the Relational Model
The relational model for the library tutorial database consists of tables that reflect the
entities of the logical model (Books, Patrons, and Transactions) and all attributes of
each entity. In the simplified data model for this tutorial, a single relational model re‐
flects the entire logical model; however, for other data models you can create one or
more relational models, each reflecting all or a subset of the logical model. (To have a
relational model reflect a subset of the logical model, use the "filter" feature in the dia‐
log box for engineering a relational model.)

Develop the relational model as follows:

1. With the logical model selected, click the Engineer to Relational Model icon, or
right-click the logical model in the navigator, then select Engineer to Relational
Model. The Engineering dialog box is displayed.

2. Accept all defaults (do not filter), and click Engineer. This causes the Relational_1
model to be populated with tables and other objects that reflect the logical model.

3. Expand the Relational Models node in the object browser on the left side of the
window, and expand Relational_1 and optionally nodes under it that contain any
entries (such as Tables and Columns), to view the objects created.

4. Change the name of the relational model from Relational_1 to something more
meaningful for diagram displays, such as Library (relational). Specifically, right-
click Relational_1 in the hierarchy display, select Properties, in the General pane
of the Model Properties - <name> (Relational) dialog box specify Name as Li-
brary (relational), and click OK.

5. Go to Generate DDL.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database

Data Modeler User Interface

2.3 Generate DDL
Generate Data Definition Language (DDL) statements that you can use to create data‐
base objects that reflect the models that you have designed. The DDL statements will
implement the physical model (type of database, such as Oracle Database 11g) that
you specify.

Develop the physical model as follows:

Chapter 2
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1. Optionally, view the physical model before you generate DDL statements:

a. With the relational model selected and expanded, right-click the Physical Mod‐
els node and select New. A dialog box is displayed for selecting the type of
database for which to create the physical model.

b. Specify the type of database (for example, Oracle Database 11g), and click
OK. A physical model reflecting the type of database is created under the
Physical Models node.

c. Expand the Physical Models node under the Library relational model, and ex‐
pand the newly created physical model and the Tables node under it, to view
the table objects that were created.

2. Click File, then Export, then DDL File.

3. Select the database type (for example, Oracle Database 11g) and click Generate.
The DDL Generation Options dialog box is displayed.

4. Accept all defaults, and click OK. A DDL file editor is displayed, with SQL state‐
ments to create the tables and add constraints. (Although you can edit statements
in this window, do not edit any statements for this tutorial exercise.)

5. Click Save to save the statements to a .sql script file (for example, create_li-
brary_objects.sql) on your local system.

Later, run the script (for example, using a database connection and SQL Work‐
sheet in SQL Developer) to create the objects in the desired database.

6. Click Close to close the DDL file editor.

7. Go to Save the Design.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database

Data Modeler User Interface

2.4 Save the Design
Save the design by clicking File, then Save. Specify the location and name for the
XML file to contain the basic structural information (for example, library_de-
sign.xml). A directory or folder structure will also be created automatically to hold the
detailed information about the design, as explained in Database Design.

Continue creating and modifying design objects, if you wish. When you are finished,
save the design again if you have made any changes, then exit Data Modeler by click‐
ing File, then Exit.

You can later open the saved design and continue working on it, as explained in Sav‐
ing, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

Data Modeler Tutorial: Modeling for a Small Database

Data Modeler User Interface
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3
Data Modeler Dialog Boxes

This chapter contains reference information about dialog boxes for SQL Developer Da‐
ta Modeler. The dialog boxes sometimes have multiple panes, each reflecting a logical
grouping of properties for that type of object.

For an explanation of any dialog box, click the Help button or press the F1 key.

Related Topics

Data Modeler Concepts and Usage

3.1 Add Event
This dialog box is displayed when you click the Add (+) icon in an Events pane for an
object for which events are relevant.

New Event: Lets you create a new event and associate this event with the object.

Available Event: Lets you select an existing event to be associated with the object.

Name (new event): Name of the new event.

Type (new event): Type of the new event: Clock/Calendar, Person, or Storage.

All Events: List of events from which to select for an available event.

3.2 Add/Remove Objects
This dialog box is displayed when you right-click in a subview display and select Add/
Remove Elements. It lets you control which tables and views are included in the sub‐
view. There are separate tabs for Entities and Views for logical model subviews and
for Tables and Views for relational model subviews.

(See also Logical Diagram and Subviews and Relational Diagram and Subviews.)

Select All icon: Selects all displayed objects, to add them to the subview after you
click OK.

Deselect All icon: Deselects all displayed objects, to remove them from the subview
after you click OK

Filter: You can type a string to limit the display to objects whose names contain that
string.

Name: Displays names of objects of the type appropriate for the tab.

Include: Lets you individually select objects to be added to the subview and deselect
objects to be removed from the subview. (The additions and removals occur in the
subview after you click OK.)
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3.3 Advanced Properties (Connections)
This dialog box is displayed if you click Advanced in the dialog box for creating or edit‐
ing a database connection. It has the following tabs:

• Proxy tab

• SSH tab

Proxy tab

This information applies to proxy connections.

Proxy Type: User Name for authentication by proxy user name and password, or Dis‐
tinguished Name for authentication by proxy user name and distinguished name.

Proxy User: Name of the user to be used for authentication for this connection.

Proxy Password (if Proxy Type is User Name): Password for the specified proxy
user.

Distinguished Name (if Proxy Type is Distinguished Name): Distinguished name for
the specified proxy user.

SSH tab

This information applies to SSH (Secure Shell) connections.

Use SSH: Determines whether the SSH Tunnel will be used. If this option is not ena‐
bled, opening the connection will attempt to connect to the database directly.

Host: SSH server. SQL Developer will create an SSH session to this host, using the
specified details.

Port: SSH port. The default port is 22.

Username: User name that will be used to authorize the SSH session.

Use Key File: Specifies that a key file should be used to provide authentication. The
key file contains a private key that should correspond to a public key registered with
the server. The server verifies that SQL Developer has access to the proper private
key and thus the user is who he or she claims to be.

Key File: Path to the key file.

3.4 Arc Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an exclusive relationship group (arc). Arcs
are displayed in a logical model or relational model diagram, and are explained in 
Arcs.

General

Name: Name of the arc.

Entity (logical model) or Table (relational model): Name of the logical model entity or
relational model table associated with this arc.

Chapter 3
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Mandatory (relational model): Controls whether there must exist only one relationship
for each instance of the entity or table.

Include into DDL Script (relational model): Controls whether the arc requirements are
included in any generated DDL statements.

Relations (logical model) or Foreign Keys (relational model)

Lists the logical model relations or relational model foreign keys in this arc. To view or
edit the properties of a listed relationship or foreign key, double-click its item.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.5 Attribute Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an attribute, which is a component of an enti‐
ty in the Logical Model.

General

Name: Name of the attribute.

Synonym: Synonym for the attribute.

Preferred Abbreviation: Name that will be used for any corresponding table column
during forward-engineering if the Use Preferred Abbreviations option is enabled in the 
Engineering dialog box.

Long Name: Long name in the format: entity-name.attribute-name.

Allow Nulls: Controls whether null values are allowed for the attribute. If this option is
enabled, a null value is allowed; if this option is disabled, a non-null value is mandato‐
ry.

Datatype: Enables you to specify a domain, logical type, distinct type, collection type,
or structured type as the data type of the attribute. You can click the ellipsis (...) button
to specify further details for the selected type.

Entity: Name of the entity with which the attribute is associated.

Source Name: User-specified name of the source for this attribute.

Source Type: Manual, System, Derived, or Aggregate.

Formula Description: For a derived or aggregate source type, the formula for the at‐
tribute.

Scope: For a structured type with Reference enabled, limits the scope by specifying
the table in which the type is implemented.

Type Substitution: For a structured type with Reference disabled, or for a structured
type applied to an entity, controls whether a substitutional structured type is generated
in the DDL.

Default and Constraint

Constraint Name: Name of the constraint.

Chapter 3
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Default Value: Default value for the attribute.

Use Domain Constraints: Controls whether the properties defined in Domains Ad‐
ministration for the associated domain are used. If this option is disabled, you can use
the remaining fields to specify the database type for the constraint and the ranges or a
list of values.

Constraint: Enables you to specify a constraint for one or more types of databases.

Ranges: Enables you to specify one or more value ranges for the attribute.

Value List: Enables you to specify a list of valid values for the attribute.

Permitted Subtypes

For a structured data type, lists all subtypes for the attribute, and lets you specify
whether each is permitted for the attribute.

Engineer To

Enables you to specify the relational models to which this attribute should be propagat‐
ed in forward engineering operations.

Engineer: Controls whether the attribute is propagated to the specified Relational De‐
sign (model) during forward engineering operations.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

3.6 Change Subview Object Names Prefix
This dialog box is displayed if you specify the Change Subview Object Names Prefix
command on a relational model or subview. Specify the new prefix to replace a speci‐
fied current prefix. You can restrict the changes to selected types of objects.

Current Prefix: Prefix to be changed to the new prefix.

New Prefix: Prefix to replace all occurrences of the current prefix in names for the se‐
lected types of objects.

Case Sensitive: Controls whether case sensitivity is applied in searching for old
strings to be replaced by new strings.

Apply to: Specify the types of objects for which to perform the prefix replacement. The
types of objects depend on the type of model (logical or relational).

3.7 Change Request Properties
Change requests allow details of proposed changes affecting model objects to be re‐
corded. They may also be used to keep a historical record of implemented or rejected
changes. A change request object can be associated with one or more model objects.

Chapter 3
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Name: Name of the change request.

Comment: Optional descriptive comment text.

Notes: Optional note text, such as background information or implementation notes.

Reason: Reason for the change request.

Status: Current status of the change request: Proposed, Agreed (accepted), Imple‐
mented, Implementing (implementation in progress), or Rejected.

Completed: Indicates whether the work on the change request is completed.

Request Date: The date when the change request was made.

Completion Date: The date when the work on the change request was completed.

Implementation Note: Optional note about the implementation of the change request.

Summary: Displays read-only summary information.

Related Topics:

Common Information in Dialog Boxes

Change Requests Administration

3.8 Change Requests Administration
Change Requests Administration enables you to manage change requests. This dialog
box is displayed when you select Change Requests Administration from the Tools
menu. You can associate a change request to one or more objects from one or more
models. The object types depend on the selected model.

Change Requests: Lists the existing change requests. To associate a change request
to a model object, select an existing change request from the left pane.

Model: Enables you to choose the model to display the available objects.

Objects: Enables you to select the object to associate with the change request. Click
the blue downward arrow icon to move the object into Referenced Objects.

Referenced Objects: Displays the list of objects that are associated with the change
request. To remove an object from this list, click the blue upward arrow icon.

Related Topics:

Common Information in Dialog Boxes for information on creating change requests

Change Request Properties

3.9 Check for Updates
When you click Help and then Check for Updates, you can check for and download
available Data Modeler updates. The following pages may be displayed. (If you have
enabled the Data Modeler preference to check for updates automatically at startup,
and if you click to see available updates at startup, the Updates page is displayed.)

If you are unable to check for updates because your system is behind a firewall, you
may need to set the user preferences for Web Browser and Proxy.
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1. Source: Select the source or sources to be checked for available updates: any or
all of some specified online update centers, or a local ZIP file containing an update
bundle. You can also click Add to add a user-defined update center.

2. Updates: If any updates are available from the selected source or sources, select
those that you want to download.The available updates include certain third-party
JDBC drivers, which require that you agree to the terms of their licenses.

The Show Upgrades Only option restricts the display to upgrades of currently in‐
stalled Data Modeler components. To enable the display of all new and updated
components, whether currently installed or not, uncheck this option.

After you click Next, you may be prompted to enter your Oracle Web Account user
name and password. If you do not have an account, you can click the Sign Up link.

3. License Agreements (displayed only if you selected any updates that require a
license agreement): For each update that requires you to agree to the terms of a
license, review the license text and click I Agree. You must do this for each appli‐
cable license.

4. Download: If you selected any updates to download, this page displays the prog‐
ress of the download operation.

5. Summary: Displays information about the updates that were downloaded. After
you click Finish, you will be asked if you want to install the updates now and re‐
start Data Modeler.

3.10 Choose Directory
This is a standard box for choosing a directory in which to place files: use Location to
navigate to (double-clicking) the folder in which to save the files, or enter a directory
name. If the directory does not already exist, it is created.

3.11 Collection Type Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a collection type, which is part of the Data
Types Model.

General

Name: Name of the collection type.

Collection Type: ARRAY for a Varray collection type (an ordered collection of ele‐
ments), or COLLECTION for a nested table collection type (can have any number of
elements).

Max Element: For a Varray type, the maximum number of elements it can contain.

Datatype: The data type of each element.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.
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3.12 Column Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a table column, which is part of the Relation‐
al Models.

General

Name: Name of the column.

Long Name: Long name in the format: table-name.column-name

Engineer: Controls whether the column will be considered during reverse engineering
operations. If this option is disabled, this column and its properties are not considered
when the table is reverse engineered into the associated entity in the logical model.

Allow Nulls: Controls whether null values are allowed for the column. If this option is
enabled, a null value is allowed; if this option is disabled, a non-null value is mandato‐
ry.

Table: Name of the table with which the column is associated.

Datatype: Enables you to specify a domain, logical type, distinct type, collection type,
or structured type as the data type of the column. You can click the ellipsis (...) button
to specify further details for the selected type.

Type: Manual, System, Derived, or Aggregate.

Computed: Indicates whether the column is a virtual column. A virtual column is not
stored on disk. Rather, the database derives the values in a virtual column on demand
by computing a set of expressions or functions.

Column Expression: For a derived or aggregate type, the expression for computing
the value in the column.

Auto Increment: Controls whether a sequence is created for automatically increment‐
ing values in this column when rows are inserted into the table. The properties of this
sequence are determined by the Auto Increment specifications.

Identity Column: Specifies whether the autoincrement column is an identity column.
An identity column is an autoincrement column that can be used to identify a table row.
Only one identity column can be specified for a table.

Scope: For a structured type with Reference enabled, limits the scope by specifying
the table in which the type is implemented.

Type Substitution: For a structured type with Reference disabled, or for a structured
type applied to an entity, controls whether a substitutional structured type is generated
in the DDL.

Default and Constraint

Constraint Name: Name of the constraint.

Uses Default: Controls whether the default value is used for this column.

Default Value: Default value for the column.

Use Domain Constraints: Controls whether the properties defined in Domains Ad‐
ministration for the associated domain are used. If this option is disabled, you can use
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the remaining fields to specify the database type for the constraint and the ranges or a
list of values.

Constraint: Enables you to specify a constraint for one or more types of databases.

Ranges: Enables you to specify one or more value ranges for the column.

Value List: Enables you to specify a list of valid values for the column.

Auto Increment

If Auto Increment is enabled under the General column properties, specifies informa‐
tion that will be used to create a sequence for automatically incrementing values in this
column when rows are inserted into the table.

Start with: Starting value of the sequence.

Increment by: Interval between successive numbers in the sequence.

Min value: Lowest possible value for the sequence. The default is 1 for an ascending
sequence and -(10^26) for a descending sequence.

Max value: Highest possible value for the sequence. The default is 10^27 for an as‐
cending sequence and -1 for a descending sequence.

Cycle: Indicates whether the sequence "wraps around" to reuse numbers after reach‐
ing its maximum value (for an ascending sequence) or its minimum value (for a de‐
scending sequence). If cycling of values is not enabled, the sequence cannot generate
more values after reaching its maximum or minimum value.

Disable Cache and Cache: If Disable Cache is checked, sequence values are not
preallocated in cache. If Disable Cache is not checked, sequence values are preallo‐
cated in cache, which can improve application performance; and Cache size indicates
the number of sequence values preallocated in cache.

Order: Indicates whether sequence numbers are generated in the order in which they
are requested. If no ordering is specified, sequence numbers are not guaranteed to be
in the order in which they were requested.

Sequence Name: Name of the sequence. Must be unique within the database sche‐
ma. If a sequence with the same name already exists in the physical model, the exist‐
ing sequence is used.

Trigger Name: The name for the before-insert trigger that will be automatically created
if Generate Trigger is enabled. This trigger uses the sequence to generate a new val‐
ue for the primary key when a row is inserted. If a trigger with the same name already
exists in the physical model, the existing trigger is used

Generate Trigger: Controls whether or not to generate the trigger automatically.

Security

Specifies any relevant security-related properties for the column: whether it contains
personally identifiable information (PII), contains sensitive information, or should be
masked when displayed.

Permitted Subtypes

For a structured data type, lists all subtypes for the attribute, and lets you specify
whether each is permitted for the attribute.
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Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.13 Common Information in Dialog Boxes
Many dialog boxes let you include comments and notes about a modeling object, and
to see a summary of the current information. You can also often view, add, and delete
business model objects (documents, responsible parties, and so on) that are associat‐
ed with the object.

Comments

Optional descriptive comment text about the modeling object.

Note that for some objects you can specify both Comments and Comments in
RDBMS. Any Comments in RDBMS text is included in DDL statements that are gener‐
ated for creating the object in a database.

Notes

Optional note text, such as background information or implementation notes.

Impact Analysis

Displays a tree representation of objects that are related in some way to the currently
selected object. You can expand and collapse the tree and double-click some leaf-
node objects in the tree, but you cannot add or delete related objects in the tree.

Measurements

Lists any relevant measurements. To add a measurement, click the Add (+) icon; to
remove a measurement from the object definition, select it and click the Remove (X)
icon. (See also Measurement Properties.)

Change Requests

Lists any relevant change requests. To add a change request, click the Add (+) icon or
right-click Change Requests in the browser and select New Change Request; to re‐
move a change request from the object definition, select it and click the Remove (X)
icon. (See also Change Request Properties.)

Responsible Parties

Lists any relevant responsible parties. To add a responsible party, click the Add (+)
icon; to remove a responsible party from the object definition, select it and click the
Remove (X) icon. (See also Responsible Party Properties.)
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Documents

Lists any relevant documents. To add a document, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a
document from the object definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. (See also 
Document Properties.)

Dynamic Properties

Dynamic properties are name/value pairs that can be created and used during script‐
ing . You can use the following methods relating to dynamic properties during script‐
ing:

• void setProperty(String key, String value);

• String getProperty(String key);

• boolean hasProperty(String key)

• boolean hasProperty(String key, String value)

• void removeProperty(String key);

• void clearProperties();

• Iterator getPropertyNames();

Summary

Displays read-only summary information.

3.14 Compare Mapping
This dialog box is displayed if you click View Compare Mapping in the Relational Mod‐
els dialog box.

It displays any mappings between source and target columns; and for each mapping
you can select, edit, or delete it.

3.15 Compare Modeling Designs
Lets you apply a filter to restrict the types of objects and specific objects to be included
when models are imported.

Filter: You can include all objects, or only new, deleted, or modified objects.

3.16 Compare Models
This dialog box lets you control the types of objects and specific objects to be merged
when two relational models are compared and merged. Objects from the selected
model in the file that you opened are on the left, and objects from the selected model
in the currently open design are on the right.

You can expand and collapse the display of the relational models. If you select a spe‐
cific table or view, the Details, Options, and perhaps other panes at the bottom display
information for that object.

Filter: Lets you display all objects in both models, or display only new, deleted, or
modified objects
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Stamp New Objects: Associates new objects in the model (that have never been im‐
ported) with the database connection used for the Synchronize operation. That is, new
objects in the model are synchronized with the data dictionary.

To update the selected relational model in the current design by merging objects from
the selected relational model in the external file, click Merge.

Options

DDL Options

Include Comments: Controls whether comments are included in the compare and
merge operation.

Include Logging: Controls whether logging information is included in the generated
DDL statements.

Include Schema: Controls whether object names are prefixed with the schema name
(for example, SCOTT.EMP as opposed to just EMP) in the generated DDL statements.

Include Storage: Controls whether storage information is included in the generated
DDL statements.

Include Tablespace: Controls whether tablespace information is included in the gen‐
erated DDL statements.

DDL type: Type of DDL statements to be generated: Regular DDL, Advanced Inter‐
active DDL, or Advanced CL DDL

Advanced Interactive DDL and Advanced CL (command-line) DDL create a script with
support for interactive (SQL*Plus or SQL Developer) or command-line (SQL*Plus only)
setting of the following input parameters: start step, stop step, log file, and log level
(1,2, or 3). Format for SQL*Plus execution of a resulting Advanced CL DDL script:

SQL> sqlplus user/password@name @script_name start_step stop_step log_file log_level

Replace Existing Files: Controls whether any existing DDL files will automatically be
replaced.

Unload Directory: Directory or folder in which to save DDL files.

Compare Options

These options let you override defaults specified for the DDL: DDL/Comparison user
preferences.

Date/Time Format

These options let you specify formats for dates, timestamps, and timestamps with time
zone.

Tables That Will Be Recreated

For each table that need to be re-created, lists the table name and its settings for
backup strategy (Backup or None), data restoration (Restore or None), script execu‐
tion, and the unload directory.

For Script Execution, the possible values for all DDL types include Continue; and for
Advanced Interactive DDL and Advanced CL DDL, the values also include Stop Be‐
fore Backup, Stop After Backup, and Stop After Recreate.
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Data Type Conversion

For each column with different source and target data types, lists the column name,
current data type, new data type, and whether to re-create the table.

Oracle Errors to Mask

For Advanced DDL and Advanced CL DDL only: Specifies any Oracle errors to be ig‐
nored during script execution. For the error Number or Type, specify a hyphen and sig‐
nificant digits without leading zeroes; for example, specify -942 for ORA-00942. The
error description is informational only and does not affect the script execution

3.17 Color Palette and Custom Colors
You can use the color palette editor to select a color from the supplied Available Col‐
ors or and saved Custom Colors.

You can also create by using a gradient box or by speechifying the RGB (Red, Green,
Blue) values for the color.

3.18 Connection Information
To connect, you must select a database connection, and then specify the user name
and password for the selected connection.

If the specified user name does not exist in the database associated with the connec‐
tion, or if the specified password is not the correct one for that user, the connection is
refused.

3.19 Contact Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a contact object, which is a type of Business
Information object.

General

Name: Name of the contact object. For example, it might be the name of a person, a
role, a group, a department, or a company.

Emails

Lists any email objects. To add an email object, click the Add (+) icon; to remove an
email object from the contact definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. (See
also Email Properties.)

Locations

Lists any location objects. To add a location object, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a
location object from the contact definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. (See
also Location Properties.)
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Telephones

Lists any telephone objects. To add a telephone object, click the Add (+) icon; to re‐
move a telephone object from the contact definition, select it and click the Remove (X)
icon. (See also Telephone Properties.)

URLs

Lists any relevant URLs. To add a URL, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a URL from
the contact definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. (See also Resource Lo‐
cator Properties.)

Responsible Parties, Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.20 Create Database Connection
Use this dialog box to create a database connection.

Connection Name: A descriptive name or alias for the connection. Example: HR_Lo‐
cal

Connection type: Type of database to which to connect: Oracle (JDBC) or JDBC
ODBC Bridge.

Username: Name of the database user for the connection. This user must have suffi‐
cient privileges to perform the tasks that you want to perform while connected to the
database.

Password: Password associated with the specified database user.

Role: Database role (if any) associated with the user.

Save Password: Specify whether to save the password with the connection informa‐
tion. If the password is saved, users of the connection will not be promoted to enter the
password.

Oracle (JDBC) Settings

Enter Custom JDBC URL: If you select this option, enter the URL for connecting di‐
rectly from Java to the database; overrides any other connection type specification. If
you are using TNS or a naming service with the OCI driver, you must specify this infor‐
mation: Example:

jdbc:oracle:thin:scott/@localhost:1521:orcl

Note that in this example, the "/" is required, and the user will be prompted to enter the
password.

To use a custom JDBC URL, the system on which Data Modeler is running must have
an Oracle Client installation that contains the JDBC and orai18n libraries, is present on
the path, and is version 10.2 or later.

Driver: thin (JDBC driver) or oci8 (thick) (if available)

Host Name: Host system for the Oracle database. Example: localhost

JDBC Port: Listener port. Example: 1521
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SID: Database name. Example: orcl

Service Name: Network service name of the database (for a remote database con‐
nection over a secure connection).

JDBC-ODBC Bridge Settings

Datasource Name: Name of an existing ODBC data source.

Extra Parameters: Additional parameters for the connection.

Test Connection: Performs a test of the connection, and indicates success or a spe‐
cific error.

3.21 Create Discovered Foreign Keys
This dialog box is displayed if you right-click a relational model name in the browser
and select Create Discovered Foreign Keys. It can help you to discover hidden foreign
key relationships in the model. It is based on name and data type matching between
columns in primary key columns, unique constraints, and other columns in tables.

You specify one or two foreign key column name policies to be used in the discovery
process, and you can scan repeatedly with different policies and other options to see
the keys that have been discovered.

If the relational model already contains foreign keys, then creating "discovered" foreign
keys may create some foreign keys that seem "duplicates" of existing foreign keys
(same basic information, but different foreign key names). All discovered foreign keys
have the Name createdByFKDiscoverer and the Value true in the Dynamic Proper‐
ties pane of the Foreign Key Properties dialog box.

Column to Filter and Filter: Lets you restrict the display based on a string in the
name of the table, column, referred table, or referred key.

Referred Table: The table containing the key referred to by the specified column or
columns in Table.

Referred Key: The key in Referred Table.

Table: The table in which the specified column or columns refer to the Referred Key in
Referred Table.

Columns: The column or combination of columns in Table.

Single Use of FK Column: If this option is enabled, a foreign key column can be
bound only to one foreign key.

FK Column Name Policy: The policy or policies to be applied when you click Scan
Again:

• Referred Column: The foreign key column has the same name as the referred
column.

• PK Column Template: The name of the foreign key column is equal to the name
generated using the Foreign Key template defined under Naming Standard: Tem‐
plates in the Design Properties dialog box.

• Referred and Template: First applies the Referred Column policy, then the PK
Column Template policy.
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• Template and Referred: First applies the PK Column Template policy, then the
Referred Column policy.

Scan Again: Searches for foreign key relationships using the specified policies and
options, and refreshes the list above in the dialog box.

OK: Creates foreign keys based on the results of the most recent scan, and closes the
dialog box. (If you want to remove the discovered foreign keys, click Edit, then select
Remove Discovered Foreign Keys.)

Cancel: Does not create foreign keys, and closes the dialog box.

3.22 Cube Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a cube, which is part of the multidimensional
model.

Cubes are first-class database objects that store data in a dimensional format. For
more information about working with multidimensional data, see Oracle OLAP User's
Guide and the online help for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the cube.

Virtual: Indicates whether this is a virtual cube or an actual cube. A virtual cube com‐
bines multiple actual cubes into a single logical cube.

Partitioned: Controls whether the cube is partitioned. Partitioning is a method of phys‐
ically storing the measures in a cube. It improves the performance of large measures.

Part. Dimension: Dimension for partitioning the cube. (For example, if your partition‐
ing strategy is driven primarily by life-cycle management considerations, then you
should partition the cube on the Time dimension.) The dimension must have at least
one level-based hierarchy and its members should be distributed evenly, such that ev‐
ery parent at a particular level has roughly the same number of children.

Part. Hierarchy: Hierarchy to be used for partitioning. If the dimension has multiple hi‐
erarchies, choose the one that has the most members; it should be defined as the de‐
fault hierarchy.

Part. Level: Level to be used for partitioning. Each dimension member at that level is
stored in a separate partition, along with its descendants. Any dimension members
that are at higher levels or are not in the hierarchy are stored together in the top parti‐
tion. The size of the top partition should not exceed the size of the level-based parti‐
tions.

Global Composites: Controls whether the cube will use one global composite or mul‐
tiple composites. An unpartitioned cube always has one composite for the cube,
whether it is compressed or uncompressed. A partitioned compressed cube always
has a composite for each partition. A choice between single (global) and multiple com‐
posites is available only for uncompressed, partitioned cubes.

When in doubt, do not choose this option. The cube will have one composite for each
partition.

Compressed Composites: Controls whether composites are compressed or uncom‐
pressed. Cubes that are very sparse often use a compressed composite.
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Full Cube Materialization: Materialized view for a cube that has been enhanced with
materialized view capabilities. A cube materialized view can be incrementally refresh‐
ed at prescheduled times or on demand through the Oracle Database materialized
view subsystem. It can also serve as a target for transparent rewrite of queries against
the source tables.

Entities

Lists unselected, available entities for the cube on the left and selected cubes on the
right. Use the arrow keys to move selected entities from one side to the other.

Use Fact Entities Only: Controls whether only tables in a star schema that contain
facts are displayed.

Joins

Lists any joins for the cube. To add a join, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a join from
the cube definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. (See also Join Properties.)

Dimensions

Lists any dimensions for the cube. To add a dimension, click the Add (+) icon; to re‐
move a dimension from the cube definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.
(See also Dimension Properties.)

Default Operator: Default operator assigned to the dimension.

IsSparse: If selected, null values and empty fields are excluded, in order to manage
space.

Measures

Calculated measures can add information-rich data to a cube. The data set is calculat‐
ed on the fly, so no data is stored. You can add as many calculated measures as you
like without increasing the size of the database.

Precalculated Slices

Lists any slices for which values are precalculated (precomputed) and stored in the
cube during data maintenance. To add a precalculated slice, click the Add (+) icon; to
remove a precalculated slice from the cube definition, select it and click the Remove
(X) icon. (See also Slice Properties.)

Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name.

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display.

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Mycubes if the Short
Name is Mycube

SQL Access to Oracle AW

Lists any relevant SQL Access to Oracle Analytic Workspaces (AW) objects. To add a
SQL Access to Oracle AW object, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a SQL Access to
Oracle AW object from the cube definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. To
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edit a SQL Access to Oracle AW object, double-click its item, or click its item and click
the Properties icon. (See also SQL Access to Oracle AW Properties.)

Description

Description of the cube.

Partitioning Description

Description of the partitioning for the cube.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.23 Custom Reports Template
This dialog box is displayed if you click Manage under Templates (Custom tab) when
generating a report (described in Generating Reports as RTF, HTML, or PDF Files).
Use this dialog box to create, edit, delete, and save custom report templates, which
provide you with substantial flexibility in specifying the report format. (Contrast this with
the less flexible approach of creating a modified version of a standard report format, as
explained in Report Templates Management.)

Templates: Lists custom report templates that have been created.

To create a new template click the Add icon. To edit a listed template, select it. To de‐
leted a listed template, select it and click the Remove icon. To save a template after
making any desired edits, click the Save icon.

Template Name: Name for the template. Suggestion: Choose a meaningful name,
such as Columns_and_Comments or Foreign_Keys_All (if you select Foreign Keys - Re‐
ferred From and Foreign Keys - Referring To).

Template Description: Optional descriptive text about the template.

Available Collections: Lists types of relevant information that can be added to the re‐
port layout. (Use the left and right arrow icons to move selected collections between
Available Collections and Report Layout.)

Report Layout: Lists relevant types of information to be included in reports that use
this template. (Use the up and down arrow icons to move selected items up and down
in the list.)

Available Properties: Lists available properties for the selected Report Layout item.
(Use the left and right arrow icons to move selected collections between Available
Properties and Report Columns.)

Report Columns: Lists relevant properties to be included as columns in reports that
use this template. For Column Width, accept the default (0.0) to have Data Modeler
determine the best width, or specify a percentage value. For Data Sort Order, you can
override the default column sort order (from the list) to specify sort order values for in‐
dividual columns.

3.24 Data Dictionary Connections
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This dialog box is displayed when you click Synchronize Model with Data Dictionary or
Synchronize Data Dictionary with Model (represented by the blue arrow icons under
the menu) for relational models.

Select Connections for Synchronize: Includes the default database connection.

Redirect Connection: Enables you to choose another database to synchronize.

Database Synchronization: Use Source Connection as Filter: If this option is ena‐
bled, then if the source and destination connections have different names, the source
connection by default is used as a filter for which objects to include in the synchroniza‐
tion. (You can specify differently for specific synchronization operations.)

Database Synchronization: Use Source Schema: If this option is enabled, then if
the source and destination schemas have different names, the source schema by de‐
fault is used as a filter for which objects to include in the synchronization. (You can
specify differently for specific synchronization operations.)

Database Synchronization: Use Source Object: If this option is enabled, then if the
source and destination objects have different names, the source object by default is
used as a filter for which objects to include in the synchronization. (You can specify
differently for specific synchronization operations.)

Database Synchronization: Synchronize the Whole Schema: If this option is ena‐
bled, then objects that exist in the database but not in the model will appear as new
objects when the model is synchronized with the database, and will appear as candi‐
dates to be deleted from the database when the database is synchronized with the
model. If this option is not enabled, only objects that exist in the model are synchron‐
ized with the database.

Database Synchronization: Exclude Remote Objects when synchronize Data‐
base with Model: If this option is enabled, then remote objects (objects in another
model) in the model are excluded when the database is synchronized with the model.

Preferences: Preferences dialog for synchronization options. This dialog contains op‐
tions that apply to synchronizing a physical model of an Oracle database with its asso‐
ciated relational model. For each specified type of object, you can specify whether to
synchronize it (that is, whether to have changes in the relational model to objects of
the specified types be applied automatically in the associated physical models).

Related Topics:

Model

3.25 Data Dictionary Import (Metadata Extraction)
This wizard is displayed when you click File, then Import, then Data Dictionary. It ena‐
bles you to connect to an existing database (Oracle or supported third-party) and to
create one or more relational models based on the metadata in that database.

The specific steps and fields depend on the type of database that you connect to. This
topic describes information for an Oracle Database connection.

Connect to Database

Displays a list of database connections, from which you must select one. If no connec‐
tions exist or if the one you want is not displayed, click Add to display the Database
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Connection Editor dialog box, or click Import to display the Import Database Connec‐
tions dialog box.

Select Schema/Database

Select the schemas from which to import. Note: Metadata will be extracted only for
schemas that the user associated with the connection is authorized to access. A sepa‐
rate subview will be created within the relational model for each Oracle Database
schema from which metadata is extracted. (To see a subview, expand the Subviews
node, right-click the subview name, and select Show Diagram.)

Select All and Deselect All (this page and next page): Enable you to conveniently se‐
lect or deselect all displayed items, and then deselect or select individual items.

All Selected: Controls whether all items are initially selected or deselected when you
move to the next page (Select Objects to Import).

Options: Displays a dialog box that lets you include or exclude specific things from the
selected schemas during the import and processing:

• Partitions

• Triggers

• Structured types that are used

• Secondary tables

• Oracle Spatial and Graph properties

Select Objects to Import

Select the objects for the metadata extraction. For each type of object to be imported,
click its associated tab (Tables, Views, Users, and so on), and select the desired ob‐
jects. For each tab, you can select or deselect all, or you can select and deselect indi‐
vidual objects of that type.

Generate Design

Displays a summary page with the number of objects of specified types to be import‐
ed. (If no objects or any type are to be imported, go back to the Select Objects to Im‐
port page and select at least one object.)

To perform the import operation, click Finish.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

3.26 Database Connection Editor
This dialog box is displayed if you add or edit a database connection while using the 
Data Dictionary Import (Metadata Extraction) wizard. The specific fields depend on the
connection type that you select; this topic describes the fields for an Oracle connec‐
tion.

Type: Type of database to which to connect: Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server 2000 or
2005, IDB DB2 or UDB, or JDBC ODBC Bridge.
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For a third-party database connection, you must have specified the appropriate driver
in Third Party JDBC Drivers under General Options (see Data Modeler).

Name: A descriptive name or alias for the connection. Example: HR_Local

Host: Host system for the Oracle database. Example: localhost

Port: Listener port. Example: 1521

SID: Database name. Example: orcl

Username: Name of the database user for the connection. This user must have suffi‐
cient privileges to perform the tasks that you want perform while connected to the da‐
tabase.

Password: Password associated with the specified database user.

3.27 DDL File Editor
This dialog box is displayed after you select a relational model for which to generate
Data Definition Language (DDL) statements. It is also displayed if you click View, then
DDL File Editor; if you click File, then Export, then DDL File; or if you click the Gener‐
ate DDL toolbar icon.

Physical model (list): Select the physical model (type of database) for which to gen‐
erate DDL statements. Example: Oracle 11g

Generate: Displays the DDL Generation Options dialog box. After you select the op‐
tions, the resulting DDL statements are displayed in this dialog box.

Clear: Clears the display of generated DDL statements. If the generated DDL code
does not meet your needs, click Clear, make any necessary changes to the model,
and start the generation process again.

Find: Displays a box for finding a text string in the generated DDL statements.

Save: Lets you save the generated DDL statements to a script file.

Note:

You should review, test, and (if necessary) edit any DDL that is generated
before it is run against any database.

This is especially important if you import from the data dictionary of a third-
party database and then export or generate DDL for an Oracle Database
physical model.

3.28 DDL Generation Options
This dialog box is displayed when you click Generate in the DDL File Editor dialog box.
These options control the content to be included in the generated script.

Options at the bottom:
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• Design Rules displays the Design Rules dialog box, enabling you to check your
current design for any violations of predefined design rules before you generate
the DDL.

• Include Comments causes comments to be included in the statements.

• Apply Name Substitution causes old name strings to be replaced with new
strings as specified in the Name Substitution pane.

• Advanced Interactive DDL and Advanced CL DDL (command-line DDL) create
a script with support for interactive (SQL*Plus or SQL Developer) or command-line
(SQL*Plus only) setting of the following input parameters: start step, stop step, log
file, and log level (1,2, or 3). Format for SQL*Plus execution of a resulting Ad‐
vanced CL DDL script:

SQL> sqlplus user/password@name @script_name start_step stop_step log_file 
log_level

• Generate DDL in Separate Files: Generates a separate file for each object to be
created (as opposed to having one file with all the DDL statements). If option is
enabled, a directory reflecting the model name is created under the output directo‐
ry that you specify, and a directory hierarchy is created under that; the files are
generated in appropriately named leaf directories.

'Create' Selection

Lets you select types of objects and specific objects for which to generate CREATE
statements. You can select Tree View for an expandable display of all available ob‐
jects, or a tab (Tables, PK and UK Constraints, and so on) for a subset of objects.

'Drop' Selection

Adds DROP statements for objects of the selected types before any CREATE state‐
ments, to drop any existing objects with the same name before creating new objects.

You can include drop dependencies to add CASCADE to the DROP statements.

Name Substitution

Lets you specify old strings to be replaced with new strings in object names when the
DDL statements are generated.

Selected: Controls whether the item is enforced in the generation process.

Case Sensitive: Controls whether case sensitivity is applied in searching for old
strings to be replaced by new strings.

Oracle Errors to Mask

For Advanced DDL and Advanced CL DDL only: Specifies any Oracle errors to be ig‐
nored during script execution. For the error Number or Type, specify a hyphen and sig‐
nificant digits without leading zeroes; for example, specify -942 for ORA-00942. The
error description is informational only and does not affect the script execution.

3.29 Design Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of the Database Design.
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General

Name: Name of the database design.

Settings

Contains panes with settings that affect the appearance and behavior of the design.

Use Global Design Level Settings: If selected, causes the current design properties
to be modified to use any corresponding values in the global designs file (datamodeler
\datamodeler\types\dl_settings.xml by default), which includes classification
types, default fonts and colors, default line widths and colors, naming standard rules,
and compare mappings. Also, for classification types that are used in logical or rela‐
tional models in the current design and that are not currently included in the global de‐
signs file, those classification types are added to the global designs file.

Import: Lets you import a previously exported XML file with settings to be used for the
design.

Export: Exports the current design's settings to an XML file.

Save: Saves the current settings.

Compare Mappings

Contains options for comparing source and target objects. This information applies in
special cases, such as if you have changed column properties (such as name, data
type, or position in the table) and compare a model with a previous version of the
same model; the mappings make it possible to know that it is the same column that is
changed.

Diagram: Classification Types

Specifies colors and optionally prefixes for the display of different classification types
in a multidimensional model. You can also add (+ or Add icon) and delete (X or Re‐
move icon) user-defined classification types.

Diagram: Format

Specifies default object fonts and colors, and line widths and colors, for the display of
different types of design objects.

Diagram: Logical Model

Domains Presentation: Specifies what is displayed as the data type for an attribute
based on a domain: Domain Name causes the domain name to be displayed; Used
Logical Type causes the logical type used in the domain definition to be displayed.

DDL

Automatic Index Generation: Primary Key Constraint: Controls whether an index is
automatically generated for each primary key constraint.

Automatic Index Generation: Unique Key Constraint: Controls whether an index is
automatically generated for each unique key constraint.

Automatic Index Generation: Foreign Key Constraint: Controls whether an index is
automatically generated for each foreign key constraint.
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Preserve DDL Generation Options: Controls whether to restore the original DDL
generation options after a current DDL generation operation if you made any changes
to the options for the current DDL generation operation.

DDL: Migration

Lets you specify one or more pairs of string replacements to be made when DDL
statements are generated. Each pair specifies the old string and the new string with
which to replace the old string.

Selected: Controls whether the specified replacement is enabled or disabled.

Case Sensitive: Controls whether the replacement is done only if the case of the old
string in the DDL exactly matches the case specified for the old string.

Naming Standard

Lets you implement naming standardization: you can view, add, and modify naming
standards for logical and relational model objects and for domains. These standards
will be checked when you apply Design Rules, and any violations of the standards will
be reported as errors or warnings. You can also apply the naming standards to pri‐
mary and foreign keys, constraints, and indexes in a relational model by right-clicking
the model name in the object browser and selecting Apply Naming Standards to
Keys and Constraints.

Do not confuse naming standardization with using the Name Abbreviations dialog box,
which makes immediate name changes to enforce consistency in spellings and abbre‐
viations, and which is limited to relational model name strings.

For an excellent discussion of naming standards, see the United States Coast Guard
Data Element Naming Standards Guidebook.

Logical Model: Separator: Space, Title Case, or a specified Character; controls how
"words" in names are separated. Title case refers to capitalizing each "word" and not
including spaces: for example, GovernmentAccounts. (Title case is sometimes called
CamelCase.)

Relational Model and Domain: Separator: Character to be used to separate "words"
in names.

Abbreviated Only: If this option is enabled, non-abbreviated words cannot be used in
relational model object names (that is, only abbreviated words can be used).

Glossary: You can add one or more glossary files to be used in naming standardiza‐
tion. (For more information about glossaries, see Glossary Editor.)

Naming Standard: Attribute, Column, Domain, Entity, Table

For logical model entities and attributes, relational model tables and columns, and do‐
mains, you can add, rearrange, and make optional or mandatory any of the following
components of object names: prime word, class word, modifier, and qualifier. The ac‐
ceptable values of these components are specified in the glossary file or files that you
specify for Glossary.

Naming Standard: Templates

For various kinds of constraints for tables and entities, you can edit the format string
and add variable string elements.
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Example: To see a sample name in a currently specified format, select the desired
constraint type (for example, Foreign Key).

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.30 Design Rules
Design rules are rules that can be applied to check and enforce the integrity and con‐
sistency of designs. Data Modeler comes with many predefined design rules, and you
can add your own custom design rules. You can also define functions or methods to
create custom transformations, and can group these transformations into libraries.

If you click Tools and then Design Rules, you can select one of the following:

• Design Rules

• Custom Rules

• Libraries

• Transformations

3.30.1 Design Rules
This dialog box enables you to apply Design Rules and to group design rules into Rule
Sets.

Design Rules

This tab enables you to check your current design (logical, relational, and process
models) for any violations of predefined Data Modeler design rules. You can check all
design rules or selected rules; each violation of the specified rules results in a warning
or error message, as appropriate. You are encouraged to check your models against
the design rules often, especially before any forward or reverse engineering operations
and before generating DDL statements for a physical model.

Examples of design rule warnings and errors include a primary key with the wrong
naming standards, a flow without information structures, and an external agent without
data elements.

For any error, you can double-click its item to display the properties for the associated
object, where you can correct the problem.

Expand All: Expands the display to show all design rules in all categories and subca‐
tegories. When one or more categories are expanded, you can select individual rules,
ranges of rules, or a combination.

Collapse All: Collapses the display to show only the design rule major category
names (General, Logical, Relational, Process Model, Physical).

Apply All: Applies all design rules to the current design; displays a warning or error
message for each violation of a rule.

Apply Selected: Applies only the selected design rules to the current design; displays
a warning or error message for each violation of a rule.

Clear: Clears any displayed warning and error messages.
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Rule Sets

This tab enables you to create and edit named rule sets. A rule set is a collection of
rules that you want to be able to check as a set.

To create a rule set, click the Add Rule Set (plus sign) icon, specify a name for the rule
set, double-click the rule set number (or click the Rule Set Properties pencil icon), and
use the Rule Set Properties dialog box to move desired rules from the All Rules col‐
umn into the Selected Rules column.

Apply All RS: Applies the design rules in all rule sets to the current design; displays a
warning or error message for each violation of a rule.

Apply Selected RS: Applies only the design rules in the selected rule set or rule sets
to the current design; displays a warning or error message for each violation of a rule.

Clear: Clears any displayed warning and error messages.

3.30.2 Custom Rules
The Custom Rules dialog box enables you to create custom design rules using a lan‐
guage supported by the rules execution engine, such as the Mozilla Rhino JavaScript
implementation.

Name: Name of the custom rule.

Object: Type of the objects to which to apply this rule. Examples include Table, Col-
umn, Entity, and Attribute.

Engine: Implementation used for interpreting and executing the rule.

Type: Severity if a violation of the rule is detected (Warning or Error).

Variable: Name of the variable associated with the rule.

Rule Script Library: Library containing the method associated with the rule.

Rule Script Method: Method associated with the rule. (To modify a method, use the
Custom Libraries dialog box.)

You can save custom rules that you create, export custom rules that you have saved,
and import design rules from an XML file.

3.30.3 Libraries
The Custom Libraries dialog box enables you to view, create, and delete libraries for
custom design rules, and within a selected library to add, delete, and edit the methods
associated with custom design rules.

If the JRuby Engine is missing, do the following:

1. If you have not already installed JRuby, download the appropriate kit from http://
jruby.org and install it.

2. Under the location where you installed JRuby, find jruby.jar (in the lib directo‐
ry).
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3. Copy jruby.jar to the ext (extensions) directory under the JDK you are using
with Data Modeler. For example, if you use the Windows kit that includes a JDK
and if you unzipped the Data Modeler kit into C:, that location is:

C:\datamodeler\jdk\jre\lib\ext

For information about design rules and custom design rules, see Design Rules.

3.30.4 Transformations
The Custom Transformation Scripts dialog box enables you to view, create, delete,
and edit custom transformation scripts for implementing custom design rules.

Name: Name of the custom transformation.

Object: Type of models (logical or relational) to which to apply this transformation.

Engine: Implementation used for interpreting and executing the transformation.

Variable: Name of the variable associated with the transformation.

Script Library: Library containing the method associated with the transformation.

Script Method: Method associated with the transformation.

You can save custom transformations that you create, export custom transformations
to an XML file, and import transformations from an XML file.

3.31 Dimension Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a dimension in a multidimensional model.

A dimension (or more precisely, a cube dimension) is a first-class database object. It
stores a list of values that serves as an index to the data stored in a cube. These val‐
ues, or dimension members, represent all levels of aggregation. For more information
about working with multidimensional data, see Oracle OLAP User's Guide and the on‐
line help for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the dimension. Examples: Customer, Product, Channel, Time

Use Natural Keys: Controls whether natural (source) keys or surrogate keys are used
from the relational sources for the dimension members. If this option is enabled,
source keys are read from the relational sources without modification. If this option is
disabled, surrogate keys ensure uniqueness by adding a level prefix to the members
while loading them into the analytic workspace.

Time Dimension: Controls whether the dimension is a Time dimension or a User di‐
mension. If this option is enabled, you must define a Time dimension with at least one
level to support time-based analysis, such as a custom measure that calculates the
difference from the prior period.

Hierarchies

Lists hierarchies associated with the dimension. To view or edit a hierarchy definition,
double-click its item. (See also Hierarchy Properties.)
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Levels

Lists levels associated with the dimension. To view or edit a level definition, double-
click its item. (See also Level Properties.)

Slow Changing Attributes

For a Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD), lists slowly changing attributes associated
with the dimension. To view or edit an attribute definition, double-click its item. (See
also Attribute Properties.)

Calculated Members

Lists calculated members associated with the dimension. A calculated member ena‐
bles the summation (simple plus or minus) or aggregation (using the Aggregation op‐
erator for the cube) of a set of dimension members that are specified by a user. To
add a calculated member, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a calculated member from
the dimension definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.

Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name.

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display.

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Mydimensions if the
Short Name is Mydimension

Description

Description of the dimension.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.32 Display Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a display object.

General

Name: Name of the display object.

Visible: (Does not apply to this model.)

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.33 Distinct Type Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a distinct type, which is part of the Data
Types Model.
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General

Name: Name of the user-defined distinct type.

Logical Type: The logical type from which the distinct type is derived.

(The remaining fields -- Size, Precision, and Scale -- are available only if they apply
to this distinct type.)

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.34 Document Properties
This dialog box lets you view and modify information for a document object, which is a
type of Business Information object.

General

Name: Name of the document object.

Reference: Descriptive phrase with reference information about the object, such as its
location.

Type: Descriptive phrase indicating the type of document, such as General Procedure
or Technical Specification.

Elements

Lists the objects currently associated with this document. To view the properties of any
listed object, double-click its entry.

Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.35 Domain Properties (Domains Model)
This dialog box displays information about an existing domain. Much of the information
is read-only, and some fields apply only to certain kinds of domains. To add a user-
defined domain or to remove a domain, click Tools, then Domains Administration,
and use the Domains Administration dialog box.

General

Name: Name of the domain object.

Synonym: Synonym for the domain.

Long Name: Long name for the domain.
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File Name: Name of the file containing the domain definition.

Logical Type: Logical type of the domain.

Size: Maximum size of data in columns based on the domain.

Precision: For a numeric domain, the maximum number of significant decimal digits.

Scale: For a numeric domain, the number of digits from the decimal point to the least
significant digit.

Check Constraint: Constraints, both generic and database product-specific, on data
values permitted for the domain. If constraints apply to the domain, you can double-
click to edit the generic and product-specific constraints.

Ranges: Ranges of data values permitted.

Value List: List of data values permitted.

Used In

Lists attributes (logical model) and columns (relational model) that are based on this
domain.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.36 Domains Administration
This dialog box is displayed if you click Tools, then Domains Administration.

Domains File: XML file containing the domain definitions (if other than the default).
You can click Select to search for a file. (Note: To import domains for use, click File,
then Import, then Domains.)

Available Domains: Displays the available domains (types). Select a domain to view
or edit its properties. (Some properties are relevant only to specific domains.)

Name: Name of the selected domain (if one is selected).

Logical Type: Logical type of the selected domain.

Size: Maximum size of the data for this type.

Precision: For a numeric domain, the maximum number of significant decimal digits.

Scale: For a numeric domain, the number of digits from the decimal point to the least
significant digit.

Synonym: Synonym for the domain.

Comment: Comment about the domain.

Check Constraint: Lets you view and edit constraints (general and specific to physical
models) for the domain.

Ranges: Lets you specify one or more data value ranges for the domain.

Value List: Lets you specify data values for the domain.
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3.37 Email Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an email object, which is a type of Business
Information object.

General

Name: Name of the email object.

Email Address: Email address in the standard format. Example: smith@example.com

Email Type: Descriptive phrase indicating the type of email object, using any naming
scheme suited to your needs. Examples: Work, Personal

Contacts

Lists the contact objects currently associated with this email object. To view the prop‐
erties of any listed contact object, double-click its entry.

Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.38 Engineering
Depending on the context, this dialog box lets you update the logical model from a se‐
lected relational model or update a relational model from the logical model, control
which parts of the logical model are reflected in a relational model, or restrict the types
of objects and specific objects to be merged when two relational models are compared
and merged.

Filter: You can include all objects, or only new, deleted, or modified objects.

Details

Displays detailed information about the selected model object.

General Options

Show Engineering in the Main Browser: Controls whether a check box is added for
each object in the browser window, with the box checked if the object has been engi‐
neered.

Engineer Coordinates: Controls whether to position the tables resulting from the for‐
ward engineering process in the same way as their source entities.

Engineer Only Objects Created in "<model>": Controls whether only objects that
were explicitly created in the specified model are engineered, or whether those objects
plus other objects that were created as a result of previous forward or reverse engi‐
neering operations should be engineered.

Apply Name Translation: Controls whether formal names are translated to abbreviat‐
ed names when the logical model is forward engineered to a relational model, and
whether abbreviated names are translated to format names when a relational model is
reverse engineered to the logical model. Name translation is applied only for valid
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names. In addition, translations between the words entity/attribute/key and table/col‐
umn/index are performed.

Use Preferred Abbreviations: Controls whether any specified preferred abbreviations
for entities and attributes are used for corresponding table and column names when
the logical model is engineered to create a relational model.

Copy/Compare Options

Lets you select types of objects (entity/table, attribute/column, key/index, relation/
foreign key, entity view/view), and for each pair indicate which of its properties are se‐
lected for use in the forward or reverse engineering operation. You can also specify
the following options.

Show Selected Properties Only: Controls whether all properties for displayed objects
are shown or only properties enabled (checked) under Selected.

Don't Apply for New Objects:

Exclude Unchecked Objects from Tree: Controls whether unchecked objects are in‐
cluded or excluded in the tree display.

Update Tree: Updates the logical and relational model tree displays to reflect the cur‐
rently selected options.

Synchronization of Deleted Objects

Lets you select and deselect pairs of objects, with each pair containing a deleted ob‐
ject and the associated object to be deleted in the generated model if the pair is select‐
ed.

Overlapping and Folding Unique Identifiers (UIDs)

For engineering from the logical model to a relational model, displays information
about any keys that overlap or are overlapped.

3.39 Entity Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an entity, which is part of the Logical Model.

General

Name: Name of the entity.

Short Name: Short form of the name, if any.

Synonyms: Synonyms for the entity.

Synonym to display: Synonym to display for the entity.

Preferred Abbreviation: Name that will be used for any corresponding table during
forward-engineering if the Use Preferred Abbreviations option is enabled in the Engi‐
neering dialog box.

Long Name: Long name to be used in entity-name.attribute-name displays.

Based on Structured Type: If the entity is based on a structured type, select it from
the list. The entity will contain the attributes as defined in the structured type.
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Super Type: If the entity is a subtype, select its supertype from the list. The entity in‐
herits all attributes from the specified supertype.

Source: Description of the source type. Examples: DDL, COBOL Copybook, IDMS
Schema

Scope: For an entity classified as Temporary, you can specify a scope, such as Ses‐
sion or Application.

Allow Type Substitution: For a structured type with Reference disabled, or for a
structured type applied to an entity, controls whether a substitutional structured type
generation in the DDL is allowed.

Create Surrogate Key: Will create a unique identifier that is not the primary key.

Attributes

Lists the attributes currently defined for the entity. The properties for each attribute in‐
clude its name and data type, and whether it is the primary unique identifier (Primary
UID), a relation unique identifier (Relation UID, comparable to foreign key), or a re‐
quired field (M, for mandatory).

To add an attribute, click the Add (+) icon; to delete an attribute, select it and click the
Remove (X) icon; to view the properties of an attribute, double-click in the cell to the
left of the name.

Unique Identifiers

Lists the unique identifiers (UIDs) currently defined for the entity. The properties for
each key include its name and whether it is included in the primary unique identifier
(PUID).

To make the attribute a unique identifier, click the Add (+) icon; to make the attribute
not a unique identifier, select it and click the Remove (X) icon; to view the properties of
a unique identifier, double-click its name.

Relationships

Lists any relationships associated with the entity, To view the properties of a relation‐
ship, double-click its name.

Subtypes

Specifies options that are important when you are working with supertype and subtype
entities.

The Engineer To property defines if the entity will be implemented in a specific rela‐
tional model. Instead of setting the property for each entity, the Entity and subtypes
generation preset section allows you to change the Engineer To property for the cur‐
rent entity and its subtypes all at once.

Subtree Generation: Defines the strategy of engineering entities to relational model
tables:

• Do not preset: Does not change the Engineer To properties.

• Single Table: The subtype entity metadata are included in the supertype table.
There are no subtype tables. The Engineer To property is set for the current entity,
and cleared for all subtype entities.
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• Table per Child: The supertype entity metadata is included in the subtype tables.
There is no supertype table. The Engineer To property is set for leaf entities, and
cleared for the current entity and all subtype entities that have subtypes.

• Table for each Entity: A separate table is generated for each supertype and sub‐
type entity. The Engineer To property is set for the current entity and for all sub‐
type entities.

Apply to Model: Lets you preset the Engineer To properties for all relational models
or for a selected relational model.

The presetting of the Engineer To property happens when OK is clicked in the Entity
Properties dialog. The next time the Entity Properties dialog is open, the Subtree Gen‐
eration field is set to Do not preset. For more complex implementation, set the Engi‐
neer To property for each entity separately. For setting the property quickly, use the
Engineer to Relational Model dialog. Make the selection for implementation and click
Apply Selection or do the engineering.

References: When supertypes and subtypes are implemented, defines how relation‐
ships between tables are implemented in the relational model: None, Identifying
(identifying foreign keys are created from subtype tables to the supertype table), or
Reverse arc (only one child table record can exist for each supertype table record; re‐
quired is the subtypes hierarchy is marked as complete [see the Complete Subtypes
option]).

Attributes Inheritance: Defines how attributes of a supertype are inherited in both the
supertype and subtype are implemented as tables (Primary Attributes Only or All At‐
tributes).

Generate Discriminator: If this option is enabled, a discriminator column is generat‐
ed.

Use Attribute: Allows an existing attribute to be set for use as the discriminator col‐
umn.

Column Name: Name of the generated discriminator column.

Discriminator Value: The value related to the current entity; can exist in the discrimi‐
nator column. If this field is not specified, the entity short name or name is used.

Complete Subtypes: If this option is enabled, the list of subtypes is marked as com‐
plete, which affects generated arcs and the list of possible values for the discriminator
column. If this option is not enabled, then optional arcs are generated and the value for
the current entity is included in the list of possible values for the discriminator column.

Volume Properties

Volumes: Minimum: Minimum data volume for the entity.

Volumes: Expected: Expected or typical data volume for the entity.

Volumes: Maximum: Maximum data volume for the entity.

Growth Rate: Percent: Expected growth rate percentage for the entity, for each peri‐
od as specified in the next field.

Growth Rate: Year/Month/Day: The period (year, month, or day) to which the expect‐
ed growth rate applies.

Normal Form: The required normal form (database normalization) for the entity: None,
First, Second, Third, or Fourth.
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Adequately Normalized?: YES indicates that the model is sufficiently normalized. NO
indicates that the model is not sufficiently normalized, and that additional normalization
may be required on the relational model.

Engineer To

Enables you to specify the relational models to which this entity should be propagated
in forward engineering operations.

Engineer: Controls whether the entity is propagated to the specified Relational De‐
sign (model) during forward engineering operations.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Classification Types

Classification type for the entity: Fact, External, Dimension, Logging, Summary, and
Temporary.

You can specify colors to be used in diagrams for each classification type in the Dia‐
gram: Classification Types design properties.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.40 Event Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an event, which is part of the Process Model.

General

Name: Name of the event.

Synonym: Synonym for the event.

Flow: Flow object that is associated with the event. To view or edit the Flow Proper‐
ties, click the flow name.

Event Text: Application-defined or user-defined event text string.

Type: Application-defined or user-defined string identifying the type of event.

Process Triggered

Lists the process triggered by the event. To view the Process Properties, double-click
its entry.

Days When Run

Specify options for days when the event is to run: unlimited or limited number of occur‐
rences; day or days of the week, or day of one or all months; specific quarter or all;
and specific fiscal or calendar year, or all years. Zero (0) in a field means all or unlimit‐
ed.
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Times When Run

Specify options for times during the day when the event is to run: open or close of the
business day, when convenient during the day, or at a specified time or at a specified
interval.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.41 Export to Microsoft XMLA
Exports the design to a Microsoft XMLA (XML for Analysis) file.

Database Name: Name of the database.

Dimensional Model: Name of the multidimensional model.

3.42 Export to Oracle Analytic Workspaces
By exporting to Oracle Analytic Workspace (AW), you can create the analytic work‐
space based on a multidimensional model. For more information about working with
analytic workspaces, see Oracle OLAP User's Guide and the online help for Analytic
Workspace Manager.

General

Default Schema: Name of the default schema.

Dimensional Model: Name of the multidimensional model.

Relational Model: Name of the relational model.

Oracle Model: Name of the Oracle model.

Oracle AW Name: Name of the Oracle analytic workspace.

Export Mode: Mode or scope of the export operation: re-create the analytical work‐
space, export all or only new calculated measures, or export only metadata.

Populate Created Cubes: Controls whether the created cubes are populated with
their data.

Output XML File: Name of the XML file to contain the exported definition. To select an
output directory or folder, click the ellipsis (...) button.

JDBC Connection: JDBC connection to use for the export operation.

New JDBC Connection: Enables you to create a new JDBC connection. To create a
new connection, click Create.

Test Selected Connection: To test the selected JDBC connection, click Test. A mes‐
sage is displayed indicating either that the connection is available or that an error oc‐
curred.
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Cubes and Slices

Displays cubes and slices selected for the export operation.

3.43 Export to Reporting Schema
Exports the design to the reporting repository in the reporting schema (explained in 
Data Modeler Reports). To perform the export, you must select a connection and click
OK.

Connections: Displays the names of database connections, from which you must
choose one to serve as the reporting repository. To create a new database connec‐
tion, click the Add Connection (+) icon; to delete an existing connection, select it and
click the Remove Connection (X) icon; to edit an existing connection, double-click its
entry, or select it and click the Connection Properties icon.

Comments: Optional descriptive text or notes about the connections.

Options tab

Export Diagrams as PDF: If this option is enabled, diagrams in the design are stored
in the reporting repository in PDF format.

Maintenance tab

Drop Repository: Enables you to drop (delete) the reporting repository in the schema
of the selected database connection. After the existing repository is dropped, a new
empty repository is automatically created in this schema.

Delete Designs: Enables you to select a repository connection and then one or more
designs within that repository, to have the information about those designs deleted
from the repository.

Glossary tab

Export Glossary: Enables you to specify a Data Modeler glossary file, to have its in‐
formation exported to the reporting repository.

Delete Glossary: Enables you to select a glossary in the reporting repository, to have
its information deleted from the repository.

3.44 Export Wizard
This wizard exports database objects and optionally data. For a selected database
connection, you can export some or all objects of one or more types of database ob‐
jects to output files, a SQL Worksheet, or the clipboard. The output may contain SQL
data definition language (DDL) statements to create these objects. It may also contain
SQL statements to insert data into these objects and other formatted files.

The number of panes and the options available depend on the potential scope of the
export operation.

Source/Destination page

Contains up to four main areas for specifying the database connection and the DDL,
data, and target options.
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Connection: Select the database connection with the objects to be exported.

Export DDL: If this option is enabled, DDL statements are included in the export oper‐
ation. Select the options to apply to the DDL that is generated.

Export Data: If this option is enabled, data is included in the operation. Select the op‐
tions to apply to the data that is unloaded.

Note:

An Export Format Error is displayed if you attempt to export both DDL and
Data when Format is loader.

Format: Select the desired output format for the data to be unloaded. Depending on
the selected format, other options may appear. For example, for xls (Microsoft Excel
file), you can specify worksheet names for the data and the SELECT statement.

For CLOB data, exporting is supported only if the format is loader (SQL*Loader) or
pdf (PDF). Some export types export only a subset of the string followed by an ellipsis
(...).

To paste unloaded data into a Microsoft Excel file, specify Export Data but not Ex‐
port DDL, select text for Format, and select Clipboard for Save As; and after complet‐
ing the unload, paste from the clipboard into Excel.

Save As: Specifies how or where target statements and data are to be saved:

• Single File: A single file contains both DDL and data. When you are unloading
DDL, only Insert format can be specified for data.

• Separate Files: Each object is saved to a separate file in the specified directory.

• Type Files: Objects of the same type are saved to a single file in the specified di‐
rectory.

• Separate Directories: A directory for each object type being exported is created.
Files are created in the appropriate directory.

• Worksheet: Statements are sent to a SQL Worksheet window.

• Clipboard: Statements are copied to the clipboard.

Encoding: Character set to be used for encoding of the output.

Export Summary page

Contains a summary of the actions that will be taken. If you want to change anything,
go back and make the changes, then finish the wizard steps.

3.45 Export/Import Connections
The Export Connections wizard exports information about one or more database con‐
nections to an XML file. The Import Connections wizard imports connections that have
been exported. Database connections that you import are added to any connections
that already exist.

• Export Connections
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• Import Connections

3.45.1 Export Connections
Select Connections

You can select and deselect all connections or specific connections for the operation.

Destination File

File Name: Name of the XML file to contain definitions of the connections to be export‐
ed. Use the Browse button to specify the location.

Password Handling

Specify how passwords should be handled in the exported file:

• Encrypt all passwords with a key: Specify an Encryption Key value and verify
that value. (Anyone who attempts to import connections from the exported file will
need to know the encryption key in order to be able to use connections with saved
passwords without being prompted for the password.)

• Remove all passwords from the exported connections: Removes any saved
passwords from the exported connections. (If the connections are later imported,
users will need to know the passwords for connections that they plan to use.)

Summary

Displays a summary of the options you specified. To make any changes, press Back
as needed and change the information. To start the operation, click Finish.

3.45.2 Import Connections
Source File

File Name: Name of the XML file that contains definitions of the connections to be im‐
ported. Use the Browse button to specify the location.

Password Handling

Either specify the key that was used to encrypt the passwords when the connections
were exported, or remove all passwords for the imported connections:

• Use a key to decrypt all passwords: Specify the Encryption Key value that was
used to encrypt the passwords for the export operation. (If an encryption key was
used and if you do not know it, use the option to remove all passwords from the
exported connections.)

• Remove all passwords from the exported connections: During the import oper‐
ation, removes any passwords that are saved in exported connections. (Users of
the imported connections will need to know the passwords for connections that
they plan to use.)

Select Connections

You can select and deselect all connections or specific connections for the operation.
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Duplicate Connections: Determines what happens each existing connection that has
the same name as a connection in the source file used for the import operation.

• Rename: Gives each duplicate connection a new name similar to the name of the
existing connection.

• Replace: Replaces the information for the existing connection with the information
for that imported connection.

Summary

Displays a summary of the options you specified. To make any changes, press Back
as needed and change the information. To start the operation, click Finish.

3.46 External Agent Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an external agent object, which is part of the 
Process Model.

General

Name: Name of the external agent.

Synonym: Synonym for the external agent.

Type: Type of external agent: Organization Unit, System, Role, or Other.

Incoming Flows

Displays flows coming into the external agent. To view the Flow Properties, double-
click the flow item or select the item and click the Properties icon. (To add a flow, use
the New Flow icon on the data flow diagram.)

Outgoing Flows

Displays flows going out from the external agent. To view the Flow Properties, double-
click the flow item or select the item and click the Properties icon. (To add a flow, use
the New Flow icon on the data flow diagram.)

Data File Specification

Owner: Owner of the external agent.

Source: Source of the external agent: where the information for the external agent
comes from.

File Name: Name of the external agent file.

Location: Location of the external agent file.

File Type: Type of file: CSV (comma-separated values), fixed-length fields, Excel
spreadsheet, or plain text.

Field Separator: Character (for example, comma) that separates fields.

Data Capture Type: Specifies whether the data capture is a full refresh or is limited to
a specified type of capture operation.

Self Describing: Indicates whether the field is self-describing.
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Skip Records: Number of records to be skipped at the top of the data file.

Text Delimiter: Text delimiter character that is used in text strings (single or double
quotes).

Data Elements

Lists the external data elements currently defined for the external agent. To add an el‐
ement, click the Add (+) icon; to remove an element from the definition, select it and
click the Remove (X) icon; to view the properties of an element, double-click it or se‐
lect it and click the Properties icon.

External Data: Name of the external data object.

Type: Logical type of the external data.

Starting Position: Starting position of the element in the data file.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.47 External Data Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a data element for an external agent object,
which is part of the Process Model.

General

Name: Name of the external data object. You might want it to include a sequence
number, for example, MyExtData_1.

Comment: Comment about this data element.

Logical Type: Logical type associated with this external data object.

Starting Position: Starting position of the external data object in the data file, where 0
(zero) is the first position.

Description: Optional description of the external data object.

Structured: Indicates whether this external data object is linked to a record structure.

Record Structure: If Structured is enabled, lists the available record structures; select
one for this external data object.

3.48 File Processing
This dialog box is displayed if you right-click a directory or file in the Files navigator
and select Tag SQL. In the selected file or in files under the selected directory, all SQL
statements that match a specified pattern are rewritten so that a comment is inserted
after the SELECT keyword in the main query block that uniquely tags the statement.

For example, a PL/SQL source containing the statement "SELECT 1 FROM dual"
would be rewritten into something like "SELECT /* PREFIX 00f7d2 */ FROM dual".
This allows easy identification of problematic statements that appear in performance
views such as V$SQL.
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Tag Prefix: Text to appear after "PREFIX" in inserted comments.

Selected Extensions: Extensions of files on which to perform the SQL statement re‐
write operations.

3.49 Find Object (Search)
This window is displayed if you:

• Click the Find (binoculars toolbar icon) when a diagram is selected, to search that
diagram.

• Select Find from a context menu, to search the associated object.

You can search for strings or you can use regular expressions, specify simple or ad‐
vanced mode, filter results by object type and by property values, and generate reports
from the search results.

Pattern: Enter the pattern string for the search. The display is dynamically updated ei‐
ther as you type or when you press Enter, depending on the option specified in the 
Search user preferences.

Case Sensitive: Controls whether the search is case sensitive or case insensitive with
respect to alphabetic characters.

Filter: Select ALL to search all object types relevant to the Pattern; or select an object
type to limit the search to objects of that type.

Saved Searches: Displays any saved searches, so that you can use a saved search
now. To save a search, enter the specifics for the search, then enter a name for the
saved search, click More, and select Save.

Report (available only if Filter specifies an object type): Displays the dialog box for
generating Data Modeler Reports, to display and save a report on the selected ob‐
jects.

Properties (available only if Filter specifies an object type): Displays the Set Common
Properties dialog box, in which you can specify new values for properties that the se‐
lected objects have in common.

Simple Mode or Advanced Mode: Simple Mode includes more basic search options;
Advanced Mode includes options such as searching by object type and property op‐
tionally specifying a property and case sensitivity for each), and specifying OR or AND
search logic.

Stop on First: Displays only the first occurrence if there are any exact duplicates un‐
der Name.

Search Profile: Displays any available search profiles that you can use for the
search operation. (See the information about the Search user preferences and the 
Search Profile dialog box.)

3.50 Flow Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a flow (data flow) object, which is part of the 
Process Model.
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General

Name: Name of the flow.

Synonym: Synonym for the flow.

Source: Source of the flow, for example, a process.

Destination: Destination of the flow, for example, an information store.

Parent Flow: Name of the parent flow, if any.

Logging Flow: Controls whether logging is activated for the flow.

Event: Flow event. You can click New to create a new flow event.

Operations: Options that control the types of operations that can be performed in the
flow (create, read, update, delete).

Component Flows

Lists any component flows associated with the flow. To view or edit a component flow,
double-click its item.

Information Structures

Lists any information structures associated with the flow. To add an information struc‐
ture, click the Add (+) icon; to remove an information structure from the flow definition,
select it and click the Remove (X) icon. (See also Information Structure Properties.)

External Data

Lists any external data objects associated with the flow. To view or edit an external da‐
ta object, double-click its item.

System Objective

Description of the system objective for this flow.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.51 Foreign Key Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a foreign key relation, which is part of the
definition of a table in Relational Models.

General

Name: Name of the foreign key.

Table: Name of the table containing this foreign key (a column whose value must
match a value in a primary key or unique key column in another table).

PK/UK Index: The primary key, unique key, or index to which this foreign key refers
(for example, the primary key column in another value that must contain a matching
value for each value in the foreign key column).
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Delete Rule: Action to take automatically when a row in the referenced table (in
PK/UK Index) is deleted and rows with that value exist in the table containing this for‐
eign key: NO ACTION (shown by a crossing line in diagrams) performs no action on
these rows; CASCADE (shown by an "X") deletes these rows; SET NULL (shown by a
small circle) sets null all columns in those rows that can be set to a null value; RE‐
STRICT (also shown by one crossing line) prevents those rows from being deleted.

Source Table Synonym: Name or synonym of the table containing the primary or
unique key to which this foreign key refers.

Target Table Synonym: Name or synonym of the table containing this foreign key col‐
umn.

Mandatory: Controls whether referential integrity is enforced. If this option is enabled,
referential integrity is enforced (that is, a matching value in the table for the referenced
primary or unique key is mandatory; and if a matching value does not exist, a record
cannot be created in the current table). If this option is not enabled, referential integrity
is not enforced, and applications that use the database must deal with any potential
problems caused by inconsistent data.

Transferable (Updatable): Controls whether the foreign key relationship is transfera‐
ble (that is, updatable). In a non-transferable relationship, each foreign key value can‐
not be changed; for example, if a line item has a non-transferable relationship to an
order, a line item cannot be reassigned later to another order. In a transferable rela‐
tionship, a foreign key value can be changed; for example, an employee could be
transferred later from one department to another.

If the foreign key relationship is non-transferable, a diamond appears on the line in the
diagram.

Generate in DDL: Controls whether the foreign key creation is included when DDL
statements are generated to be used to create the database.

In Arc: Controls whether the foreign key relationship should be included in An exclu‐
sive relationship group (arc). For more information, see Arcs.

Associated Columns

Lists each parent column and child column pair in the foreign key definition.

Dynamic Properties

For foreign keys that have been discovered (see Create Discovered Foreign Keys),
contains the Name createdByFKDiscoverer and the Value true.

See also Dynamic Properties in Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.52 Git: Add
Adds the selected file to the Git staging area. Once a file is in the staging area, it is
ready for you to commit to the repository.

If the file is open (that is, not yet saved), you are prompted to save the file before add‐
ing it.
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Name and Location: Lists the name and location of the file to be added to the staging
area.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.53 Git: Add All
Adds all files not yet added to the Git staging area. Once added to the staging area,
these files are ready to be committed to the Git repository.

If any files have not yet been saved, you are prompted to save them.

Name and Location: Lists the names and locations of the files to be added to Git.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.54 Git: Add to .gitignore File
Lets you mark a file, or a pattern that identifies common file names, as content that Git
should ignore.

Often, a directory contains files that should not be kept under version control. For ex‐
ample, log files from a debug or batch operation do not need to be tracked or merged,
yet they are often in the same directory as the shared code for a project. Such files
should be marked to be ignored by Git.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.55 Git: Branch Compare
Displays changes in the current branch when the remote and local repositories are not
synchronized.

You can right-click an entry in the Branch Compare pane and select Compare to see
the differences.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.56 Git: Checkout Revision
Checks out files from a Git repository.

When you check out files from the Git repository, you can check out a specific revision
and branch. Optionally, you can select from existing tags and check out a tagged revi‐
sion. You can also check out to a specific commit; by default, the most recent commit
is used at checkout

Name and Location: Name and location of the local repository to which you are
checking out files.
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Branch: The branch you are using for this checkout.If you know the name, type the
branch name. Otherwise, click Select Branch to browse available branches. If you are
creating a new branch, click Create Branch. If you check out a remote branch without
specifying a new local branch to track the changes, the changes will become disasso‐
ciated from the original branch.

Tag: You can enter a tag to help you select the desired revision for checkout. If you
know the name of the tag you want to use, type the tag name. Otherwise, click Select
Tag to browse the list of available tags

Use Commit ID: The ID for the commit for which this checkout is to be used. Click
Select Commit to browse from available commit options.

Create Branch: Creates a new branch to use for this checkout.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.57 Git: Clone from Git
The Clone from Git wizard clones a Git repository into a newly created directory, cre‐
ates remote-tracking branches for each branch in the cloned repository, and creates
and checks out an initial branch that is forked from the cloned repository's currently ac‐
tive branch.

Based on the information that you enter on these pages, Data Modeler executes the
Git clone command. For detailed information, see the Git Reference Manual at 
http://www.git-scm.com/documentation and the git-clone(1) manual page at 
https://www.kernel.org/pub/software/scm/git/docs/git-clone.html.

The panes in this wizard are:

• Remote Repository

• Remote Branch

• Destination

• Summary

Remote Repository

Specify the information required to log in to the remote Git repository for accessing the
files for the operation.

Remote Name: Identifier that you will use when referring to the remote repository. En‐
ter a descriptive, unique name for the clone you are creating.

Repository URL: The URL of the file system at which the Git repository resides. Your
Git administrator should be able to prove you with this information.

User Name: If the remote repository does not allow anonymous read access, enter
your user name for the server in this field. If your repository permits anonymous ac‐
cess, you can skip the remaining fields on this screen and click Next to continue.

Password: If your repository requires a login with user name and password, select
this option, then enter your password in the field. You can then click Next to continue.
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Private Key File: If your repository connection uses a private key file, select this op‐
tion, then enter the path to the private key file. You can click Browse to select the file
from a standard directory browser.

Passphrase: If your private key file requires a passphrase, enter the passphrase.

Remote Branch

Specify the branches that you want to include in your clone of the remote repository.
Each branch in the repository is represented on the right side. To select a branch,
check the box next to the branch name.

Specify all information for the destination in your local system to which you want to
copy your Git repository content.

Destination

Pathname on your local system to which you want the repository to be cloned. You
can either type the pathname in the field, or click Browse to select the file.

Clone Name: Name for the clone you are creating.

Checkout Branch: Branch to use for the clone you are creating.

Summary

Displays the selected options for the operation. To make any changes, click Back. To
perform the operation, click Finish.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.58 Git: Commit
Commits a file (located in the staging area) to your Git repository. If any files have not
yet been saved, you are prompted to save the files before this dialog box is displayed.

You can commit an individual file or selected multiple files. If you want to commit all
uncommitted files (as opposed to selecting from all the available files) in one opera‐
tion, select Team > Git > Commit All.

Name and Location: Name and physical locations of the file that will be committed to
the repository.

Commit Non-Staged Files: Lets you commit a file that you have not yet staged (that
is, files not yet on a staged index list).

Comments: Comments to accompany the commit action. You will later be able to see
these comments when viewing the list of versions of a particular file.

Template or Previous Comments: A template with comment text for the Comments
box. You can make general changes and additions to the comment templates by click‐
ing the link to comment templates.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning
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3.59 Git: Commit All
Saves and commits to the Git repository all open and uncommitted files at the same
time.

If you want to commit multiple files, but not necessarily all files not yet committed, you
can select them (using Shift-click) from the Applications pane, then select Team > Git
> Commit.

Name and Location: Name and physical locations of the file that will be committed to
the repository.

Commit Non-Staged Files: Lets you commit a file that you have not yet staged (that
is, files not yet on a staged index list).

Comments: Comments to accompany the commit action. You will later be able to see
these comments when viewing the list of versions of a particular file.

Template or Previous Comments: A template with comment text for the Comments
box. You can make general changes and additions to the comment templates by click‐
ing the link to comment templates.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.60 Git: Create Branch
Creates a branch, beginning with an existing branch. Note that you can also create a
new branch by checking out files from your repository and giving the checked-out files
a new branch name.

Name: Name of the branch to be created.

Branch: Branch against which you intend to use this tag. You can type the branch
name into the field, or you can click Select Branch to browse available branches.

Tag: You can add a tag to this branch when you create the branch. If you know the
name of the tag you want to use, type the tag name. Otherwise, click Select Tag to
browse the list of available tags.

Use Commit ID: The ID for the commit for which this branch will be created. Click
Select Commit to browse from available commit options.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.61 Git: Create Tag
Creates a tag, selecting from available branches and existing tags.

Name: Name of the tag to be created.

Comments: A comment about this tag, such as the release it is intended to support, a
bug it is meant to fix, or some other identifying information that will help you select it
properly in future.
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Branch: Branch against which you intend to use this tag. You can type the branch
name into the field, or you can click Select Branch to browse available branches.

Tag: You create a tag which is a subset of an existing tag. If you know the name of the
tag from which you want to create a subset, type the tag name.Otherwise, click Select
Tag to browse the list of available tags.

Use Commit ID: The ID for the commit to which this tag will be applied. Click Select
Commit to browse from available commit options. The default commit ID is the most
recent one created.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.62 Git: Export Committed Changes
Creates a file containing the changes in all committed files. The file is displayed in the
SQL Developer editor. You can specify the following conditions pertaining to the ex‐
port.

Name and Location: Names and locations of files for which you are exporting
changes.

Export File: Name of the file to which the changes will be exported.

Branch: Branch name to use for this export. To select from a list of available branch‐
es, click Select Branch.

Tag: Click Select Tag to choose from a list of available tags to use for this export.

Use Commit ID: The commit ID to use for this export (optional). To select from a list of
available commit IDs, click Browse.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.63 Git: Export Uncommitted Changes
Exports changes that you have not yet committed to a text file, which will be viewed in
SQL Developer. You can save this file if you want to share it among team members or
make other use of the list of changes.

The files from which these changes are taken must reside in the staging area: that is,
they must have been added with the Add or Add All commands, but not yet committed.
Any files that you have edited but not yet added to the staging area will be ignored.

Name and Location: Names and locations of files for which you are exporting
changes.

Select: Check this box to include the file in the export.

Export File: Name of the file to which the changes will be exported.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning
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3.64 Git: Fetch from Git
Fetches remote sources into your local Git repository.

Fetching a repository copies changes from the remote repository into your local sys‐
tem, without modifying any of your current branches. Once you have fetched the
changes, you can merge them into your branches or simply view them.

Remote Repository

Specify the information for the remote repository from which you want to fetch
changes.

Remote Name: Identifier that you will use when referring to the remote repository. En‐
ter a descriptive, unique name.

Repository URL: The URL of the Git repository from which you are fetching files. Your
Git administrator should be able to prove you with this information.

User Name: If the remote repository does not allow anonymous read access, enter
your user name for the server in this field. If your repository permits anonymous ac‐
cess, you can skip the remaining fields on this screen and click Next to continue.

Password: If your repository requires a login with user name and password, select
this option, then enter your password in the field. You can then click Next to continue.

Private Key File: If your repository connection uses a private key file, select this op‐
tion, then enter the path to the private key file. You can click Browse to select the file
from a standard directory browser.

Passphrase: If your private key file requires a passphrase, enter the passphrase.

Remote Branch

Specify the branches to include when you fetch changes from the remote repository.
Each branch in the repository is represented on the right side. To select a branch,
check the box next to the branch name.

Note that the changes you fetch will not affect any branches in your local repository.
You can review the changes, then either ignore them or merge them into your local re‐
pository.

Summary

Displays the selected options for the operation. To make any changes, click Back. To
perform the operation, click Finish.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.65 Git: Import to Git
The Import to Git wizard is displayed when you select Team and then Version Appli‐
cation. Select Git and click OK. This wizard helps to import local sources into a Git
repository.

Related Topics
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• Using Versioning

3.66 Git: Initialize Repository
Creates a Git repository.

Repository Path: Location for the new repository. You can click Browse to select the
location.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.67 Git: Merge
Merges changes, optionally specifying the branch, tag, and commit IDs to use for the
merge.

Name and Location: Names and locations of files to be merged.

Branch: Branch you want to merge with the files in your local system. To select from a
list of available branches, click Select Branch.

Tag: You can sort the target of the merge by tags, if you have set up tags to keep
track of your projects. Click Select Tag to view a list of available tags.

Use Commit ID: The ID for the commit for which this branch will be merged. To select
from a list of available commit IDs, click Browse.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.68 Git: Pending Changes
The Pending Changes window is displayed if you select Team, Git and then Pending
Changes, or when you initiate an action that changes the local source control status of
a file. This window shows files that have been added, modified or removed locally.

The Outgoing Changes pane shows changes made locally and the Candidates pane
shows files that have been created locally but not yet added to source control. You can
double-click file names to edit them, and you can use the context menu to perform
available operations.

You can carry out appropriate source control actions on the files listed in the window,
using the icons in the toolbar.

Refresh: Refreshes the Pending Changes window.

Comments: Enter comments to describe the changes.

Add: Adds the file to the staging area.

Commit: Commits the file to the local repository.

Compare with Previous Version: Shows the changes side-by-side with the previous
version.
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Conflicts Filter: Displays files that have conflicts.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.69 Git: Pull from Git
Pulls remote sources into your local Git repository.

Pull automatically tries to merge the files you are pulling with any files that are already
in your local repository. If you are concerned that this will cause merge conflicts and
issues, a safer method is to use Fetch, and then Merge the files into your local reposi‐
tory.

Remote Repository

Specify the remote repository used for pulling source files into your Git repository.

Remote Name: Identifier that you will use when referring to the remote repository. En‐
ter a descriptive, unique name, or select from the list if you have more than one availa‐
ble.

Repository URL: The URL of the file system at which the Git repository resides. Your
Git administrator should be able to prove you with this information, or select from the
list if you have more than one repository available.

User Name: If the remote repository does not allow anonymous read access, enter
your user name for the server in this field. If your repository permits anonymous ac‐
cess, you can skip the remaining fields on this screen and click Next to continue.

Password: If your repository requires a login with user name and password, select
this option, then enter your password in the field. You can then click Next to continue.

Private Key File: If your repository connection uses a private key file, select this op‐
tion, then enter the path to the private key file. You can click Browse to select the file
from a standard directory browser.

Passphrase: If your private key file requires a passphrase, enter the passphrase.

Remote Branch

Specify the remote branches to pull into your local repository.

Include: Check the branch you want to pull from.

From: Branch, in the remote repository, from which to pull files.

To: Branches that will be part of the pull operation.

Summary

Displays the selected options for the operation. To make any changes, click Back. To
perform the operation, click Finish.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning
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3.70 Git: Push to Git
Copies files from your local system to the remote Git repository.

When preparing to push changes, it is recommended that you fetch and merge the lat‐
est changes from the remote repository. If there is any merge conflict on the push, the
operation will fail.

Remote Repository

Specify the remote repository for the push operation.

Remote Name: Identifier that you will use when referring to the remote repository. En‐
ter a descriptive, unique name, or select from the list if you have more than one availa‐
ble.

Repository URL: The URL of the file system at which the Git repository resides. Your
Git administrator should be able to prove you with this information, or select from the
list if you have more than one repository available.

User Name: If the remote repository does not allow anonymous read access, enter
your user name for the server in this field. If your repository permits anonymous ac‐
cess, you can skip the remaining fields on this screen and click Next to continue.

Password: If your repository requires a login with user name and password, select
this option, then enter your password in the field. You can then click Next to continue.

Private Key File: If your repository connection uses a private key file, select this op‐
tion, then enter the path to the private key file. You can click Browse to select the file
from a standard directory browser.

Passphrase: If your private key file requires a passphrase, enter the passphrase.

Local Branch

Specify the branch in your local file system that you will push to the remote repository.

Include: Check all local branches that you want to include in the push operation.

From: Local branch you want to push to the repository.

To: The name that will be used in the remote repository after the push is completed.

Status: The status for this push: Update (if the push will result in updating remote files)
or Create (if the push will result in creating new files in the remote repository).

Summary

Displays the selected options for the operation. To make any changes, click Back. To
perform the operation, click Finish.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.71 Git: Rebase
Changes the base of the branch in the Git repository.
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Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.72 Git: Reset
Moves the current branch to the specified commit and optionally updates the stage
and working directory.

The index and working tree options are:

Update the index but not the working tree (mixed): The changed files are pre‐
served but not marked for commit. This is the default selection.

Update the index and the working tree (hard): Matches the working directory and
stage to that of the directory being switched to.

No updates to the index or the working tree (soft): The working directory and stage
are not updated.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.73 Git: Revert and Revert Commit
Revert undos changes made since the last checkout of the file.

Revert Commit undos changes made since the last commit.

Name and Location: Lists the names and physical locations of the file that you are
about to revert to the last version stored in the repository.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.74 Git: Stash Changes
Temporarily stores your uncommitted local changes and leaves you with a clean work‐
ing directory.

Select Include untracked files to store untracked files.

Related Topics

• Using Versioning

3.75 Glossary Editor
This dialog box is displayed if you click Tools, then Glossary Editor, and either specify
a file name that does not exist (for example, my_terms.glossary) in a selected location
to create a new glossary file, or select an existing glossary file for editing. (See also 
Naming Standard in the Design Properties dialog box topic.)

A glossary in Data Modeler is a set of accepted terms that may or must be used in the
design. Glossaries are used by Design Rules to ensure that the model complies with
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your set naming standards or when engineering between the logical and relational
models. You can create a new glossary from scratch, use existing glossaries, or gen‐
erate a new glossary based on an existing logical model.

Do not modify glossary files (XML format) in an external text editor. Instead, create
and modify glossaries using the glossary editor within Data Modeler.

Name: Name of the glossary. Example: Project XYZ glossary

Description: Brief description of the glossary.

Incomplete Modifiers: Controls whether all terms used in names do or do not need to
be defined in the glossary. If this option is enabled, it is not mandatory that modifiers
and qualifiers be defined in the glossary; as a consequence, name validation will suc‐
ceed if name parts that are not in the glossary correspond to a modifier or qualifier in
the name structure.

Case Sensitive: Controls whether name validation using this glossary will be case
sensitive. For example, if this option is enabled, "Code" and "CODE" are considered
different values.

Unique Abbreviations: Controls whether uniqueness of abbreviations is required. If
this option is disabled, uniqueness is not required, thus allowing one abbreviation to be
used for all forms of a single word. In this case, for example, ADMIN could be an ab‐
breviation for Administrator, Administration, and Administrative (that is, three terms
with the same abbreviation). Such definitions should be maintained carefully because
name validation (and name translation) will return correct results only if all terms have
the same classification settings. If this option is enabled, name validation will report
non-unique abbreviations (alternate ones are also included) and words without abbre‐
viations.

Separator and Sep. char.: Define a word separator for multiword terms. Note that
separator settings are checked when a glossary is loaded into the glossary editor; and
if the separator is not a space character, a warning is displayed, and you can change
the separator to a space.

Filter: Lets you display all glossary entries or restrict the display to entries that include
a specified classification. ("Unclassified" shows only entries that have no classifica‐
tion.)

Words: To add a glossary entry, click the Add (+) icon and complete the information
on the new line for the entry; to delete a glossary entry, select its entry and click the
Remove (X) icon; to edit an entry, select its entry and modify the information.

Name (of entry): Glossary term associated with this entry.

Plural: Optional plural form of the associated entry (for example, AMOUNTS as the
plural for AMOUNT). If a Plural value is specified, the singular and plural are consid‐
ered the same during design rule validation and during transformation for entities and
tables.

Abbreviation: Abbreviation for the glossary term.

Alt Abbreviation: Alternative abbreviation for the glossary term.

Prime, Class, Modifier, Qualifier: Specify as many classification types (prime word,
class word, modifier, qualifier) as apply to the glossary entry. Name patterns can be
defined for entities, attributes, tables, columns, and domains. A name pattern defines
the structure of the name in the form of an unrestricted sequence of permitted word
types and their optionality.
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Prime: The prime word identifies the object or element being defined. Typically, these
objects represent a person, place, thing, or event about which an organization wishes
to maintain information. Prime words may act as primary search identifiers when
querying a database system and provide a basic list of keywords for developing a gen‐
eral-to-specific classification scheme based on business usages. CUSTOMER in Cus‐
tomer Address is an example of a prime word.

Class: A class word is the most important noun in a data element name. Class words
identify the use or purpose of a data element. Class words designate the type of infor‐
mation maintained about the object (prime word) of the data element name. AD‐
DRESS in Customer Address is an example of a class word

Modifier: A modifier gives additional information about the class word or prime word.
Modifiers may be adjectives or nouns. DELIVERY in Customer Delivery Address is an
example of a modifier. Other modifier examples: ANNUAL, QUARTERLY, MOST,
LEAST

Qualifier: A qualifier is a special kind of modifier that is used with a class word to fur‐
ther describe a characteristic of the class word within a domain of values, or to specify
a type of information which can be attached to an object. Examples: FEET, METERS,
SECONDS, WEEKS

Short Description: Short description of the entry.

Import: Lets you specify a glossary file and import its entries.

Export: Lets you export the glossary to a comma-separated values (CSV) file.

Save: Saves the current entries into the currently open glossary file.

Save As: Saves the current entries in a glossary file that you specify.

3.76 Hierarchy Properties
This dialog box is displayed when you view the properties of a hierarchy in a multidi‐
mensional model.

A hierarchy is a way to organize data at different levels of aggregation. Hierarchies are
used to define data aggregation; for example, in a Time dimension, a hierarchy might
be used to aggregate data from days to months to quarters to years. Hierarchies are
also used to define a navigational drill path. In a relational table, hierarchies can be de‐
fined as part of a dimension object.

For more information about working with multidimensional data, see Oracle OLAP Us‐
er's Guide and the online help for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the hierarchy.

Value Based Hierarchy: Controls whether this is a value-based hierarchy, that is, a
hierarchy defined only by the parent-child relationships among dimension members.
The dimension members at a particular distance from the base level do not form a
meaningful group for analysis, so the levels are not named.

Time Based Hierarchy: Controls whether this is a time-based hierarchy, that is, a hi‐
erarchy composed of time-related levels such as Month, Quarter, and Year.
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Ragged Hierarchy: Controls whether this is a ragged hierarchy, that is, a hierarchy in
which leaf nodes can be located at different levels.

Default Hierarchy: Controls whether this is the default hierarchy for the dimension.

Levels

Lists levels associated with the hierarchy. To view or edit a level definition, double-
click its item. (See also Level Properties.)

Rollup Links

Lists rollup links associated with the hierarchy. To view or edit a rollup link definition,
double-click its item. (See also Rollup Link Properties.)

Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name.

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display.

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Myhierarchies if the
Short Name is Myhierarchy

Description

Description of the hierarchy.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.77 Import Domains
This dialog box is displayed if you click File, then Import, then Domains. You can im‐
port domains from an XML file, for example, to use domains that you created for an‐
other design.

Open Domain File: Displays a dialog box for specifying the XML file containing do‐
main definitions to be imported.

Import in Default Domains: Controls whether the imported domains will be saved in a
file named defaultdomains.xml and placed in the types directory (folder) under the lo‐
cation where you installed Data Modeler. The domain definitions in the defaultdo-
mains.xml file are available whenever you use Data Modeler.

Domains in File: Displays the domains in the domain file that you opened.

Filter: Lets you control whether all domains are displayed, or only new or modified do‐
mains.

Corresponding Domains in Design <name>: Displays any corresponding domains
in the current design.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs
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3.78 Import Glossary (Naming Standard Definitions)
This dialog box is displayed if you click Import in the Glossary Editor and specify a
glossary file with glossary terms (naming standard definitions) to be imported. You can
import definitions from an external glossary and then modify the details.

The possible words to be imported and the corresponding words in the current glossa‐
ry are displayed. You can select and deselect words to import.

Separator settings are checked when the terms from the external glossary are loaded
into the glossary editor. If the separator is not the space character, a report showing all
terms with a space in the name is displayed, and you are given the option to replace
the space with a defined glossary separator.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

3.79 Import Mapped Models from VAR Files
This dialog box is displayed if you specify to import mapped models in the Import VAR
File: Select Type of Import dialog box.

Logical Model: Select the file containing the logical model.

Relational Models: Lists the relational models to be included. To add a model, click
Add; to remove a model, click its name and click Remove.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

3.80 Import Oracle Designer Model
This wizard enables you to import an Oracle Designer design into Data Modeler.

Connect to Database

Specify information to connect to the database with the Oracle Designer design. Select
an existing connection, or click Add to specify information for a new connection.

To test a connection, select it and click Test Connection.

To move to the next wizard page, select a connection and click Next.

Follow the instructions on the remaining wizard pages to select the work area, select
application systems, select objects to import, and generate the design. Click Next to
move to a next page, and click Finish on the last page to perform the import opera‐
tion.

For Select Objects to Import, if you are importing from a versioned Designer reposi‐
tory, only objects that have been checked in appear in the list of objects that you can
import.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs
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Importing an Oracle Designer Model

3.81 Import Data Modeler Design
This wizard is displayed if you click File, then Import, then Data Modeler Design, and
then specify an XML file containing a Data Modeler design.

Select Models to Import

Lists the logical model and any relational models in the specified file, and lets you se‐
lect which models (individually or all) to include in the import operation.

Generate Design

Identifies the number of logical and physical designs that will be generated. To contin‐
ue the import operation, click Finish, which displays the Compare Modeling Designs
dialog box.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

3.82 Import Database Connections
This dialog box is displayed if you click Import to import database connections in the 
Data Dictionary Import (Metadata Extraction) wizard.

File Name: Click Browse to find the XML file containing database connection defini‐
tions that have been exported from SQL Developer or Data Modeler.

Connections: Displays the names of database connections in the specified file.

Click OK to import the database connections.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

3.83 Import VAR File: Select Type of Import
This dialog box is displayed when you click File, then Import, then VAR File. You can
import model definitions from a VAR file.

Import Single Model: Imports only a single model describing a logical or relational
model.

Import Mapped Models: Imports a mapped model describing a logical model and a
relational model, as well as the mappings between them.

Import Process Model: Causes the process model to be included in the import opera‐
tion.

Select VAR Type: Type of VAR file: Sterling COOL:DBA V2.1, Sterling Bnsteam V7.2,
or Cayenne Bnsteam V7.2.
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3.84 Index, Primary Key, or Unique Key Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of an index, including several types of "index"
such as primary key or unique key. These are objects that can be defined on one or
more table columns in Relational Models.

General

Name: Name of the index object.

Long Name: Long name for display purposes.

Engineer: Controls whether the index will be considered during reverse engineering
operations. If this option is disabled, this index and its properties are not considered
when the relational model is reverse engineered into the logical model

Table: Table containing the column or columns to be indexed.

State: State or purpose of the index: Plain Index, Primary Constraint, Unique Con‐
straint, or Unique Plain Index.

Sort Order Columns: Displays the column names and their sort order in the index.

Index Expression: Indicates whether this is a function-based index, which is an index
based on an expression.

Spatial Index: Indicates whether this is a spatial index (with INDEXTYPE of
MDSYS.SPATIAL_INDEX).

Generate in DDL: Controls whether the index creation is included when DDL state‐
ments are generated to be used to create the database.

Columns

Displays columns that are available to be added to the index definition on the left, and
columns that are included in the index definition on the right. You can select columns
and use the arrow keys to move them from one side to the other.

Functional

Specification of the expression for a function-based index (if Index Expression is ena‐
bled under General properties).

Spatial Properties

Spatial properties for a spatial index.

Constrain to Layer Type: Constrains the index to a specified type of layer.

Geodetic Index: Indicates whether the index is on geodetic or projected data.

Number of Dimensions: Number of spatial dimensions to be indexed. Example: 2 for
longitude and latitude

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.
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Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.85 Information Store Properties
This dialog box lets you view and modify information for an information store object,
which is part of the Process Model.

General

Name: Name of the information store.

Synonym: Synonym for the information store.

Type: Where the data for the information store is stored: RDBMS for a relational data‐
base, File for an external file, Object for an object, or Temporary for temporary stor‐
age.

RDBMS Type: If Type is RDBMS, the database type (physical model) for the informa‐
tion store.

Object Type: If Type is Object, the object type.

Implementation Name: If Type is Object, the implementation name.

Scope: If Type is Temporary, the scope of the data: when the data is available (for ex‐
ample, Session or Application).

Attributes

Lists the attributes associated with this information store. To view the properties of any
listed attribute, double-click its entry.

Entities

Lists each entity and corresponding table associated with this information store. To
view the properties of any listed entity, double-click its entry

Processes

Lists the processes associated with this information store. To view the properties of
any listed process, double-click its entry.

Information Flows

Lists the information flows associated with this information store. To view the proper‐
ties of any listed information flow, double-click its entry.

System Objective

Description of the system objective for this information store.

Data File Specification

Owner: Owner of the information store.
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Source: Source of the information store: where the information for the information
store comes from.

File Name: Name of the information store file.

Location: Location of the information store file.

File Type: Type of file: CSV (comma-separated values), fixed-length fields, Excel
spreadsheet, or plain text.

Field Separator: Character (for example, comma) that separates fields.

Data Capture Type: Specifies whether the data capture is a full refresh or is limited to
a specified type of capture operation.

Self Describing: Indicates whether the field is self-describing.

Skip Records: Number of records to be skipped at the top of the data file.

Text Delimiter: Text delimiter character that is used in text strings (single or double
quotes).

Data Elements

Lists the external data elements currently defined for the external agent. To add an el‐
ement, click the Add (+) icon; to delete an element, select it and click the Remove (X)
icon; to view the properties of an element, double-click it or select it and click the Prop‐
erties icon.

External Data: Name of the external data object.

Type: Logical type of the external data.

Starting Position: Starting position of the element in the data file.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.86 Information Structure Properties
This dialog box lets you view and modify information for an information structure ob‐
ject, which is part of the Process Model.

General

Name: Name of the information structure.

Synonym: Synonym for the information structure.

Attributes

Lists the attributes associated with this information structure. To view the properties of
any listed attribute, double-click its entry.

Entities

Lists each entity and corresponding table associated with this information structure. To
view the properties of any listed entity, double-click its entry
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Information Flows

Lists the information flows associated with this information structure. To view the prop‐
erties of any listed information flow, double-click its entry.

Volume Information

Volume: Initial or current data volume for the information structure.

Growth Rate: Percent: Percent of growth expected in a time period specified in the
next field. For example, if you expect growth of 5 percent each month, enter 5 in this
field and select Month for the next field.

Growth Rate: Year/Month/Day: Time period associated with the expected growth
rate.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.87 Inheritance Relation Properties - <hierarchy-name>
This dialog box displays the inheritance properties between a subtype entity and a su‐
pertype entity in a hierarchy (see Inheritances under Logical Model).

General

Name: Name of the inheritance relationship.

Long Name: Long name showing the relationship between the entities.

Supertype: Supertype entity in the relationship.

Subtype: Subtype entity in the relationship.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.88 Join Properties
This dialog box is displayed when you view the properties of a join in a cube in a multi‐
dimensional model. For more information about working with multidimensional data,
see Oracle OLAP User's Guide and the online help for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the join object.

Left Entity: Left entity in the join operation.
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Right Entity: Right entity in the join operation.

Existing Relation:

Cardinality: Cardinality relationship between the left and right entities: 1:1 (one to
one), 1:* (one to many), or *:1 (many to one).

Dominant Role: Entity with the dominant role.

Attribute Pairs

Lists the left and right entity for each attribute pair. You can add and remove pairs. For
each pair, you can specify the left and right entities.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.89 Level Properties
This dialog box is displayed when you view the properties of a level in a multidimen‐
sional model.

For business analysis, data is typically summarized by level. For example, the data‐
base may contain daily snapshots of a transactional database. Days are the base lev‐
el. You might summarize this data at the weekly, quarterly, and yearly levels. Thus,
levels provide a convenient way of identifying the dimension members at a particular
distance from the detail data.

For more information about working with multidimensional data, see Oracle OLAP Us‐
er's Guide and the online help for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the level. Examples: customer, product

Level Entity: Entity associated with this level. Example: customers in customers.cus‐
tomer

Value Based Hierarchy: Controls whether the hierarchy is value-based or level-
based. (the latter being more common). If this option is enabled, a value-based hierar‐
chy is used, in which the parent-child relations do not have named levels. If this option
is disabled, a value-based hierarchy is used.

Root Identification: For a value-based hierarchy, specify one of the following: Parent
is Null, Root has Value, or Parent has Value.

Default Attribute: Default descriptive attribute (if required).

Selection Criteria

Selection criteria for this level.

Selection Criteria Description

Description of the selection criteria for this level.
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Level Key

Displays any attributes that are keys for the level. To add a level key object, click the
Add (+) icon; to remove a level key object from the level definition, select it and click
the Remove (X) icon. To edit a level key object, double-click its item, or click its item
and click the Properties icon.

Descriptive Attributes

Name: Name of the attribute.

Attribute: Fully qualified name of the attribute.

Indexed: Controls whether the attribute is indexed.

Slow Changing: Indicates whether this is a Slowly Changing Attribute; and if so, what
type. None means it is not a Slowly Changing Attribute; and Type 1, Type 2, or Type 3
means it is a Slowly Changing Attribute of the specified type.

Parent Key

For a level with a value-based hierarchy, lists the attributes of the parent entity.

Calculated Attributes

Lets you add calculated attributes to the level definition and remove them from the def‐
inition. For each calculated attribute, you can specify the associated expression.

Oracle AW Attributes

Displays attributes of the level for Oracle Analytic Workspaces.

Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name.

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display.

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Mylevels if the Short
Name is Mylevel

MS Olap

Lets you specify the name and value columns for use with Microsoft OLAP.

Description

Description of the level.

Partitioning Description

Description of the partitioning for the level.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.
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3.90 Location Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a location object, which is a type of Business
Information object.

General

Name: Name of the location object.

Location Type: Descriptive phrase indicating the type of location object, using any
naming scheme suited to your needs.

Address: Street address, in a format appropriate for the locale.

City: Name of the city or town.

Post Code: Postal code, in a format appropriate for the area or country.

Area: Part of the country, such as the two-character state abbreviation for a United
States address.

Country: Country code or name.

Contacts

Lists the contact objects currently associated with this email object. To view the prop‐
erties of any listed contact object, double-click its entry.

Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.91 Manage Features and Updates
This dialog box is displayed when you click Tools, then Features. It lets you enable or
disable features in the product.

Check for Updates: Lets you check for any available updates now and specify wheth‐
er to check for updates automatically when the product is started.

Search icon: Enter text to filter the Available Features field.

Features tab

Clear Cache: Removes previously loaded features from the cache.

Available Features: Displays the features available in the product . Uncheck a feature
to disable it. Click Expand All to expand all nodes and Collapse All to collapse all no‐
des in the tree.

Installed Updates tab

Lets you see and remove installed updates. Click Expand All to expand all nodes and
Collapse All to collapse all nodes in the tree.
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3.92 Logical Type
This dialog box is used to specify a logical data type for a user-defined attribute.

Logical Type: Name of the logical type.

Size: Maximum size of the data for this type.

Precision: For a numeric type, the maximum number of significant decimal digits.

Scale: For a numeric type, the number of digits from the decimal point to the least sig‐
nificant digit.

3.93 Mask Templates Administration
This dialog box is displayed if you click Tools, then Mask Templates Administration. It
lets you create one or more "templates" that you can then associate with appropriate
columns in tables in a relational model.

Oracle Data Redaction, a part of Oracle Advanced Security, enables you to mask (re‐
dact) data that is sensitive. Redaction policies can be applied to table columns.

Available Mask Templates: Lists any mask templates that are available to be as‐
signed to a column of a suitable data type (using the Security tab under Columns un‐
der Table Properties).

Buttons: Add lets you create a new mask template; Remove deletes the selected
mask template; Modify lets you edit the selected template; Apply applies any
changes you have made to the selected template.

Name: Name for the mask template

Function Type: PARTIAL (Partial redaction, redact a portion of the column data) or RE-
GEXP (Regular expression based redaction).

• If Function Type is PARTIAL: Datatype can be Character, Numeric, or Date. (Re‐
maining fields depend on the data type.)

• If Function Type is REGEXP, the remaining fields are Pattern, Replace String, Po‐
sition, Occurrence, and Match Parameter.

For more detailed information about redaction and masks, see the following:

• "Oracle Data Redaction" section in the "Topics for Database Administrators and
Developers" chapter in Oracle Database Concepts.

• DBMS_REDACT package information in Oracle Database PL/SQL Packages and
Types Reference.

3.94 Measure Folder Properties
Measure folders in the multidimensional model group measures together so that they
can be identified and accessed easily. For more information about working with meas‐
ure folders, see Oracle OLAP User's Guide and the online help for Analytic Workspace
Manager.
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General

Name: Name of the measure folder object.

Measures

Lists any relevant measures. To add a measure, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a
measure from the measure folder definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.
(See also Measure Properties.)

Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name.

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display.

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Myfolders if the
Short Name is Myfolder

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.95 Measure Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a measure in a multidimensional model.

Measures store the facts collected about your business, such as Costs or Units Sold.
Each measure belongs to a particular cube, and thus shares particular characteristics
with other measures in the cube, such as the same dimensions. The default character‐
istics of a measure are inherited from the cube.

For more information about measures, see Oracle OLAP User's Guide and the online
help for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the measure. Example: Sales

Is Formula: Controls whether the measure is defined by the formula specified in the
Formula field. If you do not specify a formula, the function specified in the Aggregation
Function field in used.

Custom Formula: Identifies whether the formula is a custom formula.

Formula: Formula if this is a formula-based measure.

Formula Type: Type of formula: none, Base, OLAP, or Microsoft-computed.

Based On Fact: Name of the fact associated with the measure.

Addivity: Fully-Additive (additive across all dimensions), Semi-Additive (additive
across some dimensions), or Non-Additive.

Aggregation Function: Function to be used for aggregation.

Where Clause: WHERE clause limiting the aggregation.
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Aggregation Functions

Functions: Lists the aggregation functions and measure aliases. To add an aggrega‐
tion function, click the Add (+) icon; to remove an aggregation function from the meas‐
ure property definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. To set summary levels
for a measure alias, select its item and click the Set Oracle AW Presummarized Levels
icon.

Oracle OLAP Measure

For a measure based on an Oracle OLAP formula, specifies the OLAP operator and
other information.

Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name. Example: Sales

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display. Example: Unit Sales

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Mymeasures if the
Short Name is Mymeasure

Description

Description of the measure. Example: Unit sales measure

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.96 Measurement Properties
Measurements allow metrics to be defined for model objects, indicating the value of
some object attribute. For example, they may be used to hold actual, estimated, or
planned values for the size of a table, the number of rows in a table, the number of
pages in an index, the number of different values in a column, and so on. This flexibili‐
ty allows for product or project extensions, without changing the model.

Name: Name of the measurement object.

Comment: Optional descriptive comment text.

Notes: Optional note text, such as background information or implementation notes.

Value: Numeric value associated with the measure. Example: 10 if the measure is for
10 meters

Unit: Unit of measurement associated with the value. Example: Meter

Type: Type of value: Measure (measured), Estimate (estimated), Plan (planned), Mini‐
mum, Maximum, or Average.

Creation Date: The date when the measurement object was established.

Effective Date: The date when the measurement object is effective. For measured
values, the effective and creation dates should be the same. For estimated actual val‐
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ues, the creation date may be later than the effective date. For planned values, the ef‐
fective date is normally later than the creation date.

Summary: Displays read-only summary information.

3.97 Method Properties
This dialog box defines the properties of a method used to implement a structured da‐
ta type.

General

Name: Name of the method.

Constructor: Controls whether a constructor is created for the method.

Overridden Method: The method that this method overrides (if any).

Return Value: NO RETURN if there is no return value, or the data type of the returned
value.

Parameters

Lists the name and data type of each parameter for the method.

To add a parameter, click the Add (+) icon; to delete a parameter select it and click the
Remove (X) icon; to move a parameter up or down in the list, select it and click the
appropriate arrow.

Body

Code that implements the method.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.98 Model Properties - Business Information
The Business Information model has the following properties.

General

Name: Name of the business information model.

Visible: (Does not apply to this model.)

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.99 Model Properties - <data-flow-diagram-name>
Data Flow Diagrams, which are part of the Process Model, have the following proper‐
ties.
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General

Name: Name of the data flow diagram.

Visible: Controls whether the data flow diagram is displayed in the Data Modeler win‐
dow. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show or Hide on the context menu
after you right-click the data flow diagram name in the object browser.

Process Order/Number

Displays any processes associated with the data flow diagram. To view or edit the 
Process Properties, select it and click the Properties icon. To move a process up or
down in the order within the data flow, select it and use the arrow icons.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.100 Model Properties - Data Types
The Data Types Model has the following properties.

General

Name: Name of the data types model.

Visible: Controls whether the data types model diagram is displayed in the Data Mod‐
eler window. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show or Hide on the con‐
text menu after you right-click the data types model in the object browser.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.101 Model Properties - Logical
The Logical Model has the following properties.

General

Name: Name of the logical model.

Visible: Controls whether the diagram for the logical model is displayed in the Data
Modeler window. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show or Hide on the
context menu after you right-click the logical model name in the object browser.

Naming Options

You can specify the following naming rules for entities, attributes, and views:

Max Name Length: Maximum number of characters in the name.

Character Case: Controls whether you can use only uppercase or lowercase charac‐
ters, or both uppercase and lowercase (that is, mixed case).

Valid Characters: Specify either All Valid (no restrictions), or disable All Valid and
then select the valid set of characters.
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Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.102 Model Properties - <multidimensional-model-name>
A multidimensional model has the following properties.

General

Name: Name of the multidimensional model.

Visible: Controls whether the multidimensional model diagram is displayed in the Data
Modeler window. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show or Hide on the
context menu after you right-click the multidimensional model name in the object
browser.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.103 Model Properties - Process Model
The Process Model has the following properties.

General

Name: Name of the process model.

Visible: Controls whether the diagram for the process model is displayed in the Data
Modeler window. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show or Hide on the
context menu after you right-click the process model name in the object browser.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.104 Model Properties - <name> (Relational)
Relational Models have the following properties.

General

Name: Name of the relational model.

Visible: Controls whether the diagram for this relational model is displayed in the Data
Modeler window. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show or Hide on the
context menu after you right-click the relational model name in the object browser.

RDBMS Type: Type of database.

RDBMS Site: RDBMS site. You can select a site of the specified RDBMS Type.
(RDBMS sites are explained in Physical Models.)
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Naming Options

You can specify the following naming rules for tables, columns, and views:

Max Name Length: Maximum number of characters in the name.

Character Case: Controls whether you can use only uppercase or lowercase charac‐
ters, or both uppercase and lowercase (that is, mixed case).

Valid Characters: Specify either All Valid (no restrictions), or disable All Valid and
then select the valid set of characters.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.105 Name Abbreviations
This dialog box is displayed after you click Tools, then Name Abbreviations. You must
specify a .csv (comma-separated values) file containing pairs in the following format:
string-to-use, string-to-be-changed (with or without a space after the comma). In each
pair, the second term is the spelling that is to be changed to the first term in names or
parts of names (separated by underscores or spaces) in relational models of the cur‐
rent design after you click OK.

As an example, the following lines in a .csv file cause the strings CUS and CUSTOM‐
ER to be changed to CUST:

CUST, CUSTOMER
CUST, CUS

For example, a column named customer_id would be changed to cust_id, and a col‐
umn named cus_last_name would be changed to cust_last_name. (Thus, the resulting
names are not necessarily "abbreviated"; they are just made consistent.)

Select a .csv File: Find the .csv file containing the comma-separated value pairs.

All Objects: Controls whether the name changes are applied to tables, columns, in‐
dexes, and views, or only to the types of objects that you specify.

Keep Letter Case: Controls whether the letter case of the current name is retained
when the name string is changed. If this option is disabled, any spelling (case) of the
name to be changed uses the case as specified in the pair in the .csv file. For exam‐
ple, if this option is disabled and if the string pair is CUST,CUSTOMER, a name of custom‐
er_first_name would be changed to CUST_first_name.

Note: Do not confuse "Name abbreviations" with naming standardization, which is wid‐
er in scope and is integrated with the checking of Design Rules. Naming standardiza‐
tion is implemented through design properties, as explained in Naming Standard.

3.106 New/Edit SSH Connection
This dialog box enables you to create or edit an SSH (Secure Shell) connection.

Host: SSH server. SQL Developer will create an SSH session to this host, using the
specified details.
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Port: SSH port. The default port is 22.

Username: User name that will be used to authorize the SSH session.

Use Key File: Specifies that a key file should be used to provide authentication. The
key file contains a private key that should correspond to a public key registered with
the server. The server verifies that SQL Developer has access to the proper private
key and thus the user is who he or she claims to be.

Key File: Path to the key file.

3.107 New/Update Database Connection
This dialog box is displayed when you attempt to add or edit a database connection for
use in an import or export operation. For import operations from a data dictionary, you
can connect to an Oracle database or a supported third-party database. For export op‐
erations, you can connect to an Oracle Database, for use as the Data Modeler report‐
ing repository (which is explained in Data Modeler Reports).

When you have finished entering the connection information, test the connection, as
explained in After Specifying the Connection Information.

Some of the following fields apply only to certain kinds of database connections.

Connection Name: An alias for a connection to the database using the information
that you enter. (The connection name is not stored in the database, and the connec‐
tion is not a database object.) Suggestion: Include the database name (SID) and user
name in the connection name. Example: personnel_herman for connecting to the per‐
sonnel database as user Herman.

User Name: Name of the database user for the connection. This user must have suffi‐
cient privileges to perform the tasks that you want perform while connected to the da‐
tabase, such as creating, editing, and deleting tables, views, and other objects.

Password: Password associated with the specified database user.

Save Password: If this option is checked, the password is saved with the connection
information, and you will not be prompted for the password on subsequent attempts to
connect using this connection.

The remaining fields are grouped under tabs according to the database type. See Ora‐
cle tab or Other databases (third-party) tabs.

Oracle tab

The following information applies to a connection to an Oracle database.

Role: The set of privileges to be associated with the connection. For a user that has
been granted the SYSDBA system privilege, you can specify a connection that in‐
cludes the privilege.

Connection Type: Select Basic, TNS, or Advanced. (The display of fields changes to
reflect any change in connection type.)

Basic connection type

Host Name: Host system for the Oracle database.

Port: Listener port.
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SID: Database name.

Service Name: Network service name of the database (for a remote database con‐
nection over a secure connection).

TNS connection type

Network Alias: Oracle Net alias for the database. (The list for selecting a network
alias is initially filled from the tnsnames.ora file on your system, if that file exists.)

Connect Identifier: Oracle Net connect identifier.

Advanced connection type

Custom JDBC URL: URL for connecting directly from Java to the database; overrides
any other connection type specification. If you are using TNS or a naming service with
the OCI driver, you must specify this information: Example:

jdbc:oracle:thin:scott/@localhost:1521:orcl

Note that in this example, the "/" is required, and the user will be prompted to enter the
password.

To use a custom JDBC URL, the system on which Data Modeler is running must have
an Oracle Client installation that contains the JDBC and orai18n libraries, is present on
the path, and is version 10.2 or later.

Other databases (third-party) tabs

The following information applies to a connection to a third-party (non-Oracle) data‐
base.

Host Name: Host system for the database.

Port: Listener port.

Database: Database name.

JDBC-ODBC Bridge or Other Third Party Driver (JDBC ODBC Bridge tab): Indicates
a JDBC to ODBC bridge driver or another third-party driver.

ODBC Alias (JDBC-ODBC Bridge): Name of an existing ODBC data source.

JDBC URL (Other Third Party Driver): URL for connecting directly from Java to the da‐
tabase; overrides any other connection type specification.

Driver Class (Other Third Party Driver): The name of the driver class that will be used
for the connection (for example, com.microsoft.jdbc.sqlserver.SQLServerDriver).
This name can be found in the JDBC driver specification (usually shipped with the driv‐
er).

After Specifying the Connection Information

To test the connection using the specified information, click Test Connection. A mes‐
sage is displayed indicating the result of the test.

To add the new connection or to complete any edits to an existing connection, click
OK.
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3.108 Object Names Administration
This dialog box is displayed if you click Tools, then Object Names Administration. It
lets you make the names of specified objects fixed (unchangeable) or changeable in
dialog boxes for the properties of the objects. For example, if the name of the Employ‐
ees table is fixed, then it appears grayed out (not editable) in the Table Properties dia‐
log box for the Employees table in the relational model.

To see the objects whose names you can specify as fixed or changeable, select each
tab for the available types. The page for each tab includes Select All and Deselect All
icons, a Filter box, and rows for each available object (including a Fixed box in each
displayed row).

Select All icon: Selects all displayed objects.

Deselect All icon: Deselects all displayed objects.

Filter: Lets you enter a string to restrict the display to those objects with names con‐
taining that string.

Name: Name of an object of the type associated with the selected tab.

Fixed: If this option is selected, the object name in not changeable in the properties
dialog box for the object; if this option is not selected, the object name is changeable.

Apply: You must click Apply to make your specifications effective.

3.109 Process Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a process object, which is part of the Proc‐
ess Model.

General

Name: Name of the process.

Synonym: Synonym for the process.

Sources Filter Condition: A filter for the data on the source level, using SQL valid in
a WHERE clause (but without including the WHERE keyword). Example: dept_id =
'ENG'

Sources Join Condition: A join between two or more sources used in the process,
using SQL valid in a WHERE clause (but without including the WHERE keyword). Exam‐
ple: table1.dept_id = table2.dept_id

Type: Type of process: Primitive (standalone), Composite (consisting of multiple outer
processes, or Use transformation task (as specified in the next field).

Use Transformation Task: Select the transformation task to use.

Short Definition

Text for a short definition of the process.
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Mode

Interactive/Batch: Mode: Batch, Interactive, Manual, or Unknown.

Minimum Acceptable Throughput: Batch Min. Transactions: For batch mode, mini‐
mum acceptable number of processing operations for each specified Minimum Accept‐
able Throughput Batch Time Unit. Example: 100 for 100 operations each hour.

Minimum Acceptable Throughput: Batch Time Unit: Unit of time for the specified
minimum acceptable number of processing operations. Example: Hour for 100 opera‐
tions each hour.

Longest Acceptable Response Time: Numeric unit of the longest acceptable re‐
sponse time. Example: 5 for 5 seconds.

Longest Acceptable Response Time Unit: Time measure unit of the longest accept‐
able response time. Example: Second for 5 seconds.

Frequency/Priority

Expected Frequency Times: Number of times the process is expected to be used
within each Expected Frequency Time Unit. Example: 50 for 50 times each day.

Expected Frequency Time Unit: Time measure unit for the Expected Frequency
Times. Example: Day for 50 times each day.

Priority: Descriptive term for the priority of the process: Low, Medium, High, or None.

Peak Periods

You can specify, for each day the process is run, either no peak periods (times with a
high level or activity or demand) or one or more one-hour intervals.

Information Structures

Displays information structures associated with the process. To view the Information
Structure Properties, double-click an information structure item or select the item and
click the Properties icon.

Events

Displays events associated with the process. Includes a separate area for flow events.
To view the Event Properties, double-click an information structure item or select the
item and click the Properties icon. To add an event, click the Add (+) icon; to remove
an event from the process definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.

Incoming Flows

Displays flows coming into the process. To view the Flow Properties, double-click the
flow item or select the item and click the Properties icon. (To add a flow, use the New
Flow icon on the data flow diagram.)

Outgoing Flows

Displays flows going out from the process. To view the Flow Properties, double-click
the flow item or select the item and click the Properties icon. (To add a flow, use the
New Flow icon on the data flow diagram.)
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Processed Attributes

Displays attributes processed by the process. To view the Attribute Properties, double-
click an attribute item or select the item and click the Properties icon.

Processed Entities

Displays entities processed by the process. To view the Entity Properties, double-click
an entity item or select the item and click the Properties icon.

Task Input Params Mapping

Displays mappings between task input parameters and their sources.

Source-Target Mapping

Lets you specify, for each target element, the type of transformation: As it is, Deriva‐
tion, Aggregation. Summarization, or Complex Formula. (Each Target Element match‐
es an item from the Processed Attributes pane.)

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.110 RDBMS Site Editor
This dialog box is displayed when you click Tools, then RDBMS Site Administration. It
lets you view RDBMS sites, add sites, and edit and remove sites that you added. You
cannot remove or change the properties of any predefined sites. (For an explanation of
RDBMS sites, see Physical Models.)

Current Design

Lists currently defined RDBMS sites. If you select a site, its name and RDBMS type
are displayed. To add a user-defined site, click Add, specify the name and RDBMS
type, and click Apply; to remove a user-defined site, click its entry under RDBMS
Sites and click Remove.

External RDBMS File

Lets you specify an external XML file containing RDBMS site definitions, after which its
sites are displayed. If you select a site, its name and RDBMS type are displayed. To
add a site, click Add, specify the name and RDBMS type, and click Apply; to remove
a site, click its entry under RDBMS Sites and click Remove. To save in the XML file
any changes that you have made in this dialog box, click Save.

3.111 Record Structure Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a record structure.

General

Name: Name of the record structure.
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Data Elements

Displays external data objects associated with the record structure. To view the exter‐
nal data object properties, double-click an item or select the item and click the Proper‐
ties icon. To add an external data object, click the Add (+) icon; to remove an external
data object from the record structure definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.112 Relation Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a relationship, which is part of the Logical
Model.

General

Name: Name of the relationship.

Use Surrogate Keys: Controls whether surrogate keys are used to ensure unique‐
ness by adding a level prefix to the members.

Source Cardinality

Source: Source entity for the relationship.

Source Key:

Name on Source: Text describing the role of the source entity in the relationship (for
example, "has"). This text is displayed in the logical model diagram if you select Show,
then Labels from the diagram context menu.

Source Entity Synonym: Synonym for the source entity.

Source to Target Cardinality: Cardinality of source records to target records with the
same key value: * for many, or 1 for one.

Source Optional: Controls whether the source entity in the relationship must contain
one or more instances. If this option is enabled, there can be zero source instances; if
this option is disabled, one or more source instances are required.

Transferable:

Target Cardinality

Target: Target entity for the relationship.

Target Key:

Name on Target: Text describing the role of the target entity in the relationship (for
example, "any number of"). This text is displayed in the logical model diagram if you
select Show, then Labels from the diagram context menu.

Target Entity Synonym: Synonym for the target entity.

Target to Source Cardinality: Cardinality of target records to source records with the
same key value: * for many, or 1 for one
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Target Optional: Controls whether the target entity in the relationship must contain
one or more instances. If this option is enabled, there can be zero target instances; if
this option is disabled, one or more target instances are required.

Transferable:

Dominant Role: Entity with the dominant role.

Identifying: Controls whether this is an identifying relationship. When there is an iden‐
tifying relationship between a parent entity and a child entity, when the relational mod‐
el is generated, the following occurs in the child table: the foreign key to the parent be‐
comes part of the primary key of the child. (In non-identifying relationships, the foreign
key to the parent table is just another column in the child table and is not part of the
primary key.)

Delete Rule: Action to take automatically for the child end of the relationship; used in
engineering to the relational model. When a row in the child table is deleted and rows
with that value exist in the parent table, NO ACTION performs no action on these
rows; CASCADE deletes these rows; SET NULL sets null all columns in those rows
that can be set to a null value; RESTRICT prevents those rows from being deleted.

Attributes

Lets you define any attributes of the relationship.

Name: Name of the attribute.

Datatype: Data type of the attribute.

Mandatory:

Engineer To

Enables you to specify the relational models to which this relationship should be
propagated in forward engineering operations.

Engineer: Controls whether the relationship is propagated to the specified Relational
Design (model) during forward engineering operations.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.113 Relational Models
The Relational Models dialog box identifies two relational models to be compared and
merged. This box is displayed if you click Tools, then Compare/Merge Models.

From: Source relational model to be merged into the destination model.

To: Destination relational model into which objects from the source relational model
are to be merged.
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Database Type: Select the Oracle physical model whose data types are to be used.

View Compare Mapping: Displays the Compare Mapping dialog box.

When you click OK, the Compare Models dialog box is displayed, in which you can ap‐
ply a filter to restrict the types of objects and specific objects to be merged.

3.114 Report Templates Management
This dialog box is displayed if you click Manage under Templates (Standard tab) when
generating a report (described in Generating Reports as RTF, HTML, or PDF Files).
Use this dialog box to create, edit, delete, and save modified versions of standard re‐
port templates, which let you specify the types of objects to be included in a report.
(Contrast this with the more flexible approach of creating a custom report format, as
explained in Custom Reports Template.)

Templates: Lists report templates that have been created.

To create a new template click Add. To edit a listed template, select it and click Edit.
To deleted a listed template, select it and click Remove. To save a template after
making any desired edits, click Save.

Template Name: Name for the template. Suggestion: Choose a meaningful name,
such as Columns_and_Comments or Foreign_Keys_All (if you select Foreign Keys - Re‐
ferred From and Foreign Keys - Referring To).

Report Sections: Select (check) items that indicate the kinds of information to be in‐
cluded in this report template. For example, you might choose to select Columns, Col‐
umn Comments, Constraints, Foreign Keys - Referred From, Foreign Keys - Referring
To, and Indexes.

3.115 Resource Locator Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a resource locator object, which is a type of 
Business Information object.

General

Name: Name of the resource locator object.

URL: Uniform Resource Locator, if the resource locator is a Web address.

Contacts

A resource locator object can have multiple contact objects associated with it, with the
contact objects in an order that can indicate the level of responsibility for the resource.
For example, if two contacts are listed for a URL, the first one listed might be the pri‐
mary webmaster.

Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.
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3.116 Responsible Party Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a responsible party object, which is a type of 
Business Information object.

General

Name: Name of the responsible party object. Examples: a person's name, a role (such
as Project Leader), or a department (such as Quality Assurance).

Responsibility: Brief description of the nature of the responsibility. Example: "Overall
project management"

Contacts

A responsible party object can have multiple contact objects associated with it, with
the contact objects in an order that can indicate the sequence in which to attempt to
contact the party. For example, if the office, mobile, and home contacts are listed in
that order, that may mean that the responsible party should be called first at the office,
then on his or her mobile phone, and finally at home.

Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.117 Revision Lister
This dialog box is displayed if you click List Revisions in the Subversion: Branch/Tag
dialog box. It contains a list of revisions in the repository.

Select the desired revision to use, and click OK.

3.118 Role Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a role object, which is part of the Process
Model.

General

Name: Name of the role.

Synonym: Synonym for the role.

Description: Description of the role.

Processes

Lets you add, delete, and edit processes associated with the role.

Entities

Lets you view and modify entities associated with the role and operations permitted on
that entity (create, read, update, delete) by the role.
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Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.119 Rollup Link Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a rollup link in a multidimensional model. For
more information about working with multidimensional data, see the online help for An‐
alytic Workspace Manager.

3.120 Rule Set Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of rule set that is selected on the Rule Sets tab
of the Design Rules dialog box. To specify design rules to be included in this rule set,
select the desired rules and move them from the All Rules column into the Selected
Rules column.

3.121 Search Profile
This dialog box is displayed when you click the Add icon under Search Profiles or dou‐
ble-click an existing profile name on the Search preferences pane.

File Name: Name of the XML file containing the search profile definition. The default
file extension is .sposdm.

Path: Directory path to the search profile file.

Description: Optional descriptive text about the search profile, such as its purpose or
goal.

Active: Controls whether the search profile appears as selectable when you perform a
search in Data Modeler.

Objects: The Relational Model and Logical Model tabs identify the types of objects for
which you can specify properties to be included in the search profile.

Properties: Lists the available properties for the selected type of object.

• Filter: Lets you type a string to limit the display to property names that contain that
string.

• Property Name: Name of the property.

• Use: Controls whether the property is included in the search profile.

3.122 Schema Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a database schema, which can be associat‐
ed with tables and other objects in Relational Models. If you associate a relational
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model object with a schema, the schema name appears in diagrams and it is used
during DDL generation.

General

Name: Name of the database schema.

Tables, Views, Indexes

For tables, views, and indexes, All (available) objects of that type and Selected objects
of that type are displayed. To associate an object with the schema, select it under All
and click the Add (right-arrow) icon to move it to the Selected column. To remove an
association, select it under Selected and click the Remove (left-arrow) icon to move it
to the All column.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.123 SELECT DDL Files
This dialog box is displayed if you click File, then Import, then DDL File to import defi‐
nitions from one or more data definition language (DDL) files into a relational model.
To add a file to the list to be imported, click the Add DDL Files (+) icon; to remove a file
from the list, select it and click the Remove DDL Files (X) icon.

Options

Import to: Name of the relational model into which to import the definitions in the
specified file or files.

Swap Target Model: This option (if available) determines which definitions are
merged into which definitions, and which model appears in the left and right panes of
the Relational Models dialog box for merging (if that box is displayed). For the ensuing
import and merge operation, if this option is enabled, a script is generated in which
your current relational model is merged into the specified database (DDL files); but if
this option is not enabled, the definitions in the imported files are merged into your re‐
lational model.

Skip Merge Dialog: If this option is enabled, the Relational Models dialog box is not
displayed before the import operation occurs.

3.124 Select File
This is a standard box for selecting a file for an operation: use Location to navigate to
the folder in which to save or open the file, then select or specify the file name (includ‐
ing any extension) and, if necessary, the file type.
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3.125 Select Models/Subviews to Export
This dialog box is displayed if you click File, then Export, then To Data Modeler De‐
sign. Use this dialog box to create, edit, delete, and save export configurations, which
let you customize the models and subviews to be exported.

Export Configurations: Lists any configurations that have been created.

To create a new configuration, click Add. To edit a listed configuration, select it and
click Edit. To deleted a listed configuration, select it and click Remove. To save a con‐
figuration after making any desired edits, click Save.

Export Name: Name for the export configuration.

Description: Optional descriptive text.

Models: Filter: You can start typing to limit the list of available models to those with
names starting with the typed characters. To select from the available models, click
the desired name or names and click the right-arrow icon to move them to the Select‐
ed list.

Subviews: Filter: You can start typing to limit the list of available subviews to those
with names starting with the typed characters. To select from the available subviews,
click the desired name or names and click the right-arrow icon to move them to the Se‐
lected list.

Related Topics

Saving, Opening, Exporting, and Importing Designs

3.126 Sensitive Type Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a sensitive type, which can be associated
with TSDP (Transparent Sensitive Data Protection) policies. You should be familiar
with the concepts and techniques explained in the "Using Transparent Sensitive Data
Protection" chapter in Oracle Database Security Guide.

General

Name: Name of the sensitive type.

Generate in DDL: Controls whether the sensitive type creation is included when DDL
statements are generated.

Enable: controls whether the sensitive type is selectable for association with an attrib‐
ute or column.

Description

Optional descriptive text about the sensitive type.

Used In

Lets you specify attributes and columns in which the sensitive type is to be used.

Design: Design name.

Model: Name of a logical or relational model.
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List of entities or tables: Click one to display its attributes or columns.

Columns/Attributes: List of the attributes or columns of the selected entity or table.
Use the down arrow icon to move the select attributes or columns to Selected Ele‐
ments.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

Related Topics

TSDP Policy Properties

3.127 Set Classification Types
This dialog box is used to specify, for entities or tables in a multidimensional model,
the classification type for each: Fact, External, Dimension, Logging, Summary, or
Temporary.

You can specify colors to be used in diagrams for each classification type in the Dia‐
gram: Classification Types design properties.

3.128 Set Common Properties
This dialog box is displayed if you click Properties in the Find Object (Search) window.

For each property that the selected objects have in common, the list displays the
Property Name, Old Value (value when the dialog box was displayed), New Value (if
you have specified a new value), and Type (data type).

To specify new values for any listed properties, for New Value enter the desired new
value if possible; otherwise, an ellipsis (...) button appears next to Type, and you can
click that button to select the desired new value.

3.129 Set Data Type
This dialog box is used to specify the data type for a user-defined attribute. Select the
category for this type (Logical, Distinct, Collection, or Structured), then select the
specific type within that category.

If you specify Logical Type and click the displayed type, the Logical Type dialog box
is displayed.

Reference: For a structured type, controls whether the type is created as a REF (ref‐
erence). A REF is a logical pointer to a row object that is constructed from the object
identifier (OID) of the referenced object and is an Oracle built-in data type. REFs and
collections of REFs model associations among objects, particularly many-to-one rela‐
tionships, thus reducing the need for foreign keys.

3.130 Show/Hide Elements
This dialog box lets you show and hide elements in the display for one or more objects
in a diagram. For example, you could specify that for the Products table in the relation‐
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al model diagram, the UnitsInStock column should be hidden (not shown). You can
hide or unhide all elements or specific elements.

Apply to This View Only: Controls whether the show/hide specifications are applied
in this view or all views.

Hide All Elements: Hides all listed elements.

Unhide All Elements: Unhides all listed elements.

Filter: Limits the list of elements to those containing the specified substring.

Type: Type of element. For example, for a table the elements might include columns,
indexes, and the primary key.

Element Name: Name of the element.

Hidden: Indicates whether the element is to be hidden (if checked) or not.

3.131 Slice Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a slice of a cube in a multidimensional mod‐
el. For more information about working with multidimensional data, see the online help
for Analytic Workspace Manager.

General

Name: Name of the slice.

Read Only: Controls whether the data in the slice is read-only.

Measures

Calculated measures can add information-rich data to a cube. The data set is calculat‐
ed on the fly, so no data is stored. You can add as many calculated measures as you
like without increasing the size of the database.

Dimensions, Levels

Lists any dimension/hierarchy/level combinations for the slice. To add a level, click the
Add (+) icon; to remove a level from the slice definition, select it and click the Remove
(X) icon. (See also Level Properties.)

Selected Attributes

Lists any dimensions for the slice. To add a dimension, click the Add (+) icon; to re‐
move a dimension from the slice definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.
(See also Dimension Properties.)

Slice to Entity Mappings

Lists any attributes and their mappings for a specified entity.

Selection Criteria

Lets you specify one or more selection criteria (name, WHERE clause, and other de‐
tails for each).
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Oracle Names

Short Name: Short descriptive name that can be used by applications instead of the
long name.

Long Name: Long descriptive name, typically used for display.

Plural Name: Plural name (for reporting purposes). For example: Myslices if the Short
Name is Myslice

SQL Access to Oracle AW

Lists any relevant SQL Access to Oracle Analytic Workspaces (AW) objects. To add a
SQL Access to Oracle AW object, click the Add (+) icon; to remove a SQL Access to
Oracle AW object from the slice definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon. To
edit a SQL Access to Oracle AW object, double-click its item, or click its item and click
the Properties icon. (See also SQL Access to Oracle AW Properties.)

Description

Description of the slice.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.132 Spatial Definition Properties
Displays the properties of the spatial column or columns in a spatial table. The proper‐
ties correspond to attributes and options for the SDO_GEOMETRY type, which is
documented in Oracle Spatial and Graph Developer's Guide.

Name: Name of the spatial definition object.

Spatial Column: Name of the spatial column.

Use Function: Identifies whether a function is used to compute the column value.

Function Expression: Function expression if Use Function is enabled.

Coordinate System ID: Oracle Spatial and Graph SRID value. Example: 8307 for the
WGS 84 longitude/latitude system that uses the Greenwich prime meridian.

Create Spatial Index: Controls whether a spatial index is created.

Spatial Index Name: Name for the spatial index.

Dimensional Information: For each dimension, specify the name, lower and upper
boundaries, and the tolerance. Example: Name = longitude, Low boundary = -180, Up‐
per boundary = 180, Tolerance = 10 (for 10 meters).

3.133 SQL Access to Oracle AW Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a SQL Access to Oracle Analytic Workspa‐
ces (AW) object in a multidimensional model. For more information about working with
multidimensional data, see the online help for Analytic Workspace Manager.
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General

Name: Name of the object.

AW Name: Analytic workspace where the source data is stored.

Include GIDs: Controls whether the grouping ID for each dimension member is includ‐
ed.

Use Object Types: Controls whether the next two fields (Object Type Name and Ta‐
ble Type Name) are accessible.

Object Type Name: Name of the object type.

Table Type Name: Name of the table type.

Use Model Clause: Controls whether the Include RowToCell default statement will be
included in the SQL statement.

Include RowToCell: Controls whether the Use Model Clause default statement will be
included in the SQL statement.

SQL Statements: Displays a dialog box in which you can view, modify, and change
the order of attributes, and also see the SQL statement that reflects the current specifi‐
cations. On the SQL Statement tabs in this box, the Show Formatted Limit Map option
enables dimension information to be formated (divided over several lines).

Dimensions and Attributes

Lists any dimensions associated with the object. For each dimension, you can specify
predefined attributes and hierarchies. To add a dimensions and attributes item, click
the Add (+) icon and select the elements to be included; to remove a dimensions and
attributes item from the object definition, select it and click the Remove (X) icon.

Measures

Calculated measures can add information-rich data to a cube. The data set is calculat‐
ed on the fly, so no data is stored. You can add as many calculated measures as you
like without increasing the size of the database.

Description

Description of the SQL Access to Oracle AW object.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.134 Standard Reports Configurations
This dialog box is displayed if you click Manage under Designs in the Reports dialog
box (see Generating Reports as RTF, HTML, or PDF Files). Use this dialog box to cre‐
ate, edit, delete, and save report configurations, which let you customize the subviews
and objects to be included in a report.

Standard Reports Configurations: Lists any configurations that have been created.
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To create a new configuration, click Add. To edit a listed configuration, select it and
click Edit. To deleted a listed configuration, select it and click Remove. To save a con‐
figuration after making any desired edits, click Save.

Report Name: Name for the configuration.

Include All Objects: Causes the report to contain information about all objects of the
specified Available Reports type.

Choose Subview(s) Objects: Limits the report to objects of the specified Available
Reports type in the specified subview or subviews.

Description: Optional descriptive text.

Subviews: Filter: You can start typing to limit the list of available subviews to those
with names starting with the typed characters. To select from the available subviews,
click the desired name or names and click the right-arrow icon to move them to the Se‐
lected list.

Objects: Filter: You can start typing to limit the Object Name list to objects with
names starting with the typed characters.

Use: You can check or uncheck each listed Object Name to have it included or exclud‐
ed, respectively, in the report.

3.135 Structured Attribute Properties
This dialog box defines properties of an attribute of a structured data type.

General

Name: Name of the attribute.

Datatype: Data type of the attribute.

Mandatory: Controls whether a value will be required in all columns that are based on
this data type.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.136 Structured Type Properties
This dialog box is displayed when you create a new data type or edit a structured type
listed in the display for Data Types.

General

Name: Name of the structured type.

Super Type: If this is a subtype, name of its supertype.

Final: Controls whether objects of this type can be inherited from in the definition of
another type. If this option is enabled, this type cannot be inherited from (it cannot be a
supertype in a type definition).

Instantiable: Controls whether objects of this type can be created. If this option is ena‐
bled, objects of this type can be created.
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Attributes

Lists the attributes currently defined for the structured type. The properties for each at‐
tribute include its name and data type.

To add an attribute, click the Add (+) icon; to delete an attribute, select it and click the
Remove (X) icon; to move an attribute up or down in the list, select it and click the ap‐
propriate arrow; to view the properties of an attribute, double-click in the cell to the left
of the name.

Methods

Lists the methods currently defined for the structured type.

To add a method, click the Add (+) icon; to delete a method, select it and click the Re‐
move (X) icon; to move a method up or down in the list, select it and click the appropri‐
ate arrow; to view the properties of a method, double-click its name.

Comments, Notes, Responsible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.137 Subversion: Add Property
Use this dialog box to add a versioning property for the currently selected file or folder.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.138 Subversion: Add to Source Control
Use this dialog box to bring a new file under Subversion control.

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files that will be added to Sub‐
version.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.139 Subversion: Apply Patch
Use this dialog box to apply a previously generated patch. A patch must be applied to
the same revision/tag from which it was generated.

The name and location are displayed for the project or set of files to which the patch
will be applied.

Patch Source: Specify where the patch will be obtained from: the system clipboard or
a file.

System Clipboard: Obtains the patch from the system clipboard.

File: Obtains the patch from a file. If you select this option, a suggested location and
name for the patch file is already entered in the text box. You can change this by typ‐
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ing a new location and name into the box, or by using the Browse button to find a new
location

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.140 Subversion: Branch/Tag
This dialog box is displayed when you right-click a remote directory in the Subversion
repository and select Branch/Tag. Create a branch by copying the current working
copy or a revision from the repository to a selected location in the repository.

From: Location of the working copy or revision.

Working Copy: Causes the current working copy to be copied.

HEAD Revision: Causes the HEAD revision (the latest revision in the repository) to be
copied.

Use Revision: Causes the revision specified in the text box to be copied. To see a list
of revisions from which you can choose, click List Revisions.

To: Destination location.

Comment: Optional descriptive comment.

Switch to new branch/tag: If this option is checked, the existing working copy is
switched to the new branch.

After you click OK, the SVN Console - Log pane is displayed at the bottom, with mes‐
sages about commands that were executed.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.141 Subversion: Check Out from Subversion
Use this dialog box to check out modules from a Subversion repository, to create the
initial local copies of files and folders that are being stored within a Subversion reposi‐
tory. It is these local copies, stored outside the Subversion repository, that you work
on. This location and the files within it constitute the Subversion "working copy".

Note: With Subversion, there is no "check in" procedure, so you do not check in files
that you have updated and check them out again when you next want to work on
them. Instead, when you have finished working on your local copies of files, you com‐
mit them to the Subversion repository to bring the files held there up to date. Also, if
you want to incorporate into your local copies changes that other developers have
committed to the Subversion repository, you update them.

Destination: Directory or folder into which to place the checked out files. If this desti‐
nation is not empty, a warning message will be displayed asking if you are sure you
want to check out into this directory. (Attempting to check out files into a non-empty
destination might reflect a mistake in specifying the destination, or it might be your in‐
tention.)

Use Revision: If this option is checked, the revision you specify in the text box is
used. To see the available revisions, click the binoculars icon.
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Depth: The level of recursion for selecting files to be checked out, from Infinity (all chil‐
dren at all levels under the selected item in the Versions browser hierarchy) through
Empty (only this item and no children).

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.142 Subversion: Commit Resources
Use this dialog box to commit individual files to the Subversion repository. If a file is a
child of a changed parent that has not been committed, you must either first commit
the parent or instead commit the working copy.

The committed files will replace those in the repository as the most recent. Other de‐
velopers who subsequently check out or update from these files will see the file
changed in comparison with the previous version held in the repository.

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files that will be committed to
the Subversion repository.

Keep Locks: Retains the locks that you previously obtained on the files that you are
about to commit. This will mean that other developers will still not be able to commit
changes they may have made to the files.

Comments: Comments to accompany the commit action. You will later be able to see
these comments when viewing the list of versions of a particular file.

Template or Previous Comments: A template with comment text for the Comments
box.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.143 Subversion: Commit Working Copy
Use this dialog box to commit the working copy to the Subversion repository. The com‐
mitted files will replace those in the repository as the most recent. Other developers
who subsequently check out or update from these files will see the file changed in
comparison with the previous version held in the repository.

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the working copy that will be com‐
mitted to the Subversion repository.

Keep Locks: Retains the locks that you previously obtained on the files that you are
about to commit. This will mean that other developers will still not be able to commit
changes they may have made to the files.

Comments: Comments to accompany the commit action. You will later be able to see
these comments when viewing the list of versions of a particular file.

Related Topics

Using Versioning
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3.144 Subversion: Confirm Checkout
This dialog box is displayed if you attempt to check out from the repository root, as op‐
posed to from the branches, tags, or trunk of the repository. To proceed with the
checkout from the root, click Yes; to cancel this request, click No.

Skip This Message Next Time: If you enable this option, on future requests to check
out from the repository root, this dialog box will not be displayed and the operation will
proceed as if you had clicked Yes.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.145 Subversion: Create Remote Directory
Use this dialog box to create a remote directory for a connection in a Subversion repo‐
sitory.

Directory Name: Directory name to be associated with the specified URL.

Comments: Optional descriptive comment.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.146 Subversion: Create Subversion Repository
This information applies to creating a Subversion repository. A connection to the repo‐
sitory will be created automatically. For information about Data Modeler support for
versioning and Subversion, see Using Versioning.

Repository Path: Location for the new Subversion repository. You can Browse to se‐
lect the location.

File System Type: Data storage system type for the repository. For information about
choosing a system, see "Version Control with Subversion" at http://svnbook.red-
bean.com/.

• Native: The file system type being used by the operating system.

• Berkeley DB: Causes a Berkeley DB database to be used as the data storage
system.

Connection Name: Name for this connection. If you leave this box blank, the connec‐
tion will be given a name based on the URL of the repository location.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.147 Subversion: Create/Edit Subversion Connection
This information applies to creating or editing a Subversion connection. For informa‐
tion about Data Modeler support for versioning and Subversion, see Using Versioning.
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Repository URL: Full, valid URL for the location of the Subversion repository. The fol‐
lowing are URL schemas and the access methods they map to:

• file:/// -- Direct repository access (on local disk)

• http://-- Access via WebDAV protocol to Subversion-aware Apache server

• https:// -- Same as http://, but with SSL encryption

• svn:// -- Access via custom protocol to an svnserve server

• svn+ssh:// -- Same as svn://, but through an SSH tunnel

Connection Name: Name for this connection. If you leave this box blank, the connec‐
tion will be given a name based on the URL of the repository location.

User Name: User name known to the repository, if the repository requires user and
password validation.

Password: Password for the specified user, or blank if a password is not required.

Test Read Access: Attempts to establish a connection for read access to the Subver‐
sion repository.

Status: Displays the result of the test (success or an error message).

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.148 Subversion: Delete Resources
Use this dialog box to delete the selected resources (such as a file or directory) in the
repository.

Comments: Comment explaining the deletion.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.149 Subversion: Edit Configuration File
This dialog box is displayed if you click Edit "server" in the Versioning: Subversion:
General preferences pane. You can modify the Subversion configuration file directly.

Reset: Discards any changes that you have made and leaves the dialog box open.

To save any changes and close the box, click OK; to discard any changes and close
the box, click Cancel.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.150 Subversion: Export Files
Use this dialog box to copy files from the Subversion repository to a local file system
directory, or to copy working copies to a local file system directory.
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Working Copy Path: The location of the files that will be copied for export. Only files
that are under Subversion control will be exported.

Destination Path: A path that includes the directory where you want the files to be
copied to.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.151 Subversion: Export Subversion Connections
Use this dialog box to export the details of one or more current Subversion connec‐
tions to a file. The details can subsequently be imported from the file to re-create the
connections.

File Name: The location and name for the file that will contain the connection details,
or browse to a file/location using the Browse button.

Connections: Select one or more connections whose details will be exported.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.152 Subversion: History
This dialog box displays version history information about Subversion files.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.153 Subversion: Ignore
Use this dialog box to mark a file, or a pattern that identifies common file names, as
content that Subversion should ignore. (This dialog box sets the svn:ignore property
for the specified content.)

Often, a directory contains files that should not be kept under version control. For ex‐
ample, log files from a debug or batch operation do not need to be tracked or merged,
yet they are often in the same directory as the shared code for a project. Such files
should be marked to be ignored by Subversion.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.154 Subversion: Import Subversion Connections
Use this dialog box to import the details of Subversion connections from a previously
created file.

File Name: The location and name for the file that contains the connection details, or
browse to a file/location using the Browse button.
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Connections: Select one or more connections whose details will be imported. If a
connection to be imported already exists with the same URL, you will be asked to con‐
firm whether you want to overwrite the existing connection details with the details in
the imported connection.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.155 Subversion: Import to Subversion
Use this wizard to import source files into the Subversion repository To go from one
step to the next, click Next; to go back to the previous step, click Back.

Destination

Use to identify the Subversion repository, and directory within the repository, where
the imported files will be stored.

Repository Connection: The connection for the Subversion repository in which you
want to store the imported files.

Path: The directory within the Subversion repository for storing the imported files.

Source

Source Directory: The directory containing the source files that you want to import in‐
to Subversion. Initially contains a path based on the item that was selected when you
launched the wizard.

Comments: Comment text to accompany the imported files. The comments are re‐
corded with the files in the Subversion repository and will be viewable with the version
history of the files. You must enter some comment text; otherwise, an error will occur
when you click Finish to attempt to perform the import operation.

Filters

Filters that will be applied to the import operation. If you do not want one or more of
the filters to be applied, move them from Selected Filters to Available Filters using the
left arrow keys. If necessary, you can use the right arrow keys to move filters from
Available Filters to Selected Filters.

New: Displays a dialog box in which you can create a new filter that will be applied to
the import operation. New filters are added to the Selected Filters list.

Options

You can configure options specific to the import operation.

Do Not Recurse: If this option is enabled, it prevents files being imported from directo‐
ries subordinate to the one you identified on the Source page.

Perform Checkout : If this option is enabled, the imported source files will be checked
out after import.

Summary

Displays the selected options for the import operation. To make any changes, click
Back. To perform the operation, click Finish.
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Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.156 Subversion: Lock Resources
Use this dialog box to perform a Subversion lock operation on one or more checked
out files (working copies).

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files to be locked. You can
individually select and deselect files.

Steal Lock: Breaks any existing locks and relocks the files for your use. Causes the --
force option to be added to the underlying svn lock command.

Comments: Comments to accompany the action.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.157 Subversion: Merge
A merge operation copies changes made in one branch to another branch, or copies
changes from a branch to the trunk (main line of development). It is typically used to
bring another developer's work into your own files, and to merge private development
back into the main line of development.

The merge is created by comparing the content of two revisions within the Subversion
repository, and applying the differences to a Subversion working copy. If you subse‐
quently want to use the result of the merge in the main line of development, you com‐
mit the working copy to the Subversion repository in the usual way.

Specify the following:

• Merge Type: Merge Selected Revision Range, Reintegrate a Branch, or Merge
Two Different Trees.

• Merge Resource

• Merge Options

Your selection for Merge Type affects the content of subsequent displays, which can
include the following.

From URL and its (start) revision to merge: The resource that is the basis of the
comparison. (The resource entered in the To URL box will be compared against the
resource entered here.)

HEAD Revision from Repository: Causes the comparison to be made against the
most recently committed resources in the Subversion repository.

Use Revision: Causes the comparison to be made against a resource in the Subver‐
sion repository with a particular revision number. When selected, the accompanying
text box becomes available. You can then enter a revision number into the text box, or
click the List Revisions button to select the revision that you require.

To URL and its (end) revision to merge: The resource that will be compared with the
base resource selected in the From URL box.
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Same as "From" URL: Uses the same base repository location for both elements of
the comparison.

Ignore Ancestry: Ignores any relationships between resources in the Subversion re‐
pository when comparing the start and end revisions. The effect of this will be to retain
resources that have names identical to those they are being compared with, even
though the resources have no common ancestry. The alternative is that a resource
that predates an identically named one may be deleted and replaced with the later re‐
source.

Dry Run: Causes the comparison to be performed without the changes being applied
to the Subversion working copy. The results of the comparison are displayed in the
Messages - Log window.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.158 Subversion: Pending Changes
This window shows files that have been added, modified or removed, either locally or
remotely; files whose content conflicts with other versions of the same file; and files
that have not been added to source control. This window is opened automatically
when you first initiate an action that changes the local source control status of a file.
You can also open this window manually.

The window shows any outgoing changes (files that have been added, modified or
removed locally, and local files whose content conflicts with remote files), candidates
(files that have been created locally but not yet added to source control), and incom‐
ing changes (files that have been added, modified or removed at a remote location).

You can restrict the files shown in the Pending Changes window by selecting a scope
from the drop-down list. The default scope is Active Application, which will show files
from the application currently selected in the navigator.

You can carry out appropriate source control actions on the files listed in the window,
using the buttons in the toolbar. Clicking a button will either immediately initiate the op‐
eration, or open a dialog box through which you can choose options before proceed‐
ing.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.159 Subversion: Properties
This dialog box is displayed if you right-click a node under a connection in the Ver‐
sions navigator and select Properties. It displays properties and property values for the
selected object.

Related Topics

Using Versioning
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3.160 Subversion: Remove from Subversion
Use this dialog box to begin the process of removing the listed files from the Subver‐
sion repository.

After you have clicked OK, the listed files will appear on the Outgoing tab of the Pend‐
ing Changes window. The files will be removed from the Subversion dialog when you
next commit the individual files or the working copy that they are part of.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.161 Subversion: Repository Browser
Use this dialog box to select the location of a Subversion repository when using the
branching, merging, and switching facilities. Locations in this dialog are shown as di‐
rectories and objects. The chosen location is ultimately returned from this dialog as a
URL.

Repository Connection: If the required location already exists, select it from the
browser tree.

To create a new location, navigate to a parent directory, then select the Create New
Remote Directory icon. This opens a dialog box that will show the location of the pa‐
rent object (in the form of a URL) and let you name a directory beneath that one that
will become the new location.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.162 Subversion: Revert Local Changes
Use this dialog box to revert files to their previous state.

If the contents of a file have been changed, the file will be reverted to its base revision.
If a file has been added but not yet committed, it will revert to unadded status. If a file
is scheduled for removal (in the Pending Changes window), it will be added back to
the navigator and given its previous status

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files that will be reverted.

Recursive: Select if you want the revert operation to recurse into child objects of those
selected.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.163 Subversion: Switch
Use this dialog box to update the current working copy of the specified file from the
specified repository and revision.
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From URL: Full URL for the repository location associated with the current working
copy.

To URL: Full URL for the repository location to use to update the current working
copy.

HEAD Revision: Causes the HEAD revision (the latest revision in the repository) to be
used for the update operation.

Use Revision: Causes the revision specified in the text box to be used for the update
operation. To see a list of revisions from which you can choose, click List Revisions.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.164 Subversion: Unlock Resources
Use this dialog box to perform a Subversion unlock operation on one or more locked,
checked out files (working copies).

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files to be unlocked. You can
individually select and deselect files.

Force Unlock: Breaks any existing locks and unlocks the files. Causes the --force
option to be added to the underlying svn unlock command.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.165 Subversion: Update Resources
Use this dialog box to incorporate into your local copies changes that other developers
have committed to the Subversion repository.

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files that will be updated with
content from the Subversion repository.

Use Revision: Updates the files with content from a particular revision within the Sub‐
version repository. Enter the revision number in the adjacent text box. If not selected,
the files will be updated from the HEAD revision.

Ignore Externals: Select if you do not want the update operation to apply to external
working copies created as the result of externals definition handling. Externals defini‐
tions are used to pull data from multiple repositories. See the Subversion documenta‐
tion for details.

Recursive: Deselect if you do not want the update operation to recurse into child ob‐
jects of those selected.

Related Topics

Using Versioning
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3.166 Subversion: Update Working Copy
Use this dialog box to update individual files with content from the Subversion reposi‐
tory.

Files List: Lists the names and physical locations of the files that will be updated with
content from the Subversion repository.

Use Revision: Updates the files with content from a particular revision within the Sub‐
version repository. Enter the revision number in the adjacent text box. If not selected,
the files will be updated from the HEAD revision.

Ignore Externals: Select if you do not want the update operation to apply to external
working copies created as the result of externals definition handling. Externals defini‐
tions are used to pull data from multiple repositories. See the Subversion documenta‐
tion for details.

Recursive: Deselect if you do not want the update operation to recurse into child ob‐
jects of those selected.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.167 Subversion: Versioning Properties
This dialog box displays general and versioning information about the currently select‐
ed file or folder.

Related Topics

Using Versioning

3.168 Subversion: XML Metadata Comparator
Use this dialog box to resolve conflicts when there are conflicts in the values for cer‐
tain properties.

Filter: Lets you control the list of properties displayed.

Consider "Changed Time" Property: If this option is enabled, two properties with
identical content but different timestamps for the last change are considered to be dif‐
ferent and thus potentially in conflict. If this option is not enabled, creation timestamps
are ignored in comparing properties.

Details tab: For each property, shows the property name, a Selected box indicating
whether it is to be merged if you click Merge, and the values for the property in the left
and right columns shown at the top of the box.

Merge: Merges the selected property definitions

Close: Closes the dialog box without performing a merge.

Related Topics

Using Versioning
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3.169 Subview Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a subview. (See also Logical Diagram and
Subviews and Relational Diagram and Subviews.)

General

Name: Name of the subview.

Visible: Controls whether the subview diagram is displayed in the Data Modeler win‐
dow. You can also control the visibility by selecting Show Diagram or Hide Diagram on
the context menu after you right-click the subview in the object browser.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.170 Table Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a table, which is part of Relational Models.

You can click Naming Rules to apply the current naming rules to specified types of
objects related to this table definition. For example, if you applied naming rules to
Check Constraints and if a table-level constraint was named PRODUCTS_Check, the
name would be changed to PRODUCTS_CK (if the table name was PRODUCTS).

General

Name: Name of the table.

Long Name: Long name in the form: relational-model-name:table-name

Engineer: Controls whether the table will be considered during reverse engineering
operations. If this option is disabled, this table and its properties are not considered
when the relational model is reverse engineered into the logical model.

PK Name: Name of the primary key of the table.

Temp Table Scope: For a table classified as Temporary, you can specify a scope,
such as Session or Dimension.

Register as Spatial Table: For a table with a column of type SDO_GEOMETRY, cre‐
ates the spatial index and inserts the appropriate entry in the USER_SDO_GE‐
OM_METADATA view.

Allow Type Substitution: For a structured type with Reference disabled, or for a
structured type applied to a table, controls whether a substitutional structured type
generation in the DDL is allowed.

Generate in DDL: Controls whether statements to create the table are included when
DDL is generated.

Engineer as Relationship: Controls whether relationship attributes are created during
engineering. (Relationships can be shown or hidden on diagrams.) If the table com‐
plies with the criteria for an intersection table, selecting this option will cause the table
to be engineered as a many-to-many (m:n) relationship in which non-foreign-key col‐
umns become attributes of the relationship.
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Allow Columns Reorder During Engineering: If this option is enabled, Data Modeler
can reorder the attributes of the associated entity when the table is engineered to the
logical model, for example, to place attributes considered more important first. (This
behavior can be especially useful with tables that contain many columns.) If this option
is not enabled, entity attributes are placed in the same order as their associated col‐
umns in the table definition.

Materialized Query Table: Indicates whether the table has an associated SQL query.
For Oracle databases. this option indicates whether the table is implemented as a ma‐
terialized view.

Columns

Details tab

Lists the columns currently defined for the table. The properties for each column in‐
clude its name and data type, and whether it is the primary key (PK), a foreign key
(FK), or a required field (M, for mandatory).

To add a column, click the Add (+) icon; to delete a column, select it and click the Re‐
move (X) icon; to view the properties of a column, double-click in the cell to the left of
the name.

Overview tab

Lists the following properties for each column - name and data type, whether it is a pri‐
mary key (PK) or foreign key (FK), mandatory (M), deprecated (D), comments, com‐
ments in RDBMS and notes. You can edit any of the fields as required.

Security tab

Lists each column and any relevant security-related properties for each: whether it
contains personally identifiable information (PII), contains sensitive information, should
be masked when displayed, and the mask template to use (with the list containing any
appropriate mask templates; see Mask Templates Administration).

Primary Key

Shows the current primary key (if any) of the table, and lets you change the primary
key.

Unique Constraints

Lists any unique constraints. You can add, modify, and delete unique constraints. For
each constraint, specify the column whose values must be unique or multiple columns
that must have unique combinations of values.

Indexes

Lists the indexes currently defined for the table. The properties for each index include
its name, its state, and whether to generate the index when the table is created.

To add an index, click the Add (+) icon; to delete an index, select it and click the Re‐
move (X) icon; to view the properties of an index, double-click in the cell to the left of
the name.
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Table Level Constraints

Lists any table-level constraints that are defined by a validation rule (an expression
that must evaluate to true for the data to be valid).

Foreign Keys

Lists the foreign keys currently defined for the table. The properties for each key in‐
clude its name, its parent table, its delete rule, and whether to generate a foreign key
constraint for it when the table is created.

To add a foreign key, click the Add (+) icon; to delete a foreign key, select it and click
the Remove (X) icon; to view the properties of a foreign key, double-click in the cell to
the left of the name.

Nested Columns

For each column based on a structured data type that has attributes, lists each attrib‐
ute (in column-name.attribute-name format). For each attribute, you can specify
whether it is the primary key (PK), a foreign key (FK), or a required field (M, for man‐
datory).

OID Options and PK Columns

Displays any OID (object identifier) settings and primary key columns based on a
structured type.

OID Is Primary Key: Indicates whether the OID is the primary key of the table.

User Defined or System Generated: Indicates whether the OID is user-defined or gen‐
erated by the database system.

PK Columns for Table Based on Structured Type: Displays the column name and
data type for primary key columns that are based on a structured type.

Volume Properties

Volumes: Minimum: Minimum data volume for the table.

Volumes: Expected: Expected or typical data volume for the table.

Volumes: Maximum: Maximum data volume for the table.

Growth Rate: Percent: Expected growth rate percentage for the table, for each period
as specified in the next field.

Growth Rate: Year/Month/Day: The period (year, month, or day) to which the expect‐
ed growth rate applies.

Normal Form: The required normal form (database normalization) for the table: None,
First, Second, Third, or Fourth.

Adequately Normalized?: YES indicates that the model is sufficiently normalized. NO
indicates that the model is not sufficiently normalized, and that additional normalization
may be required on the relational model.
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Spatial Properties

Displays any currently defined Oracle Spatial and Graph properties, each being a data
column (type SDO_GEOMETRY or a function that evaluates to an SDO_GEOMETRY
object) in the table. You can double-click an item's name to display its Spatial Defini‐
tion Properties.

Column Groups

Displays information about column groups, which can be used to group related col‐
umns for possible use in generating a user interface. For example, a column group
named Name could include columns first_name and last_name, and a column group
named Address could include columns street_address, city, state, and postal_code.

To add a column group, click the Add (+) icon, specify the column group name, select
the desired columns and move them to the right side, and optionally enter descriptive
text in the Notes box; to delete a column group, select its entry and click the Remove
(X) icon.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Scripts

Enables you to specify SQL statements to be run automatically at specified times or
stages: before the table is dropped or renamed, before the table is created, after the
table is created, and at the end of any script specified for the table. For example, for
After Create for a table named MY_TABLE, you might specify the following statement
(and also check Include into DDL Script):

INSERT INTO my_table SELECT * FROM your_table

Include into DDL Script: Controls whether the text of the specified statements is in‐
cluded in the generated DDL script for creating the table.

Classification Types

Classification type for the entity: Fact, External, Dimension, Logging, Summary, and
Temporary.

You can specify colors to be used in diagrams for each classification type in the Dia‐
gram: Classification Types design properties.

Redaction Policy

Policy Name: Name for the redaction policy.

Enabled: Indicates if the policy is enabled.

Generate in DDL: Indicates whether the redaction policy is considered when generat‐
ing DDLs.

Expression: Expression defined to determine whether any real data is displayed to
users. If this field is left blank, data that is not masked is displayed to users.
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See Also:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/db/sqldevdm/r40/
Mask/LAB_12cDataModeler.html

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.171 Table to View
Creates views based on tables in a selected relational model. This dialog is displayed
if you click Tools, then Table to View Wizard.

The tables in the selected relational model are displayed. Select all tables or a subset,
optionally specify any naming rule, and click Generate. A view is created for each se‐
lected table. Each view selects all columns from the table, although you can later mod‐
ify the view definition as needed. By default (if no Naming Rule is specified), each view
name is its associated table name, prefixed with V_. For example, if a table name is
BOOKS, the associated view name by default will be V_BOOKS.

Naming Rule: Displays any variables (relational model name or table name, or both in
the specified order) that will be prefixed to the view name instead of V_. To display a
dialog box for selecting variables for the naming rule, click Add Variable. For exam‐
ple, assume that the relational model name is Library and the table name is BOOKS:

• If you specify only table name, the name of the generated view will be BOOKS.
That is, all views will have the same name as their associated tables.

• If you specify only model name, the name of the generated view will be Library.
You should probably not choose this option, because all views will have names
starting with the model name and jv1, jv2, and so on added to names after the first
one.

• If you specify model name and table name, the name of the generated view will be
LibraryBOOKS.

3.172 Table DDL Transformation Scripts
Lets you create, test, and debug scripts that can be included in generated DDL for a
table. It is displayed when you select Tools > Design Rules and Transformations > Ta‐
ble DDL Transformations.

Active Script Set: Lists available script sets, and lets you add and delete sets in the
list.

Set Details: Shows details about the selected script set, and lets you modify that set's
name and description, and define one or more custom scripts for Before Create, In‐
stead of Create, After Create, and End of Script. (Instead of Create suppresses the
built-in generation of DDL for tables and related components, so that you can imple‐
ment DDL generation for nonsupported databases.)
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Script: Lets you display and modify details for a script within the selected script set.
Select the table to test, its library (if any), and the method to use (if any). Enter and
edit the actual script code in the text box.

Buttons:

• Test: Tests the script; opens a DDL preview window and shows the generated
DDL.

• Debug: Allows debugging; does not include a DDL preview.

• Open: Opens a DDL preview window.

For more detailed information, see: https://community.oracle.com/community/
database/developer-tools/sql_developer_data_modeler/blog/2015/03/12/
oracle-sql-developer-data-modeler-41-user-defined-ddl-generation-using-
transformation-scripts

3.173 Telephone Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a telephone object, which is a type of Busi‐
ness Information object.

General

Name: Name of the telephone object.

Phone Number: Telephone number, in any format appropriate for your needs. For ex‐
ample, you may want to include the country code for international dialing.

Phone Type: Type of phone, in any format appropriate for your needs. Examples: Mo‐
bile, Office, Home.

Contacts

Lists any relevant contacts. To view the properties of a contact, double-click its name.
(See also Contact Properties.)

Comments, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.174 Transformation Package
This dialog box displays the properties of a transformation package object, which is
part of the Process Model and is described in Transformation Processes and Pack‐
ages.

Name: Name of the transformation package.

Comment: Optional descriptive comment text.

3.175 Transformation <task-name>
This dialog box displays the properties of a transformation task object, which is part of
the Process Model.
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General

Name: Name of the transformation task.

Comment: Optional descriptive comment text.

Visible: Controls whether the transformation task is displayed in the Data Modeler
window.

Sources

Displays all sources and selected sources side by side, and lets you select items and
use the arrow icons to move items from one side to the other.

Targets

Displays all targets and selected targets side by side, and lets you select items and
use the arrow icons to move items from one side to the other.

Primary Transformations

Displays the primary transformation for the transformation task. To view the properties
of the primary transformation, double-click its name. (See also Transformation Proper‐
ties.)

3.176 Transformation Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a transformation, which is part of the Proc‐
ess Model.

General

Name: Name of the transformation.

Synonym: Synonym for the transformation.

Sources Filter Condition:

Sources Join Condition:

Primary: Controls whether this is the primary transformation for the associated trans‐
formation task.

Information Structures

Lists any relevant information structures. To view the properties of an information
structure, double-click its name. (See also Information Structure Properties.)

Processed Attributes

Lists any attributes processed by the transformation. To view the properties of an at‐
tribute, double-click its name. (See also Attribute Properties.)

Processed Entities

Lists any entities processed by the transformation. To view the properties of an entity,
double-click its name. (See also Entity Properties.)
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Source-Target Mapping

Displays any targets and sources for the transformation. For each target element, in‐
cludes the type of transformation: As it is, Derivation, Aggregation. Summarization, or
Complex Formula.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.177 Transformation Flow Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a transformation flow, which is part of the 
Process Model.

General

Name: Name of the transformation flow.

Synonym: Synonym for the transformation flow.

Source: Click to display the input parameters.

Destination: Click to display the Transformation Properties of the associated transfor‐
mation.

Logging Flow: Controls whether the flow is specifically for logging operations. Creat‐
ing a separate logging flow might simplify keeping track of information.

Operations: Specifies types of operations that the transformation flow can perform
(create, read, update, delete).

Information Structures

Lists any relevant information structures. To view the properties of an information
structure, double-click its name. (See also Information Structure Properties.)

External Data

Lists any relevant external data objects. To view the properties of an external data ob‐
ject, double-click its name.

System Objective

Description of the system objective for this transformation flow.

Comments, Notes, Measurements, Change Requests, Responsible Parties,
Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.178 TSDP Policy Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a TSDP (Transparent Sensitive Data Protec‐
tion) policy. You should be familiar with the concepts and techniques explained in the
"Using Transparent Sensitive Data Protection" chapter in Oracle Database Security
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Guide. You should also be familiar with the DBMS_TSDP_PROTECT package (described in 
Oracle Database PL/SQL Packages and Types Reference), which provides an inter‐
face to configure TSDP policies in conjunction with the DBMS_TSDP_MANAGE package.

General

Name: Name of the policy.

Generate in DDL: Controls whether the policy creation is included when DDL state‐
ments are generated.

Subpolicies

You can specify one or more specific policies (subpolicies) to make up the TSDP poli‐
cy. For each subpolicy, specify the name, expression, mask template, length, parent
schema, and parent table.

You can optionally enter comments and notes about each subpolicy.

Comments, Notes, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

Related Topics

Sensitive Type Properties

3.179 Types Administration
This dialog box is displayed when you click Tools, then Types Administration. It ena‐
bles you to manage the mappings between logical data types and native data types for
specific supported database products, and to add and remove logical types.

Logical Types to Native Types

For each logical type, you can select the type in the list on the left to view its mappings
to a type in each supported database product.

To add a logical type and specify its mappings, click Add. To delete a logical type, se‐
lect the type and click Remove. To modify the mappings for a logical type (predefined
or user-defined), select the type, click Modify, and specify the mapping information for
any desired database products.

Native Types to Logical Types

For each supported database product, you can view the mappings between its native
types and Data Modeler logical types.

3.180 Types to Domains
Creates domains based on data types in the selected models (logical, relational, or a
combination). This dialog is displayed if you click Tools, then Types to Domains Wiz‐
ard.

This wizard provides a convenient way to generate domains based on the types asso‐
ciated with attributes of entities in the logical model and columns of tables in relational
models.
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If you later want to edit or delete any of the generated domain definitions, you can do
so using the Domains Administration dialog box.

Create New Domains: Controls whether existing domain definitions are overwritten if
a generated new domain has the same name as an existing domain. If this option is
enabled, those existing domain definitions are overwritten; if this option is not enabled,
existing domains are not overwritten if the generated new domain would have the
same name.

3.181 Unable to Connect
This box informs you that SQL Developer is unable to connect to the Internet. The
cause might be that the connection information for the specified HTTP proxy server is
invalid or the server in not available.

3.182 Unique Identifier (UID, or Key) Properties
This dialog box displays the properties of a candidate key, which is an object defined
in the Logical Model.

General

Name: Name of the key.

Synonym: Synonym for the key.

Long Name: Long name for display purposes.

State: State or purpose of the key: Primary Key or Unique Key.

Attributes and Relations

Displays attributes and relations that are available to be added to the key definition on
the left, and attributes and relations that are included in the index definition on the
right. You can select attributes and relations and use the arrow keys to move them
from one side to the other.

Engineer To

Enables you to specify the relational models to which this key should be propagated in
forward engineering operations.

Engineer: Controls whether the key is propagated to the specified Relational Design
(model) during forward engineering operations.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.183 View Properties (Logical Model)
This dialog box displays the properties of a view in a Logical Model.
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General

Name: Name of the view.

Query Builder: Click to display a query builder interface, in which you can create a
view from the query by specifying tables and columns, as well as other information. In
the query builder:

• You can drag and drop tables into the main area; click to select columns to be in‐
cluded; view, copy, and paste the query SQL; and edit the SQL, or make it read-
only reflecting the main diagram.

• Filter Metadata Objects by Diagram makes it easier to find objects when there
are very many metadata objects.

• Show Structure Tree shows a structure view of the query.

• Show Criteria List lets you specify criteria for the SELECT statement. Your speci‐
fications can affect the WHERE clause, and any GROUP BY, HAVING and OR‐
DER BY clauses.

Based on Structured Type: For a view based on a structured type, the name of the
type.

View Type: Type of view: entity view or named view.

Engineer To

Enables you to specify the relational models to which this view should be propagated
in forward engineering operations.

Engineer: Controls whether the view is propagated to the specified Relational Design
(model) during forward engineering operations.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Dynamic Properties, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.184 View Properties (Relational Model)
This dialog box displays the properties of a view in Relational Models.

In relational model diagrams, a view might have an icon next to its name indicating its
status:

• (No icon): The view is parsed and valid.

• Yellow triangle with exclamation mark: "Older style view" created with an earlier
Data Modeler version, or imported; not yet parsed. To parse such a view, right-
click its box in the diagram and select Parse Older Style Views.

• Red triangle with exclamation mark: Invalid view. For example, the name of an ob‐
ject in the view was changed after parsing, or the view contains incorrect syntax.
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To validate a view, right-click its box in the diagram and select Validate Selected
Views.

General

Name: Name of the view.

Query Builder: Click to display a query builder interface, in which you can create a
view from the query by specifying tables and columns, as well as other information. In
the query builder:

• You can drag and drop tables into the main area; click to select columns to be in‐
cluded; view, copy, and paste the query SQL; and edit the SQL, or make it read-
only reflecting the main diagram.

• Filter Metadata Objects by Diagram makes it easier to find objects when there
are very many metadata objects.

• Show Structure Tree shows a structure view of the query.

• Show Criteria List lets you specify criteria for the SELECT statement. Your speci‐
fications can affect the WHERE clause, and any GROUP BY, HAVING and OR‐
DER BY clauses.

Based on Structured Type: For a view based on a structured type, the name of the
type.

OID Columns: Object identifier (OID) column name or names.

Schema: Schema of the database user that owns the view. If not specified, the current
schema is assumed.

Include Schema Name in Query: If a schema is specified, you can have objects in
the view's query prefixed by that schema name.

Use Objects Only From: Name of the relational model from which to use objects
specified in the view.

Allow Type Substitution: If applicable, controls whether a substitutional structured
type generation in the DDL is allowed.

Generate in DDL: controls whether the view definition is included when DDL is gener‐
ated.

Test Query: Displays a dialog box in which you can specify a database connection
and test the view's query.

SQL for View on Structured Type

For a view on a structured type, the SQL statement for the view.

Comments in RDBMS

Comment text to be included in database objects that are generated based on this
modeling object.

Scripts

Before Drop/Rename: Statements to execute before the view is dropped or renamed.

Before Create: Statements to execute before the view is created.
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After Create: Statements to execute after the view is created.

End of Script: Statements to execute after all other statements in the script have been
executed.

Include into DDL Script: Enables user-defined scripts to be included in the generated
DDL at defined events, such as before drop or end of script.

Comments, Notes, Impact Analysis, Measurements, Change Requests, Respon‐
sible Parties, Documents, Dynamic Properties, Summary

See Common Information in Dialog Boxes.

3.185 View to Table
Creates tables based on views in a selected relational model. This dialog is displayed
if you click Tools, then View to Table Wizard.

The views in the selected relational model are displayed. Select all views or a subset,
optionally specify any naming rule, and click Generate. A table is created for each se‐
lected view. Each table selects all columns from the view, although you can later modi‐
fy the view definition as needed. By default (if no Naming Rule is specified), each table
name is its associated view name, prefixed with T_. For example, if a view name is
BOOKS, the associated table name by default will be T_BOOKS.

Naming Rule: Displays any variables (relational model name or view name, or both in
the specified order) that will be prefixed to the table name instead of T_. To display a
dialog box for selecting variables for the naming rule, click Add Variable. For exam‐
ple, assume that the relational model name is Library and the view name is BOOKS:

• If you specify only view name, the name of the generated table will be BOOKS.
That is, all tables will have the same name as their associated views.

• If you specify only model name, the name of the generated table will be Library.
You should probably not choose this option, because all tables will have names
starting with the model name and jt1, jt2, and so on added to names after the first
one.

• If you specify model name and view name, the name of the generated table will be
LibraryBOOKS.

3.186 Windows
This dialog box is displayed if you right-click a tab on the right side of the Data Modeler
window and select Windows. It lists all currently open editing panes.

Activate: Moves the focus to the selected pane and leaves the dialog box open.

Close: Closes the selected pane and leaves the dialog box open.

If you double-click a name, focus is moved to that pane and the dialog box is closed.
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